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AMAZING NEW
GOLDSEAL POLICY

PROVIDES /M THIS PROTECTION V
, ^ FOR JUST ^

CASH B ENEFITS BIO

ENOUGH To Be WORTHWHILE!

SICKNESS BENEFITS!
Policy pays for loss of time due
to sickness, a regulac nipnthly
income for as long as 3
months, ifp to . . . . .

ACCIDENT BENEFITS!
Policy pays for accident dis-

'ability at rate up to $100 per

month, for as long as 24,

months, of . . . ..

^ACCUMULATED CASH!
Policy pays for accidental loss

of life, lii^b or sight up to

$4,000, accumulated to

SICKNESS, ACCIDENT
and MATERNITYfuus

Policy pays *^hospltaUzation benefits’'

for sickness, accident or maternity, in<

eluding hospital room at rate of $5.00
per day, operating room, anaesthesia,

drugs, dressings, laboratory, X>ray, oxy»
gen tent and other services, even ambu*
lance service. Total hospital benefits as
specified to over i

The SERVICE LIFE INSURANCE CO.
' ISJj""'* OMAHA 2, NEBRASKA

CASH for Almost Every Emergency!
Now, added millions can afford all-around insurance protection. Here
is a combination SICKNESS, ACCIDENT & HOSPlTALIZA'nON
policy for Just a dollar a month that pays in strict accordance with its

provisions for ANY and ALL accidents, ALL the common sicknesses,

even non-confining illness and minor injuries. It pays disability

benefits from the very first day. NO waiting period! NO this is not the
usual "limited” policy; It's an extra-liberal policy that provides quick
cash to replace lost income, pay doctor and hospital bills, for medicines
and other pressing demands for cash that invariably come when
sickness or accident strikes.

POLICY ISSUED By Mai! AT BIG SAVINGS!

NO MEDICAL EXAMINATION!
Ages 15 to 69. Actual policy sent by mail for 10 Days
Free Examination. NO cost! NO obligation! NO
salesman will call! See this policy and judge for your-
aelf. It’s the protection you need and should have at
a price you can afford, just mail coupon below! But
do it today. Tomorrow might be too late!

fRtt

The SERVICE LIFE INSURANCE CO.
773E Service Life Bldg., Omaha 2, Nebraska

SEND without cost or obligation your extra-tliberal

“Gold Seal” $l-A-MONTH Policy for 10 Days’ Free

Inspection.

ig ,

NAME
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CITY STATE.
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OET $4-00 WORTH OF QUALITY MERCHAHDISE

THE AMAZING LOW PRICE OF ONLY $4.98
Men everywhere ask us how we can make this sensa- JL
tlonal 3 in 1 offer for • such a low pricel Tremendous
buying power is the answer. More than 1,000,000 satisfied

customers have bought and are using our Billfolds. D(m*t be
misled by the low pricel We guarantee this to be $4.00 value
or we want you to return the Billfold, Cigarette Case and
Cigarette Lighter and get your money back in full. You axe to
be the sole judge. If this sounds to you like a fair, honest-to-
goodness. man to man offer—and we're sure you'll agree it

does—then fill out the coupon below and rush it to ue. We'll
ship your smart AlBgator Grain Leather Billfold, the match-
ing 0garette Case,* and the Polished AinTnjinny} Lighter, all

for IL98 plus a few cents COD Charges.

SEND NO MOm—RUSH THIS. COUPON!
I ILLINOIS MERCHANDISE MART, Dept. S900 I

800 N. Dearborn 8t.> Chicago 10i III. I

II
Gentlemen: D Please rush me the complete set of smart |

J

Alligator Grain Leather Billfold, the matching Cigarette ®

Case and Lighter COD for only $1.98 plus 15c Federal Tax I
on Billfold only and few cents postage. I mizst be more I

u than pleased or I will return in 10 days for full refund. I

„ P7 Send me 0 complete sets COD for $10.50 plus tax

I
i—! and poetage.

|

I

NAME
I

H
ADDRESS m

J
aXY & ZONE. ; .STATE.

I 1—
]

I enclose $1.98 plus 15c tax with my order to save I
® i I all shipping charges. Ship the 3 articles to me all I

I
postage charges prepaid.

I I—I
I enclose $10.50 plus 90c tax (total $11,40). Send I

LLj me d sets prepaid. _

I I — B

YOU GET OlfLY Al»
This Beautiful Smart Alligator Grain

LEATHER BILLFOLD ami Pass Case
Here without a doubt is the greatest BiJlfold and Press Case

Bargain that is being offered today. This smart Alligator Grain

Leather Billfold is a masterpiece of Billfold d^ign and work-

manship. There's a place for everything. The Pass Case, with

its 4 celluloid protected pockets, has ample room for cards,

passes, lodge and all identification cards. The Wallet has a
gen^ous curreKcy compartment in the back and windows for

isnapshots and id^tification cards.

Guarartiee
We guarantee that you
cannot buy this sensa,
tional 3 in a offer for
this low price any-
where in the country
today. Your money
back if you can dupBi-
cate it at this low
pricOa

Deluxe Value Smart Alligator Grain

Matching Leather Cigarette Case
The handsome Cigarette Case Is a fitting compajuoa piece to

the Billfold described above. It's made from the same smart

Alligator Grain Leather and is made to hold a full package

of TWENTY CIGABETTOSS. Bach Cigarette Case is reinforced

with a hidden metal reinforcement that bolds the case in

shape and prevents your cigarettes from bending or breaking.

The case fits neatly into your vest pocket or breast pocket

Without bulging.

$2.00 Value Polished Aluminum Lighter
Here's a lighter to compare with those you've seen in the
bettor stores selling up to $3.50. Beautiful, slim, faather-

li^t styling. Hi^ly polished aluminum construotion. Sure-

fire, feather-touch lighting wheel. These are newest improved
features to make this lighter the season's outstanding buy.

Should give years of carefree, unfailing service.

FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS

The hdiday season is just ahead. Avoid last minute shopping worries and

save time and money. You’n find that a Billfold, Cigarette Case and

Lighter are high on the list of most wanted and most useful gifts for men.

Tet you oouldn't find a more boautlful! set than this anywhere for the

seosationally low price of only $1.98. Now, as an inducement for you to

do your “YfflAR i^opping early, we offer you six complete sets all packed

In attractive gift box« for only $10.60. On this quanti^ pmrchase each

set will then c<^ you only $1.75. That'e quite a saving. You can. solve

your problem of vdiat to give the men folks for Xmas by taking advantage

Of this quantity offer. Just put an (z) in the space provided in the coupon.

SPECIAL GHAHTITY DiSCODHf

ton

FOI
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A. Complete Captain Future Novel

THE SOLAR INVASION
By MANLY WADE WELLMAN

Curt Newton, Joan Randall and the Future-
men cruise into a strange world peopled with
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OOSH-i'M ALREADY BUILDlNfi-v

A superheterodyne receiver
CIRCUIT. I'M 6ETTINC REAL
PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE THAT

’ CAN MAKE &OOD MONEY
FOR ME. ^

OLAD I MAILED THAT COUPON.
LEARNIN& RADIO WITH THESE
KITS OF PARTS N.R.I. SENT ME

IS REAL FUN- EASIER j

STwU SURE 1

If know radio.

f MINE NEVER
i SOUNDED ^

SETTER

4/oh JoEf it's

^

If WONDERFUL HOW
F FAST you've ©one

I ahead in full TIME
^RADIO WORK.^p^
i»>iiiiiiiil|i|i

^ THANKS! I'VE ONLY
BEEN TRAIN!N0 A FEWi-

MONTHS. THAT'S $!0.

EXTRA THIS WEEK JUST
IN SPARE TIME. ^

f YES, MAILING ^

THAT COUPON TO
N.R.I. WAS THE
BEST MOVE I

^eVER MADE..

Learn atHomebyPracticing

mth6BigKits ofRadioParts/SendYoa
9, B. SMITH* President

National Radio Institute

Our32nd Year ofTraining
Men for Success in Radio

Do you want a good-pay 5ob in the
fast-growing Radio Industry—or your
own money-making Radio Shop? My
train-at-home method has helped hun-
dreds of men with no previous experi-
ence become Qualided Radio Techni-
cians. Mail the Coupon and you'll get
a Sample Lesson and my 64-page book,
**Win Rich Rewards in Radio,” both
FREE. See how you get prdVtical Radio
experience at home, building, testing
Radio circuits with 6 BIG KITS OF
PARTS I send!

Many Beginners Seen Make Extra

Money in Spare Time Wbile Learning
^e day you enroll I start sending

EXTRA MONEY JOB SHEETS. You
LEARN Radio principle from my
easy-to-understand, illustrated lessons—^PRACTICE what you learn with
parts I send—^USE your knowledge to
make EXTRA money fixing neighbors'

My Course Includes Training in

lELEViSIOH • ELECTRONICS

Radios in spare time while still learn-
ing I From here it's a short step to your
own full-time Radio Shop or a good
Radio job

!

Future for Trained Men Is Bright

in Radio, Television, Electronics

It’s probably easier to get started in
Ra^o now than ever before, because
the ]^dio Repair Business is booming.
Trained Radio Technicians also find

profitable opportunities in Police,

Aviation, Marine Radio, Broadcasting,
Radio Manufacturing, Public Address
work. Think of even greater opportuni-
ties as Television, FM, and many new,
war-developed Electronic device be-

come available to the public! Get the

facts on all these opportunities. Send!
for FREE books now!
Find Out What NRI Gan Do For You
Mail Coupon for Sample Lessoi^

“Getting Acquainted with Reeeivfflf

Servicing,” and my FREE 64-pagd
book. It's packed with facts about:
Radio’s opportunities for you. Read the
details about my Course. Read letters

from men I trained, telling what they
are doing, earning. See how quickly*

easily you can get started. No obliga-
tion! Just MAIL COUPON NOW in
an envelope or paste it on a penny
postal. J. E. Smith, President, Depf^
6M09, National Radio Institute, Pioneer
Home Study Kadio Sckoolf Washington
9, D. C.

sample lesson and 64-i^ge l>ook. (No
man will call. Please write plainly.)

Name Age

Address

City



''PH TDLL, it’s farewell to Xeno, to Snag-
gletooth, 'Wart-eairs and Frogeyes* ” —to kiwis, pee-lots, astrogators and

all the rest of the zany crew accumulated
in the Barge’s six-very-odd years of inter-

planetary existence. In the interests of the
vastly increased postwar and post-atomic
and post-radar stature of science fiction and
by overwhelming vote of his readers, the
Barge is turning straight.

No, he is not going to roll over and play
dead. He is simply eliminating the space-
gibberish, if that is what it could be called.

He reserves the right to employ the retort

deadly when a letter deserves it, to reply in

doggerel should the occasion be apt and the
idea ready and, perhaps, even to let go with
a broadside of acridly aromatic puns now and
then.

Most of you seemed to desire a somewhat
more adult approach, however, and most of

you cannot be -wrong—where the Barge is

concerned. From here on in, fewer Bergey
criticisms and a lot more controversial ma-
terial along scientific and pseudo-scientific
lines wiU be welcome. As will remarks on
the stories published in BS as long as they
are not dovmright asinine.

And now, here is a note from Ned Mc-
Keown of 1398 Mt. Pleasant Road, Toronto
12, Canada, which seems to merit special

attention. Stripping the screed of its routine
reviews of Spring Issue stories, it contains
the following plaint:

Dear Sarge: I’ve got a bone to pick with you. In my
last letter you cut out the part asking for contributions
for a proposed fanzine and now you squawk about
fans losing interest and not publishing mags. How
about any fans, especialiy those in Canada, sending in
ideas for a mag to all Canadian fandom, which by the
looks of the letters in your last issue is growing in
leaps and bounds?

Consider the bone picked, Mr. McKeo-wn.
Our complaint against the dearth of fanzines
submitted to the review column was appar-
ently caused by paper and printing shortages

or by the natural dislocation which seems
to be a postwar universal. At any rate, a
glance at the department in this issue should
reveal to you that the amateur publishers
are back with a bang and in great volume.
Furthermore, since it seems probable that

this alteration in the Barge’s style to some-
thing much less intimate may cause certain
long-time fans to feel a sense of loss, we have
deliberately and greatly enlarged the review
of the amateur magazines, not only in num-
ber but in detail and opinion. Bo our attitude

can hardly be construed as discouraging to

publishers like yourself.

However, this column has never been
strong on issuing such plugs as you re-
quested. Location of virtually any active fan
in the U. B. A. or in Canada can be obtained
by perusal of the fanzine review. 'We’re all

for your magazine, Mr. McKeown, but you’ll

have to rustle your own material. Then send
us the results and we -will gladly praise it or
rip it to shreds upon its merits. Best of luck
with your endeavor.

OUR NEXT ISSUE

W FADING off next issue is one of Edmond" Hamilton’s most brilliant full-length
efforts, a novel entitled THE BTAR OF LIFE,
which delves fascinatingly into the possibili-

ties of immortality. It all begins when Kirk
Hammond, one of the first pioneers to attempt
a flight to Mars, finds his ship 'inextricably

caught in an uncharted space drift and opens
the airlock to bring a merciful quick death.
But Kirk Hammond does no+ &e. Instead,

he is frozen to a cataleptic condition which
endures until he finds his space ship, after
ten thousand years, about to crack up on

—

EARTH. Its orbit has come full swing.
Rescued from death by a band of people

of the future, he learns, once he has mastered
their unfamihar tongue, that they are in hid-

(Continued on page 8)
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Can you expect to advance in any trade, business, or profession

without a high school education—or its equivalent?

Not to the full extent of your abilities. Progress beyond a

certain point is impossible when fundamental training is inadequate.

And lack of such education is becoming an even larger handicap

as we move into a more complex world.

Whatever your age, however you’re situated, it isn’t necessary

to struggle under that handicap. By enrolling with the famous

International Cbnespondence Schools, you can start your ovm high

school in your own home,

I. C. S. High School Courses feature individual instruction.

You’re in a class by yourself—study in your spate time—acquire a

high school education at astonishingly low cost. Texts are authori-

tative . .
.
progress is rapid . . . advantages are proved by thousands

of successful graduates. Mail this coupon as they did!

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE^^^^

Without cost or
HIGH SCHOOL
Business and
Aeadamic Courses
Accountmff Advertisins
Arithmetio D Bookkeopins

O Busineea Correspocdeiice
Business Management

D Cer^ed Public Acoauniing
PCommeTtaai

Cost Accounting
Federal Taz
Pint Year CoU^e
Foremanekio French
Good English
Higher Mathematics
Illustrating Motor Traffic

O Postal Service
Q Salesmanship Secretarial

O Sign Lettering
D Spanish Stenography

Traffic Management
Air Conditioning and
Plumbing Courses

O Ai? Condirioning

n Heating Plumbing

BOX 3968-e, SCRANTON 9, PENNA.
send me full particulars about the coarse before whidi X have marked X:

Refrigeration Steam Fitting p Radio Operating
Chemistry Coarses Radio Servicing

Chemical Engineering D Tel^ph Engineering

Chembtry, Analytitad _ t?*X****
Chemistry. Industrial H Drafting

O Chemistry, Mfg. Iron & Steel D fD Petroleum Refining Plastics H 54®°^ Power
D Pulp and Paper Making g

Civil Engineering. ArchKac- ^ PracW Elecriiczan.

tural and Mining Courses,
D Architectural Drafting
D Arohitecture
P Building Esrimating

Power House Electric
Ship Electrician

Internal Combustion
Engines Courses

D Civil Engineering D CcBl Mining g l^oieisn D Avistion

Contracting and Building
Highway Enrineering
Lumber Dealer
Reading Structural Blueprints
Sanitary Engineering
Structural Drafting
Structural Engineering
Surveying and Mapping
Communications Courses

n Blectronica
Practical Telepbcoty

D Radio. General

P LKeeel-EIectrie
Diesel Engines

Meohanfeal Coums
Aeronautical Engineering

D Aircraft Drafting
O Flight Engineer

D Meriiameal Drafting
P Mechanical Engineering
D Mc^d-Loft Work
O Pattemmaking—^Wood, Metal
D Reading Shop Biueprinte

Sheet-Metal Drafting
8heet>Metal Worker

D Ship Drafting D Ship Fitting
O Tool Designing Toolmaking
D Welding—-GG8 and ^eotric

Railroad Courses
Air Brake D Car Inspector

P Di^el Locomotive
Locomotive Engineer
Locomotive Fireman

D Gas Engines RaHroad Section Foreznan
$tesm Engineering Courses

P Boilerznakiztg
Combustion Engineering

P Engme Running
^O Marine Engmeering

-Age—

Industrial Engineering
Industrial Metallurgy

O Machine Shop
P Machine Shop Inspection

Ad4rett

Textile Courses
D Cotton Manufacturing
O Rayon Weav’g Textile Detig’ng
Woolen Manufacturing

Cit9- ^PreeeKi Position-

Working Hours— Length of Service in World War /f-

Speciol tuition raUs to menhhers of the Armed Forces, EnroUmetd tsnder the O.I, BUI of Btohts approved for War II Veterans,
^cnodfan residents send coupon to Jntermtional Correspondence Schools Canadian, Ltd., Montreal, Canada.



HANDKERCHIEF TEST

PROVES VITAL ZOHE SPOTLESS

AND FREE FROM <<GOO"-flo aiattet

how often you smoke it! %war
Wm.DEMUTH&CO.Inc.,N.Y.22

HESSON GUARD

Send for FREE Sdentifie Siffbt Test Chart and Catalog. Write today.

U.S,EYE.GUlSSESC0.igyBy8&%VgA¥o1g£".i£

Unredetmed loan pledges and
big buying power enable us to offetf

FIim Diamonds at Prices far less than
erldbial costi Sent you TOEE ftw INSPEC<»
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THE ETHER VIBRATES
(Continued from page 6)

ing from a race of super beings, originally

humans too, who have mastered intergalactic

travel and, on a distant star, discovered the
secret of immortality.
Known as the Second Men, they are far be-

yond human development and. keep control
of the colonized planets by maintaining the
secret of their deathlessness. The group of

humans with whom Kirk Hammond finds
himself associated is in rebellion against this

discrimination, though rebellion probably
means death.
How Kirk and his friends fall out, how

they travel to the distant stars and how they
discover the Third and Fourth men and the
motivation behind the keeping of the secret
from humanity comprise a story which is

Hamilton at his best.

As a companion to STAR OF LIFE, the
Hall of Fame Classic will be the long remem-
bered VENUS MINES, INC., by Arthur Leo
Zaget and Nathan Schachner. This story,

longer than the usual Hall of Fame epic, is

one which few who read it years ago in the
old WONDER have ever forgotten. The
names of its authors should guarantee its

successful revival.

With these two leading features, of course,

will be the finest short stories now obtainable
in the science fiction market. And there will

be also MEET THE AUTHOR, with inside

information about the creator of STAR OF
LIFE, the REVIEW OF FAN PUBLICA-
TIONS and your humble servant with his

less humble letter contributors. May we see

you again then and in good fettle.

I N view of the transformation of the

Sarge, a considerable proportion of the

letters received are downright siUy—amount-
ing to no more than cover criticisms and
various gradings of the stories in the last

issue. We’ve culled the best of them, but how
about some ideas rather than straight grade
markings? We’d like them and so, from com-
ments received, would most of you. Mean-
while, for old time’s sake.

CHADDERBOX
by Chad Oliver

Dear Sarge: From out of the West come the hoof-
beats of the great horse Tungsten! With a cloud of

dust and a rugged "Tee hee, Tungsten—^inflajubilay-

y-y.y!” the lider comes into view. It’s Smilin’ Chad
Oliver, and right behind him (on a different horse,

of course) rides Ughpot, the Indian.

(Continued on page 10)



THOUSANDS NOW PLAlf
who never thought they could!

Learned Quickly at Home
f didn^t dream I could actually leam to
play without a teacher. Now when I play
for people they hardly believe that l
learned to play so well in so short a time.

*H. C. S.. Calif.

Plays at Dances
I have completed your course- and your
lessons have been most satisfactory. I can,

play all of the popular songs. I have also
earned money pla^ng at dances.

*E. N. 3,. New Yorfs.

Wouldn’t Take $1000 for Course

The lessons are so simple that anyone caa
understand them. I have learned to play
by note in a little more than a month. I
wouldn't take a thousand dollars for my
course. ^ E. A„ Kansas City, Mo,

Finding New Joy

1 am finding a new joy that 1
never experienced before, for I
have always wanted to play, but
had giv^ up hope until I heard
Of your course.

*C. S. Luoien, OMa.

Anyone Gan Learn

I fii«t thought I wouldn't ever
leam to play by note, but I soon-
discovered that the lessons are so
simple anyone can understand
them. I am thankful that X study
with your sehooh

m. E. MAXEYS, Ga,

•Actual pupils names on request.
Pictures by professional models.

Yol!; toOf can play any instrument
By this EASY A-B-C R^ethod

Y OTJ think it’s difficult to learn
music? That’s what thousands

of others have thought! Just like
you, they long to play some instru-
ment— the piano, violin, guitar,
saxophone or other favorites. But
they denied themselves the pleasure—because they thought it took
months and years of tedious study
to learn.

Leam in Spare Time at Home
And then they made an amazing

discovery! They learned about a
wonderful way to learn music at
home—without a private teacher

—

without tedious study—and in a
surprisingly short time. They wrote
to the U. S. School of Music for the
facts about this remarkable short-
cut method. And the
facts opened their eyes!
They were amazed to j—
find how easy it was to
learn.
The result? Over 850-

000 men and women
have studied music at
home this, simple, A-B-C
way. Now, all over the
world, enthusiastic mu-
sic-lovers are enjoying
the thrilling satisfac-
tion of creating their
own music. They have
found the key to good
time, poularity and
profit.

Costs Less Than 7c a Day
And that’s what yon

can do, right now. Get
the proof that you, too,
can learn to play your
favorite instrument—
quickly, easily, In spare

time at home for lees than seven
cents a day. Never mind if you have
no musical knowledge, training or
talent. Just read the fascinating
booklet and Print and Picture sam-
ple that fully explain all about the
famous U. S. School method. If in-
terested tear out the coupon now,
before you turn the page. U. S.
School of Mu-
sic, 29411 Bruns-
wick Bldg.
New York 10,
N. Y. Largest
school of its
kind in the
world. (48th
year)

FREES
Print and Picture

Sample

TJ. S, SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
29411 Brimswiclv Bidff., New York 10, K. Y.

I am interested In music study, partiooiarly in the Instrument
checked below. Please send me your free illustrated, booklet
"How to Leam Musio at Home," and your free Print and
Picture Sample.

Plano
Guitar
Hawaiian
Guitar

Violin

I Piano Accordion Ukulele

j

Plain Acreordion
Saxophone
Trumpet, Cornet
Reed Organ
Tenor Banjo

Clarinet
Trombone
Flute
Modern

Elementary
Harmony

Practical
Finger
Control

Piccolo
Mandolin

(Please printj

Have you
..Instrument?...

aty.

I
NOTE: If you axe under 16 years of age. parent must sign coupon. I

SAVE 2o~8TICK COUPON ON PENNY P08TCARO

NOTICE
Please don't confuse
our method with ax^
systems claiming to
teach "without music”
or "by ear”. We teach
you easily and quickly
to play real muaic»
any musio, by stand-
ard notes . . . not by
any tri(^ or number
system.



DETECTIVES
TRAININO—SECRET INVBSTIQATIONS—FINQCR PRINTS

Easv Method— Short Time. Home— Travel— Secret Code-Booklet .

FREE — WRITE. »NTERNATJ^ONAL DBTECTIVEjSYJ^ i701<T
|Monroe St.. N. E<, Washington. D. C. 18.

. . . THE FORBIDDEN
KNOWLEDGE OF TIBET

What Strange secrets of nature are
locked within the mountain fast*
ness of Tibet? What control over
the forces of the Universe do these
cloistered sages exercise? For cen*
turies the world has sought to know
the source of their power—to learQ
their mastery of life, and their faculty
for ooercoming proolems with which

the masses of mankind still

struggle. Have they sel-
fishly deprived humanity
of these rare teacdiings?

WRITE FOR THIS

FREE BOOK
Like the streams that
trickle from the Him-
alayan heights to the

plateaus below, the
great truthsofthese

^
brotherhoods have

^ descended through the
“^ages. One of the preserv-
ers of the wisdom of the
Orient isthe Rosicrucian
Brotherhood (not a re-

ligious oi^anization). They
inciteyou to write today for
their FRBK Sealed ^ok,
with its amazing revela-
tions about these msrs-
teries oflife. Address:

Scribe H.V.C.

I

%e ROSICRUCIANS
AMORC

Son Jose, Cotif.

U.S.A.

STAMMER?r
§ This sew 128-page book, **Stammering«
a Its Cause and Correction/* describes the

Bogue Unit Method for scientific

correction of stammering andH stuttering — succea«^iil for 46
t

W years. Free— no obligation.

Beniamin N. Bogue, Dept. 4272, Circle^

Tower, Indianapolis 4, jnd.
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Is a monthly mesaeine cram-
med full of hunting, fishingr.

camping, dog and boating
Btoriea and pictures, invalu-
able information about guns,
fishing tackle, game law
changes, best places to fish
and hunt — countless ideas
that will add more fun to
your days afield.

Special Trial Offer

Send 25c In stamps or coin
and we will send you Bunting
A Fishing for six months.

HUNTING & PISHINQ
MAGAZINE

887 Spertaman^s Building

Boston Masiachusatte

THE ETHER VIBRATES
(Continued from page 8)

‘Gittum up, Lout,” the Indian commanded his
mount. “Gottum make East 40th Street beofore um
deadUne for The Ether Vibrates.** Hearing his cryptic

! words, millions of downtrodden humans took new
; hope. Oliver was returning to STARTLING STORIES!
I

There was yet hope for world,

j

Sure enough (mustn’t disappoint those hopeful
millions, you know), here I am with a report on the
Spring issue of our periodic guide to the best in recent

1 literature. Happy day.

!
Leave us dissect the fiction first, shall we? Best story

in the book this trip was Clark Ashton Smith’s Hall
of Fame morsel. DIMENSION OF CHANCE. The weU-
worn convenience of the spy-chasing aii^lane that
buzzes right into any one of several weird worlds
(the Four Dimension, or Mars, or the legendary home
of the Norse gods, or what-bave-you) is anyttiing but
fascinating: however, Smith’s writing ability and vivid
imagination in the strictly fantasy portions of the

! story more than make un for this. Remember the
: IMMORTALS OF MERCURY, which you reprinted in
:
your stf booklet some time back? That was a memor-

1 able Smith tale; one that really deserves a spot in Ihe
:

Hall of Fame.
Next, THE DEAD PLANET, by Edmond Hamilton.

:

Maybe my usually brilliant mind was napping when
; I read this one, but the ending came as a comnlete

surprise to me. I hate to admit it—I’ve read hundreds
of yams with the identical twist. (And no doubt Mr.
Ha^lton was responsible for ten or twenty himself).

; The egotism of our race is a strange thing—as I read
ail about the Star Service and mapping the galaxy I
yawned mentally and thought “Omigawd, Edmond’s
at it again.” It never occurred to me that he might
be talking about another race. I can't really swallow

,
THE DEAD PLANET, though (I shall pass up the

;
obvious pun at this point). You mean to tell me,

: Mr. Hamilton, that those photons were too much for
I

Grag, Otho, Eek, Urg, Slurp, Mohimk, and the illustri-

:
ous Captain You-know-who? Well, anyhow, it was a

‘ good vStory.

THE UNBROKEN CHAIN, by John Russell Feam,
takes third place. I like the idea of a complete mem-
ory and the story was well, if not brilliantly, told.

I Last place I reluctantiv bestow on our lamented
novel by Polton Cross. 'OTHER EYES WATCHING—
a swell title, by the way—^had a lot to it in the way of
interesting ideas. It seems a shame to me that Cross
was obliged to present them in such a standard com
opera. He had all the ingredients for a swell story,
except a plot. After all, that trio comprising file

Greedy Scientist, his Dumb But Beautiful Daughter,
and the Democratic Doctor was old when science
fiction was as yet unborn. The ideas were good, but
the story—^especially the opening chapters—was just
too corny to get by. One other minor point, which is

doubtless strictly an individualistic point of view: I

intensely dislike flippant endings on serious stories.

If Cross had cut his story off at the botttom of page
70, instead of utilizing page 71 for that pointless para-
graph wherein the nasty old scientist betrays his basic
Boy Scout character by asking all concerned to share
a hamburger with him, things would have been much
improved. Anyway, I ^ink 'so.

The Bergey Blotch looks like a composite hash of all

his work. We have his most unreliable-appearing ma-
chinery, a frustrated football player in the immedi-
ate foreground, and the Bergey Bores, one male and
one female, being annoyed this trip by what would
seem to be a large ten-eent store magnet. But it isn’t

really bad, and it’s better than the Tarzan ad on the
other side of the cover. Poor Tarzan—^he fared much
better when he was under the capable direction of
Edgar Rice Burroughs.
Our friend Marchionl desecrated some more paper

with his “illustrations” for Cross’ novel. He must draw
with a baseball bat. Stevens was in good form—^both
the Smith and the Feam epics have pix that look like
his work. Were they? Morey’s work for THE DEAD
PLANET is mildly amusing, no more.
The departments were all enjoyable, as usual. On

which happy thought me and ole Tungsten, and Ugh-
pot and Lout, gallop off Into the night.

—

c/o Mrs. R.
A. Taylor. Crystal City, Texas.

The next time you labor over an “ole

(Continued on page 98)
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Their eyes wide with astonishment, the Futuremen gazed at the small figure before them, lovely and perfect in

every detail—Joan Randall (CHAP. I)

THE SOIAH INVASION
By MANLY WADE WELLMAN

Cizrf Newton and the Futuremen cruise into a strange world
peopled with weird, pallid inhabitants, on the quest of a
lost satellite which was mysteriously plucked from the sky!

CHAPTER I

Fugitive Futuremen

A steroid No. 697 is one of the

, countless worlds explored by Curt
Newton—Captain Future to the

peoples of the many planets for whom he has

waged such brilliant conflict—and, unlike

most explorers, about which he has said

little to anyone beyond his own circle of

strange comrades.
Asteroid No. 697 is not much larger than

a flying mountain. Nevertheless it has a
freak gravitational power which makes pos-
sible the retention of atmosphere and water.

A Complete Captain Tutnre Norel
13



Captain Future Once More Tangles With His

Rich green grass and shrubs and trees,

myriads of flowers, and delicious fruits, grow
there. The grotto in which they now were
gathered was an ideal picnic spot. And as a
picnic spot it was being used just now by
Curt Newton and two companions.
They had come, ostensibly, to collect and

examine specimens of edible plants, which
early sketchy tests had shown to contain a
new quasi-vitamin useful in prolonging life.

But there were other reasons for coming to

Asteroid No. 697—and for spending some
time there. And so they lolled and rested,

after the last specimen had been carefully

packed and slid into a locker.

Curt, graceful, brawny and a bit more
than normal size, knelt before a small fire,

grilling a steak. A close-fitting green zipper-

suit hugged the powerful muscles of his

mighty shoulders and long legs. His red hair,

never quite in order, was comfortably

rumpled now, and his clear gray eyes were
studying his cookery with the attention that

he had so often turned upon a cosmic riddle

of science, or upon overwhelming enemy
odds.

“How can you eat that stuff?” asked Otho,

the android, who was sprawling nearby,

nibbling a cake of the synthetic chemical

which was his favorite nourishment.

Otho, too, was gracefully built and clear-

cut of feature. He had been made artificial-

ly, of elastic muscles and organs and tissues.

His high skull was bald, his complexion
rubbery white, and his ironical eyes were
green and ironical. Near him played Oog,
the fat, doughy little meteor-mimic that was
Otho’s cherished pet.

“How can he eat it?” repeated a raspy

voice from overhead. “Why, he just puts it in

his mouth, chews it and swallows. It’s the

least of Captain Future’s problems.”

That was Simon Wright, the Brain,

speaking. Long ago, on his deathbed,

Simon had prevailed on Curt Newton’s fa-

ther, the brilliant Roger Newton, to trans-

plant his brain into a crystal box, where it

would live and function forever in a bath of

life-giving serum. Flexible metal stalks bore

lens-eyes. On either side of the crystal box
was an artificial ear. In front, beneath the

14

eye-stalks, was fixed the Brain’s resonator
speech-apparatus. By use of traction-beams,

he could move, touch and work as though he
had hands and feet.

Curt laughed. He deftly made a steak
sandwich, doused it with sauce and relish,

and took a grateful mouthful. For all his

peerless science and deadly fighting skill,

just now. Captain Future was but a healthy,

hungry young man.
“Isn’t this cozy and peaceful?” he asked.

“Cozy and peaceful,” repeated the Brain.

“That’s just it. Thank the planetary provi-
dences that we found out in time.

”

“Mmm,” agreed Captain Future through
his sandwich. “We cleared off the Moon just

in time to miss the big ceremony and decora-
tions. High-flown jabber over interplanetary

radio hookups about how great and wonder-
ful and valuable we are, is certainly a hor-
rible ordeal.”

“Why can’t the System Government see

that a big ceremony and reception for us
would be bad?” inquired Otho. “We do our
best work because we’re not too well known
by sight. If the whole System saw us on
television it would ruin our effectiveness.”

He nibbled more chemical-cake. “I’d look

silly wearing the System Medal for Dis-

tinction.”

“What’s that you’re wearing?” inquired

the Brain, dropping down a couple of feet

to peer.

Otho glanced down—and gasped. On the

chest of his zipper-suit hung a broad, glitter-

ing piece of jewelry—a ten-pointed star,

inches across, jewelled and enamelled and
inscribed in five planetary languages.

“The System Medal!” cried Curt “Otho, I

thought you wanted to steer clear of all

decorations!”

“Where did it come from?” Otho clawed
at the magnificent creation. It dropped from
him like a fruit from a tree, boimced on the

floor of the grotto, shook itself and flowingly

shifted shape—and changed into Oog who
stared solemnly at his master. Oog had just

been exercising the meteor-mimic faculty

of changing himself into anything.

“The little imp!” cried Otho. ^‘He’s be-
ginning to understand our talk. By gosh, he
can imitate anything!”



Old Foemaiir Ul Ouorn^ the Pirate of Space

“Amazing,” agreed the Brain. “Well, here
we are, anyway, quietly picnicking. No fuss,

no decorations!” He closed the jaws of his

resonator with an emphatic snap.

“The difficulty is,” resumed Curt, finishing

his sandwich, “the Solor System thinks its

major troubles are over, and we can think

of retiring. It’s my experience that when
everything seems smoothest, danger threat-

ens in its most deadly form. I wish President

Carthew and his cabinet would realize that.”

seven feet tall!” cried Otho. “I told you that

Oog is getting smart!”

Oog melted himself yet again and shaped
his substance into a little square box

—

trEmsparent, with flexible eye-stalks.

“Now he’s the Brain,” said Curt with a
laugh. “He understands a lot, Otho. This last

shift means that he agrees with you about
his smartness.”

He put out the fire and relaxed against a
wall of the grotto.

“Crag’s back on Jhe Moon,” the Brain re-

minded him. “Maybe they’ll go there and
give him all the glory.”

“Crag—bah!” snorted Otho. “That big

heap of junk! Those tin brains of his don’t

realize what a bore it would be!”

He broke off, staring at Oog. The meteor-

mimic had again melted, stirred his cells,

and now stood up in the form of a little metal

dwarf, sturdily made, with jointed limbs,

bulbous metal head and tiny photo-electric

eyes.

“He’s mimicking Crag—except that Crag’s

“We’re out of sight of the Comet, parked
out yonder,” he mused. “Even if they signal

the Comet, we don’t know it, so our con-
sciences will be free

—

”

“Look at Oog,” said the Brain suddenly.

“He senses something.”

PERCHED on Otho’s knee, Oog was
imdergoing another shift of shape. His

doughy body slimmed out in one place,

curved at another, and altered into a tiny

living statuette of a young woman, slender

and vigorous, in a silken space-jacket and
15
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slacks, with rippling black hair and a face

of flawless beauty.

“Holy sun-imps!” cried Captain Future.

“It’s Joan Randall.”

“No, it isn’t,” came a silvery voice from
outside the grotto. “It’s only an imitation of

the genuine article. Joan Randall is right

here.”

THO and Curt got to their feet as Joan
Randall entered the grotto. Lovely, in-

teUigent, brave, she was one of Halk Anders’

best secret service agents in the Planet

Patrol department. Again and again she had
done splendid service as a Ueutenant of

Captain Future, whom she loved very devot-

edly.

“All right, so we’ve been tracked to our

hiding place,” groaned the big red-haired

chief of the Futuremen. “How did you find

us, Joan?”
“Not at all hard to do,” she told him.

“They fired one red warning torpedo into

these latitudes but you didn’t give any re-

sponse. So they fired another, with a fol-

lower-beam on it to chart its course. And I

jumped into a speedy racer-rocket and came
along.” She smiled dazzlingly and went on:

“So here I am.”
“That’s womanly intuition,” observed

Otho, cuddling Oog. “How does it feel to

have it used on you. Curt?”

“I can remember also what it means,”

said the Brain, laughing. “Women are mar-
velous creatures.”

“Welcome, Joan,” said Captain Future.

“Sit down and I’ll broil you a steak. The
finest steak you ever dreamed of. Such a

delicious bribe certainly ought to keep you
from betrasdng our refuge out of sheer gra-

titude.”

“This isn’t a question of gratitude!” Joan
retorted. “You’re wanted—badly—at Head-
quarters. Ezra Gurney wants you to report

in at once.”

“He’s only a marshal,” said Curt. “We can
ignore him.” He grinned at the pretty girl.

“They’ve got Grag. Isn’t one Futureman
enough for President Carhew to pin medals
on?”

“That’s just the trouble,” said Joan in

tones that were very deeply worried. “We
can’t find Grag!”
“What do you mean?” Curt Newton was

frankly astonished. “We left Grag at our
laboratory to look after things and make a
check on some experiments he’s conducting

I am sure Grag would never leave while on
duty.”

“Please!” cried Joan Randall, so desper-
ately that they aU fell silent and stared at

her. “You haven’t given me a chance to tell

you what it was that made me foUow you
here.”

“All I was saying,” finished Curt rather

sadly, “was that Grag wouldn’t go away
from the Moon.”

“That’s just it,” said Joan. “We can’t find

the Moon either.”

The three surprised stares that were lev-

eled at Joan betokened more than mere
stunned astonishment on the part of Simon
Wright, Otho and Captain Future.

The Moon was their home. It was the

staunch citadel where they stored their rec-
ords and experiments. Captain Future had
been born there. Otho had been synthesized

there. Simon Wright had let his physical

body perish there when he had taken on the

new guise of the Brain. All three loved the

Moon.
And now the Moon was no more!

The brain was the first to break the si-

lence.

“You mean, some catastrophe has de-
stroyed Luna?”
“We don’t know,” said Joan. “The Moon

just isn’t there.”

“I can’t believe it,” Otho protested. “A
solid chunk of mineral, two thousand miles

in diameter, doesn’t just vanish. I say, I

can’t believe it.”

“If seeing is believing, come to the tel-

audio,” said Joan.

They trooped together to the Comet, which
lay careened on the lush grass outside. In
the control room, Joan spun the dials of the

telaudio.

She got the wave-length and the image
she wanted, clarified the image, and turned
back to the Futuremen.

“Look,” she cried.

Against a rectangle of black, star-sprinkled

sky hung the round silver-green disk of the

Earth, with the continents of Europe and
Africa, and also most of Asia, wreathed in

clouds.

“Yep, that’s Earth,” the Brain acknowl-
edged.

“But—^where’s the Moon?” asked Joan
Randall almost fiercely. “Where’s the Moon,
I say!”

“It’s gone!” muttered Captain Future.



Captain Future scrambled upon the lump of solidity he had found and then helped Joan Randall and N’Rala to

their feet beside him (CHAP. IXJ
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CHAPTER II

Truant Satellite

0 TRACE, in the tel-

audio, could they see

e satellite that had
Earth’s consort for

of time. The Moon
y wasn’t there,

ere had it gone? And
What force, mused

tain Future, red-

3 master scientist,

remove a massive
1 totaling more than

fifty billion cubic miles in volume, without
leaving behind a fragment or a cloud of dust?
There remained not a clue to show where it

had gone. The whole thing was mystifying.

“Maybe the Moon’s on the other side of

the Earth,” Otho suggested somewhat feebly.

“Let’s look,” said Joan.

She spun more dials, and the Earth became
translucent. They could see the opposite

hemisphere, with North and South America
well defined, now.

“And where is the Moon?” Joan asked
again.

“Not in sight, certainly,” agreed the Brain.

“And not blacked out, either, or we’d catch
its silhouette against the stars. When did this

happen?”

“Let’s head back,” said Captain Future
suddenly. “Hitch that little rocket of yours
onto our stem, Joan, and ride with us. You
can talk while we travel.”

Quickly Joan set the beam-mechanism
which would serve as a tow-rope between
her own craft and the Comet, and within

five minutes they had cleared from Asteroid
No. 697 on the Earthward trail.

“It happened about four a.m. today. New
York time,” Joan began. “The Moon had
been at the full, bright enough to read size-

able print by, and so on. It went out like a
snuffed can^e. Right away there was wild
excitement in the observatories. They
couldn’t explain it.”

“Did they try a gravity-finder?” asked
Simon Wright.

“Yes, and it didn’t register any Moon.”
“Did they try a frequency-beam? A spec-

troscope?”

“They tried everything,” Joan replied.

“And found no evidence, anywhere, of the

Moon.”

“Poor Grag!” cried Otho in grief-stricken

tones.

Turning, they saw that the android’s elastic

face was twisted into an expression of deep
sorrow.

“I’m sorry,” he moaned again. “He was my
best friend.” He emitted something like a
sob. “We pretended to quarrel but we really

didn’t mean it. Gosh, this is tough!”
“Don’t feel bad, Otho,” Curt assured him

grimly. “I’ve got a hunch he’s still alive and,

if he is, cheer up! We’ll get him back, and
the Moon with him.”

“But if the Moon’s destroyed—” began the

Brain.

“We don’t know yet what happened to it,”

said; Curt Newton. “But I’m beginning to

have a theory. We’re close to where the

Moon should be, right now.”

The Comet had been hurtling through
space at a speed approaching that of light,

heading straight for the great gray-green
sphere that was Earth. Curt Newton slack-

ened speed, and turned to the Brain.

“Chart where the Moon should be, will

you, Simon?” he requested,

“Of course, lad.” The Brain’s crystal case

floated over to a great folder of papers on a
work-table. A flick of a traction beam
brought one out. “It would be almost at

perigee—that is, if it still existed.”

“Maybe it stiU does exist,” Captain Future
murmured. “Go on. Where’s the position?”

“Due ahead. We should be cracking right

down on it.”

“Right!” Captain Future’s big, wise hands
slowed the Comet still more. “Observe, ev-
erybody. Observe everything.”

For minutes the Comet continued its flight.

No one spoke. Finally Captain Future ad-
dressed his companions:

“I judge we’ve passed through the space
the Moon would have occupied. What do
you get, any of you?”
“No spectroscopic reaction,” reported the

Brain at once.

Otho closed a valve and peered through a
system of lenses at a glass flask.

“No dust or other matter,” he said. “Vac-
cuum—that’s all.”

“And no micro-gravitational impulses to a
stray atom of solid matter,” finished Joan.
“Convinced, Curt? The Moon has been taken
away.”

URT shifted controls.

“Stand by to land at New York,
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Simon, wouldn’t it stand to reason that any
explosion or change of condition would leave

a trace?”

“Yes, but there aren’t any traces,” replied

the Brain.

“Could we be hypnotized?” offered Otho.

“Not all of us,” said Curt. “Remember, we
first saw that the Moon was missing away
out yonder on Asteroid Six-Ninety-Seven

—

surely too far from any fantastic machine to

befuddle our minds. Also we have sailed

right through the position in space the Moon
ought to occupy.”

“Do you suppose that there’s been a dis-

placement of molecules,” suggested Joan.

Curt looked at her sharply. “No. Re-
member we’ve found no spectroscopic re-

action.” .

“All you’re doing is eliminating the possi-

bilities, one by one,” complained Otho.

“Let the lad alone,” the Brain scolded the

android. “By eliminating possibilities, we get

closer to the truth.”

Curt seemed musing in a realm whole
light-years away. His hands moved as if in a
dream, cutting the Comet’s speed and knifing

them into the atmosphere of Mother Earth.

The ship made a wide spiral and braked, to

drop on the square deck atop the great

gleaming spire of Government Tower.

As Captain Future threw open the air-

lock and stepped to the roof, two armed
guards brought their proton rifles to the

ready.

“Identify yourself,” said one.

“We’ve been waiting for them, sentry!”

interposed a seam-faced, white-thatched man
in the \miform of a marshal of the Planet
Police. He was Ezra. “Come on. Captain Fu-
ture and the rest of you—straight to the

President!”

Curt Newton seemed suddenly to awaken.
“That’s it, Simon, he said. “All possibilities

eliminated except the one true fact. The
Moon wasn’t destroyed. She couldn’t have
been snatched away or changed into some-
thing else.”

“She must still be there then,” growled
Otho.

Captain Future snapped his fingers in tri-

umph.
“Right, Otho! She’s still there!”

His companions clustered around him.

“TeU us!” they pleaded.

“Just a moment,” begged Curt Newton.
“You can think while you walk,” said

Ezra Gurney.

He led the group across the landing stage

and down a flight of stairs. On the floor be-
low, where waited another familiar figure

—

burly, grim-eyed Halk Anders, commander
of the System’s police organization.

“Quite a gathering of notables,” muttered
Otho. “But I don’t see any medals being
shoved at us.”

“Medals will wait, Otho,” said Anders.
“You may get double decorations—or just

epitaphs.”

“If there’s any of us left to make funerals

worth while,” added Ezra Gurney. “The
Moon, two thousand miles in diameter, has

been blotted out of existence!”

“Joan told us,” said Captain Future. “You
said President Carthew wants us? Lead on.”

Down more stairs, and into the office of

the President of the Solar System.

James Carthew was gray-haired, distin-

guished-looking, a big-framed man, a bril-

liant scholar, who, in his younger days, had
been an athlete. In two of the interplanetary

wars he’d also been a daring officer of fight-

ing men. Now, at the height of his career and
powers, he was the beloved president of all

habitable worlds within the space-latitudes

dominated by Old Sol.

He looked up from his desk as the group
entered.

“Captain Future!” he cried. “Welcome to

you and your friends. Once more the united

worlds depend on your wisdom and cour-

age.”

“What shall we do first, Mr. President?”

answered Newton.

“The Moon has vanished,” replied Car-
thew. “Undoubtedly you know the facts by
now, and realize the imphcations are tre-

mendous. It may indicate that some cosmic

danger threatens to snatch other worlds

—

perhaps our own—^into oblivion, too.”

SLOWLY Captain Future nodded. “I

agree so far, sir,” he said. “What specif-

ic theories have been advanced?”
“Thousands,” said the President. “The

Science Committees are fighting, arguing,

debating, as usual. What’s your own opin-

ion?”

“A speculative one,” said Curt. “I believe

the Moon is still where it has always been.

Our instruments show there’s no dust or

vapor—no visible remains—^not even a spec-

troscopic trace. An explosion or chemical

change would have left behind debris. We
find nothing our normal instruments can
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identify. Therefore the Moon is still there

—

in a dimension beyond our own, slipped

there, in its entirety, by agencies not now
apparent.”

The President stared at him blankly. Then
he nodded his gray head.

“You’ve traveled from one dimension to

another before, you know about these

things,” Carthew said. “But I know little

about such matters. Explain further.”

“Take a two-dimensional universe, sir.

It’s a plane, bounded by length and breadth,

like the top of this desk.” He laid his big

hand upon it. “My hand’s there on the desk-

top. But I take it way, through height, the

third dimension—” He lifted his hand. “Not

a trace left. Right?”
“Right,” agreed President Carthew. “Then

the Moon, which has three-dimensions, has

vanished by the Fourth dimension?”

“Not necessarily, sir. The fourth dimen-
sion has been judged to be time.” He thought

a moment. “I’ll illustrate this way. I’m

three-dimensional, and I’m here in the of-

fice. But suppose I took ten seconds to leave

and close the door. I’d have traveled ten

seconds in time—the fourth dimension—and
would be present here no more, but some-
where else.”

“I follow you again,” said the President

“The Moon has gone—where?”

“Into another dimension between the four

we normally know. Suppose we call it Di-

mension X. The Moon’s there, away from
our sight and sense.”

“And Crag’s there, too,” said Otho. “Poor

Grag—^my best friend, my old partner! What
is Dimension X doing to him?”

CHAPTER III

Grag in Dimension X

“At least we’re spared the sneers of Otho,

and the antics of that little monstrosity,

Oog. And if the authorities come here and
find only me—well, I won’t fight off any
medals. One would look good, soldered on
here.”

^

His mighty metal fist struck the huge
curve of his torso, and clanged like a super
alarm bell. Grag was like a seven-foot suit

of medieval armor come to life. His great

bulbous head was set with two photo-elec-

tric eyes and housed a brain of colloid

metal—a brain not quite as stupid as Otho
hked to pretend, but nevertheless the least

acute of all the Futuremen. What he did

have was strength. He was a hving derrick,

a walking tractor, for power.

Just now he was in the upper wing of the
great laboratory-headquarters which the

Futuremen maintained on the Moon, sealed

from the outer airlessness, the cold of limar

night and the heat of lunar day, by thick

walls and airtight locks and panels. He was
watching the progress of a dozen minor
experiments, marking the result of each on
a pad alongside. Eek hopped along near
him, nuzzling the huge corrugated-soled
feet.

“I know, I know,” crooned Grag in a voice

like an affectionate klaxon. “You’re hungry,
Eek. Well, come on, we’ll have lunch.”

He led the way to a cubical room, made
more them ordinary size to accommodate his

gigantic proportions. From a work-bench he
caught a fistful of broken metal, womout
small parts from repaired motors and ex-
perimental engines. These he laid on the

floor under Eek’s nose.

“Some of this has chromium in it,” he
told Eek. “You like chromium, Eek. I’ll

have copper, as usual.”

He took a big lump of red-glowing metal
and fed it into the special digestion chopper
inside his torso.

“And now,” he said, “Uncle Grag will teU
you a story.”

Eek hopped up on Grag’s knee. He sat

up, nibbling on a flawed cog, like a squirrel

on a nut.

“It all began with Roger Newton and
Simon Wright, who built this laboratory,”

said Grag. “With them was Eflaine, Roger
Newton’s wife. They made many things

—

time-travellers, copper-temperers, a t o m-
busters, intei-planetary fuels. They made
Otho, too, on a day when they weren’t up to

par. But the most wonderful, useful thing

WHEN Grag had
been dii’ected by

Captain Future to remain
on the Moon, in charge of

the routine laboratory

work while the other Fu-
turemen eluded the uiV
welcome effort to lionize

them, he was pleased at his

luck.

His great robot voice

boomed to little Eek, the

moon-pup that looked like a toy bear come
to life.



ONE of the five strangers was dressed in

brilliant turban and Martian cloak, and
was human, but the others were beings that

even Grag, who had been everywhere on the

Comet’s star-spanning flights, could not

identify.

They were two-legged and upright but
grotesque of action and proportion.

Gfag could see their pallid bodies, scantily

dressed in metallic-gleaming jerkins and
kilts, belted around with strange weapons.

Crag gazed in astonishment at the
grotesque figures before him, figures

dressed in metallic garments and belted
around with strange weapons such as
seldom are seen on earth (CHAP* III)
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they ever made was your Uncle Grag.”
The robot’s massive jointed shoulders

shook with mirth.

“After a triumph like that, it was nothing

for Roger Newton to make Simon Wright’s

brain immortal by transferring it to a crystal

case,” he continued. “And, after Victor Corvo
killed Roger and Elaine Newton, it was your
Uncle Grag who raised their boy Curt to be
Captain Future, with Otho and Simon Wright
helping a little. When the Futuremen went
cruising through space, Victor Corvo had
the bad judgment to fight us and, instead

of Victor Corvo, he became Vanquished
Corvo—^ha! ha! ha!”

Grag’s laughter was like a metal sea raging

against metal rocks.

“That’s what men call a joke, Eek. Victor,

vanquished—xmderstand? Well, when U1
Quom tried to avenge his father, Victor

Corvo, we chased him right up against the

sun. And he whiffed away in flame, ship

and all
—

”

The robot broke off suddenly.

“Eek,” he said slowly. “Don’t you feel as

if the floor was somehow slanting?”

Eek hopped down, as if to investigate.

Grag rose from where he sat. His big frame
tottered.

“Things are out of plumb—but how could

they be?” There was a quiver in the boom-
ing voice. “The walls look funny, too. Some-
how angles aren’t right angles. I wonder—

”

He tramped to the door and opened it.

Things were black out there.

The upper wing of the laboratory was
dimly lighted and several figures were
grouped there, studying the experiments.

Grag’s photo-electric eyes, keener in the

dark than normal human optics, counted five

intruders.
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Their legs were short and bandy, like those

of a frog, and their huge, flat, flapping feet

were clad in shiny sandals. By contrast,

their arms were long and brawny. Their

hands had only three fingers.

At first glance they seemed to have no
necks at all to support round hairless heads,

which had mere holes for ears and noses,

dark wide eyes and mouths like gaping
slashes clear across the face. Though stocky,

they were less than average hirman height.

Even the man in the turban was shorter

than customary.

“Space-burglars!” growled Grag. “I’ll

scoop them up—I can do it with one arm

—

and keep them for Captain Future!”

He clanked out into the open. Five faces

turned to stare at him.

“Here comes one of the Futuremen!” cried

the man with the Martian clothes, and his

voice struck a responsive chord in Grag’s

memory.
“I know who you are!” roared Grag in

return challenge. “Aren’t you—

”

“It’s Grag, the robot!” interrupted the

speaker. “He’s strong but stupid. Trap him!”
A ray from somewhere played. There was

a clang and a vibration. Darkness enveloped
Grag as if dark water had closed over his

body. The ray caused five plane surfaces of

metal to close around him—four as walls and
a fifth as a roof above. He was like a very

large and grim rabbit caught in a box trap.

He stood still, great metal legs braced,

huge spading-forks of hands doubling into

fists at his sides. After a moment, his photo-
electric eyes gauged the small chamber
which had clamped around him. He moved

—

and opposite him something else moved.

Grag peered at it. This thing in the trap

with him was as big as himself, a burly,

oversized human shape, as tensely cautious

as himself. Plainly it was an enemy, a
guard, sent to subdue him.

“Huh!” grunted Grag. “The champion, are

you? Bully of the gang? I’ll fix you quick!”

He shifted his feet, lifted his left hand and
cocked his right, assuming the boxing stance.

At once the stranger fell into a like postxrre

of defense.

“So you’re left-handed!” said Grag. “A
professional, eh? All right, come out punch-
ing and I’m going to knock your head off

into your own lap.”

He sprang and the stranger sprang to

meet him.

Grag drove his left at the stranger’s head.

It landed with a solid ringing bang as he
shifted and threw his right. Both pimches
scored, and he jumped backward, expecting

to see his opponent, down and helpless in a
cnished heap.

But the burly figure opposite him was
bobbing and weaving without the slightest

sign of injury. Grag’s fiercest blows had
not won!
“That was only the overture before the

main performance,” Grag taimted. “What’s
the idea, dodging around like that? Come
on and fight.”

He rushed, and his enemy met him half-

way. Grag threw a dozen battering-ram
blows. It was an attack that should have
battered down a brick wall but he felt no
wilting imder his smashing Imuckles. Wind-
ing up with all his metal-muscled strength,

he planted a final 4uper-robot blow. He
landed, and the impact of his own blow sent
him reeling back out with a resounding
clangor of metal joints. Then he raised up,

glared, and whooped for joy.

This time his giant adversary was down!
“That does it!” boomed Grag.

He scrambled to his feet.

Rut as he did so, the other figure also

was getting up, a little unsteadily.

“Hey!” Grag thundered.. “Don’t you know
when you’ve had enough?”
He moved forward cautiously. So did the

stranger. Grag peered—and flinched. The
stranger flinched, too.

“It’s my own reflection!”

And so it was. For the first time since

the fight had begun, Grag paused to study
what he saw. The burly naetal figure was
£Ui exact duplicate of himself.

“It’s a mirror!” he cried. “No, not a mirror
—a surface of gleaming metal! I’ve been
fighting my own image!”
“The farce is over,” said a twittery voice

above him.

He glanced up. A small port was open in

the ceiling-plate of the trap. Several pallid

faces, with large glowing eyes, were peering
down at him.

“The gas,” said another twittering voice.

“Grag is a metal robot,” said the man in

Martian clothes. “Use the magnetic beam.
It will lock his Iron arms and legs.”

A pale light stabbed down from above.
Before Grag could dodge the beam struck
him and the robot became helpless as though
frozen in ice—a silent gleaming statue.
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From above two of the pale men swung

down. Grag, whose brain was not affected

by the ray, heard them call to their com-
panions overhead. Coils of wire were flung
down.
Deftly the two strangers wound this stuff

aroimd Grag, and he was soon swaddled
like an insect in the web of a mighty spider.

“Turn off the ray,” called one of his

captors.

It blinked off. Grag felt his powers re-
turn.

He strove against his bonds, but they
were strong and snug, and beneath them he
was helpless.

“Take away the trap,” was the next order,

and the walls fell away. Grag saw the dim
upper wing of the corridor, and several more
pale people ringing around him. But the

man whom he had recognized was not pres-
ent.

“Forward march,” a captor bade him.
“Your legs aren’t tied.”

Grag decided to act as Captain Future
would have acted—^pretend submission,

watching meanwhile for a chance to escape.

He obediently clumped up the stairs, through
an airlock door to the outside—^the outside

which he knew so well.

But Grag did not recognize it now. He
had expected to step out into the familiar

great crater of Tycho, with its stretching

airless expanse of rocky floor, its great cen-
tral pinnacle of sky-aspiring stone, its hor-
izon-ringing crater wall.

And this was all changed. He had emerged
upon soil, crumbly and a little damp. The
lock-door of the laboratory was familiar, but
it opened into a little clearing among weird,

fleshy plants that must make a jungle of

immense extent—^he could not tell, for things

were dim here, too.

The sky was of a greenish gloom, and
aroimd him hung what the Moon had not
known for eons—air, heavy air, with a
slight warm breeze swaying the plants. He
heard a distant trilling that might be insects

or birds.

Far off a mighty movement crashed among
the jungle growths.

“Why,” he stammered. “This isn’t the

Moon—^not our Moon!”
“Right, and wi'ong,” said one of the twit-

tering pale captors. “It’s the Moon, yes, but it

is not your Moon. We’ve taken it for ours.

And you’re looking at a very few of the

alterations we have achieved.”

CHAPTER IV

In Pursuit of the Moon

I Y THE time the Fu-
turemen and Joan

Randall were back in the

Comet, which still re-

mained parked on the
landing-stage atop Gov-
ernment Tower, Curt
Newton had mapped out a
plan of procedure. With
their Moon laboratory

gone, their best remaining
equipment and files of ex-

perimental data were in the workshop of the
trim-lined little space-craft. They were
grouped around a table, littered with papers
from a huge folder marked “Extra Dimen-

“You talk as if Grag was stUl alive,” said

Otho hopefully.

“I think they’ll keep him captive, who-
ever they are,” said the Brain. “He’s a
masterpiece of scientific construction, and
only scientists would be able to steal a whole
satellite. As scientists, they’ll want to use
him for their own purposes.”

Otho got up from where he sat. “Simon
Wright, are you suggesting that Grag would
turn traitor?” he asked fiercely.

“I said nothing like that, Otho,” said the

Brain soothingly. “I know Grag better, even,
than you do. I helped make him and train

him.”

“Why should they grab the Moon?” in-

quired Joan.

“I think I know,” said Captain Future.

“We Futuremen would understand and re-

sist. So they moved to take away the Moon,
and all of us with it. As it turned out, they

got only Grag.”
“But we’U get him back,” said Otho stern-

ly-

“We have some data to help us,” resumed
Curt, assembling papers. “Here are the re-

searches of Harris Haines, who penetrated

the fifth dimension and who lost his life

there. Remember how we followed him?
Here’s our report, too, of going into the

dimension and returning. It’s something with

which to work.”
“If we only had the benefit of U1 Quom’s

research and experience,” mused the Brain,

dropping down to rest his crystal case on
the table while his eyes on their flexible
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stalks studied the paper,

“U1 Quorn is dead, and better so,” said

Joan, very grimly for so pretty a girl. “We
all saw him blow into fiery nothingness as

his ship fell into the sun.”

“But he was a master scientist,” the Brain
said. “He had only one rival in mind, imag-
ination and daring—Curt Newton. Even U1
Quorn admitted it.”

Curt Newton ignored the compliments.
His gray eyes stared into space, as he re-

membered the conflict with his mightiest

enemy.
“I recognized his powers, too,” he said.

“U1 Quorn was brilliant and brave. Pity he
wasn’t a good man, too. Well, as Joan says,

he’s dead and disintegrated. We’ll take up
this dimensional study again.”

“You think we’re attacked from the fifth

dimension?” asked Otho. Curt shook his

rumpled red head.

“No, what we explored of the Fifth Di-
mension didn’t show any science capable of

stealing a world the size of our Moon.”
“Which, then?”

“We’ll find out. We still have that fifth-

dimensional machinery—remember? And
Simon’s been working on it for months.”

“Right, lad.” The Brain floated to where,
against a wall, wei-e set strange controls

and gauges, with attached fabrics of machin-
ery, the whole bolted to a small section of

flooring.

It was more compact and intricate than

when it had served to plummet them into a

new universe and a decisive conflict with U1
Quorn, the mixed-blood son of Captain Fu-
ture’s ancient enemy.

“Dimension travel,” amplified Simon’s fiat-

sounding resonator voice, “is only a matter

of extension of the dimension-spanning pow-
er and observation of the space-time-dimen-
sion quotient at all times. This modification

may not switch whole worlds, not even a
ship the size of the Comet. But it can carry

a smaller load—our life-rocket”

“Which will hold one observer,” said Curt.

“I’ll be the observer,” put in Otho quick-

ly. “I want to rescue Grag.”

“No, me!” begged Joan. “You’re all needed
here to plan

—

”

“Sorry,” went on Captain Fhture, in the

voice of authority he used to settle such
arguments. “I’m commander. I go. Think
I’d let one of you head into such a danger
while I hung back?” He turned to the panel

that led to the life-rocket chamber.

HE Brain had a suggestion to make.
“There’s about a cubic foot of extra

space, lad,” Simon Wright reminded him. “I

speak for that. Something says this dimen-
sion-jumping will need both of us to ob-
serve.”

“Come, then,” granted Curt. “Otho and
Joan, stay and observe here.” He paused at

a stand, pulling into view a volume of notes.

“Follow these. Perhaps you can develop

even better gadgets, and we’ll be back and
incorporate them into a real trans-dimen-
sional counter invasion.”

He looked at Joan silently, tenderly. She
was pale, but she smiled bravely. He started

to say something, and did not trust himself.

He strode into the life-rocket hold, with the

Brain hovering close at his heels.

Joan looked at the notes, her eyes strangei-

ly bright.

“These say that the Comet must fly near
the selected point—which means the point

where the Moon would be swinging in her
orbit if there were a Moon—about three

thousand miles off, and follow the path.”

“Thirty-seven and a half miles a minute,”
amplified Otho. “That’s Moon’s speed in her
journey around Earth. Ready?”

They went together to the controls, and
within minutes were seeking the indicated

position in space. The Comet fell into the
designated course and speed.

“Now,” said Joan, “what about Curt and
Simon? Will—will we ever see them again?”

The android shook his high-craniumed
bald head.

“It’s been swifter than light, this realiza-

tion of what happened, and what must be
done to fight it. That’s Captain Future for

you. Only he could have puzzled it out.

We’ve all gone with him into other dimen-
sions, traveling in time—all the experiences

that should have pointed the way. But he
knew. Listen! The space-rocket’s cleared!”

Inside the tiny craft Curt and Simon had
set up the dimension-shifting machinery.
Curt steered, Simon observed and operated

with his traction-beams.

“As before, no hint of gravity-pull to

where the Moon should be,” he reported.

“Try fifth dimension—we’re fairly familiar

with it,” said Captain Future, and he threw
a lever.

There was a moment of blackness and
physical convulsion; then their brains

cleared. Simon’s flexible eye-stalks sought
the gauges.
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“No gravity reaction to indicate a satellite,

or even a little lump of rock close to us,”

clipped out the Brain’s resonator. “This point

in the fifth dimension shows nothing but
space.”

Curt threw over the lever further, further,

further. . . .

“No indications,” the Brain was saying.

“Work back, lad, and not so fast. Remember
how small a difference there is between di-

mensions. Again. Again . . . just a little

click of the lever—^hold it!”

Curt paused, hand on the lever.

“Yes?”
“.Gravity indications strong,” the Brain

reported. “I get evidence of a large body in

this space. Distance, about two thousand
miles. Pull shows a mass comparable to

—

”

“That’s enough—we’ve foxmd the Moon!”
cried Captain Future. Still gripping the con-
trols, he bent to glance out of the forward
port. “Look, Simon! there she is!”

They had found their lost home in space.

But how different was the appearance of the

Moon!
Gauge marks and gradations on the glass-

ite pane of the port enabled Captain Future
to compute quickly that here was a world
spherical in shape, and approximately 2,000

miles in diameter—the size and shape of

Luna, where his home was located. All else

seemed different, however.

At a scant two thousand miles distance, the

globe filled a large part of the sky, and it was
fuzzed and wreathed with clouds, indicating a
damp, thick atmosphere. There were great

masses of dark and pale vegetation. A gleam
here and there indicated lakes and rivers.

“Don’t touch that lever, lad,” the Brain
cautioned him. “As I take it from our instru-

ments, we’re really between dimensions just

now. And that’s why the Moon looks dif-

ferent. Because she’s really two moons—our
own, wrenched from our dimension, and an-
other that’s mixed in.”

“That’s possible,” nodded Curt, still study-
ing the strange world ahead. “That’s prob-
able, too, for a dimension-shifting device big

enough to involve a whole world such as this

must have a base almost as large as the world
itself, just as our dimension-shifter is the

size of this little space-skiff.”

“You think, then, that a whole planet or
moon of this, invasion dimension—^Dimension

X, you call it—is fitted up as a shifter?”

“That’s only a guess, but it seems to me to

be a good one. Let’s drop down and see.”

S IMON WRIGHT, too, was gazing out of

the port.

“Drop where?” he asked.

“Where our laboratory should be. I don’t

see mountains or craters or anything like

Tycho to guide us, but our charts can help.

Call out directions as I head in. I’m landing

near the lunar Antarctic circle, where Tycho
ought to be.”

The Brain watched the charts and called

out warnings or other data as Curt settled the

Comet. Finally they came opposite the jungle-

swaddled area where Tycho should have
been. Curt saw no clear space large enough
for an improvised port, and so he hovered
for a moment, directing his bow-proton gun
blasts against the lush thickets. The jxmgle

seemed to slough and cook away, like strange

frost-figures under a burning glass.

“Your blast-fires looked greenish and
strange,” observed the Brain. “This atmos-
phere plays sti’ange tricks.”

“But the fact that combustion takes place

shows there’s plenty of oxygen,” reminded
Captain Future. “That space I cleared looks

[Turn pagel
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reasonably flat and solid,

down.”
The little life-rocket dropped down with a

slight thump, and Curt studied the atmos-

phere test-gauge a minute.

“Oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, water

vapor, traces of other gases—all in breath-

able combination. I’m on my way out.”

He flung back a panel and emerge'fl. The
Brain floated after him, hovering at shoulder

height.

All aroimd them, at the edge of the clear-

ing they had made, grew great thick clumps
and mats of what appeared to be giant fun-

gus or lichen. Captain Future slipped his

proton gun from its holster and walked to-

ward it.

“Vegetable—or is it? It might be a form
allied to the plantlike sea animals of Earth’s

could see the dim green light of the clearing

beyond. Bending his head as if to buck a line

of football players. Captain Future wormed
his way through.

“Here they are,” commanded a voice he
half-remembered. “Quick!”
He spun around, lifting his proton gun.

But upon and around him fell something like

a thousand wiry snakes all working together

—a net of flexible metal strands, that covered
him in one second and in another second was
drawn tight around him a dozen ways. He
fired once, but already he was being tripped

and flung from his feet. The gim was knocked
from his fingers.

“Out of here, Simon!” he cried. “Back to

the life-rocket!”

“I won’t leave you!” came Simon Wright’s

grim rejoinder. His traction-beams tore and
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oceans. I’d swear there was a little ripple of

motion there that was from the growths
themselves.”

“It might be animal,” agreed the Brain,

still hovering beside him. “Or it might be a

form of life neither animal nor vegetable,

but peculiar to this universe. Which way are

we heading?”

From his belt Captain Future took a com-
pass and studied it.

“The needle shakes a little in this dimen-
sion, but it seems to work to some extent,”

he said. “As I judge, we ought to head
straight through here, and not many minutes’

walk will take us to where our laboratory

should be, if any of it is left.”

“I’ll see,” volunteered the Brain, and
wafted his crystal case aloft against the dim
green sky on one of his traction beams. He
disappeared above the top of the jvmgle, but

was back in a few moments.

“There’s a clearing just ahead, and I

thought I saw a metal lock, like oxns,” he
reported. “Head toward it.”

Together they entered the jungle. The
growths, though thickly set, were not too

hard to push aside or bend down. Captain
Future’s mighty arms and the Brain’s deftly

used traction beams forced a way through the

thickets.

At last they came to the last belt of jungle,

worried at the net.

But little palefaced men were rushing,

throwing another net. The crystal case that

housed the Brain was caught and wound in

intricate folds.

Outside the net, bonds were being tightened

on Captain Future. Even so, he was difficult

to subdue. Six men, then eight, fought and
tugged and battled before he was rendered
helpless.

“Let him get up,” commanded the first

voice that had spoken.

Captain Future struggled erect. He faced
the figure that was darker of complexion
than the pallid sneakers who had ambushed
them, and wore Martian turban and cloak.

“We observed your approach, and knew it

must be you,” continued the commander.
“That last blast to clear a little landing field

showed where you came down. And we pre-
pared this reception.”

Captain Future strove against his bonds,

“If I didn’t know that the sun’s heat had
cooked him to nothingness,” he said, “I’d

swear that you were—

”

“I know what you’re thinking. Captain
Future. And you’d be right! That sun-fire

didn’t kill me; it only threw me into another
dimension. I’m U1 Quorn, the Magician of

Mars, and this third meeting is going to be
the finish of you!”
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CHAPTER V

The World-Eaters

THE many master
qualities that made

Captain Future the great

defender of the common-
wealth of worlds, perhaps
the greatest, commentators
have agreed, was the force

and speed of his thought.

Bom of the brilliant

Roger and Ethel Newton
to a heritage of science and
intellectual might, reared

and schooled by Simon Wright’s peerless

brain-supervision, seasoned by travel and
adventure and study on the strangest and
most surprising of planets throughout the

galaxies, Curt Newton was more than the

foremost scientist of all civilizations; he was
the foremost thinker, concrete, abstract,

philosophical and strategical.

The rapid classification of facts that had
led to his decision about the dimensional
theft of the Moon, that had amazed even his

companions, was not as effortless as it had
seemed—it was only that Curt Newton could

and did think and decide, as Otho had said,

with the rapidity of light.

Now, faced by mortal peril and complete
surprise, his mind did not go blank and help-

less, as might so many othei’s. It functioned

all the swifter.

U1 Quorn, Magician of Mars, had fought
him twice and failed twice. At their first

conflict, the evil genius who was Roger Cor-
vo’s son and self-appointed avenger had
wound up on Cerberus, the drab prison moon
that circles around Pluto. Escaping by a

miracle of scientific scheming, he gathered

new allies and powers for a second defiance

of the Futuremen that led in and out of the

fifth dimension, and concluded as U1 Quorn’s
ship drove, or seemed to drive, to destruction

in the heat of the sun. And now here he rvas,

on the Moon that was somehow not the

Moon, with Captain Future bound and help-

less before him.

Brilliant, ruthless, brave, U1 Quom had a
few faults. One of them was vanity. Captain

Future, estimating and facing the situation

in headlong seconds of thought, knew that

he must use that weakness against his captor.

“Only you, U1 Quom, could have escaped

as you did,” he said, in tones of sullen ad-

miration. “And I still don’t see how.”
“Thanks!” U1 Quom laughed spitefully,

but his eyes shone with vain gratification.

“Coming from Captain Future, that’s the
greatest compliment I could hope for. But
you’ve figured out so many mysteries, why
isn’t this one understandable? I was diving

into the sun. An ordinary ship—with an
ordinary steersman—^would have perished.

But U1 Quorn was steering, and the ship was
fitted—remember—^with dimension-traveling

machinery. The moment of explosion seemed
to throw that machinery into activity that

outdid itself. I went on, past even the fifth

dimension—

”

“Into Dimension X?” supplied the voice of

Simon Wright, from the cocoon-like swad-
dling of bonds where he hung between two of

the grotesque pallid followers of U1 Quom.
“Call it that, if you like. X, the unknown

quantity—the spot where dark deeds happen
—yes. Dimension X!” U1 Quorn was enjoy-
ing himself hugely. “And I found what I

could find anywhere! New powers, new allies,

a new plan to make myself what I should al-

ways have been, master of worlds!”

“Too bad,” commented Curt gently, “that

N’Rala didn’t live to share your triumph.

She was a beautiful girl, and she wasn’t quite

all evil. Your influence was bad for her.”

“Who said N’Rala was dead?” said U1
Quorn. “She’s very much alive and—

”

He broke off suddenly, and v/hen he spoke
again, his voice sounded gruff. “Forget
N’Rala. You’ll forget everything soon. I

plan to destroy you both."

U1 Quorn could do that. Curt reflected. He
and the Brain were helpless for the moment,
among armed enemies. It was time to use
another of U1 Quorn’s own weaknesses
against him—the trait of spiteful curiosity

that stemmed from a twisted but brilliant

pursuit of scientific knowledge.
“I’m ready to die,” said Curt. “So is Simon.

When we’re gone, you can’t find out what
preparations are being made against you.”

“Preparations?” repeated U1 Quorn. “You
mean, defense against invasion? Impossible!

We sent spies—the best spies
—

”

“Your best aren’t good enough,” taunted
Simon Wright, taking his cue from Captain
Future. “We’re here, aren’t we? Do you
think we’d come smashing in without arrang-

ing—^ih secret—a big surprise for you back
in our own dimension?”
“Don’t tell any more, Simon,” said Captain

Future. “He’s going to kill us, anyway.”
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NE of the pallid monstrosities began to

twitter.

“Perhaps, we should wring their secrets

from them,” he suggested.

“Not so easily done,” Captain Future
snubbed the creature. “Ask U1 Quorn if I

ever told anybody anything I didn’t want to

tell. Especially if I’m to die, anyway.”
“There are many ways of dying,” said the

pallid thing. “Easy ways, and hard ways.”

“Stop that,” ordered U1 Quorn. “I know
Captain Future, and he’s my most deadly

enemy. But he’s the wisest, bravest, most
dangerous creature I’ve ever encountered.

Threats wo^i’t work, and not many tricks.

March them away and put them in the safest

place possible.”

The misshapen assistants of U1 Quorn
moved forward obediently. With a pallid

captor at each bound elbow, Captain Future
marched across the clearing to an open panel-

way that he recognized as an entrance to his

own laboratory.

Here, at least, the nature of things on the

Moon did not appear changed. They de-

scended to a con-idor below, marched along

it, and one of the pale men flung open eui

irmer door. Captain Future was pushed into

a dark, cubical chamber, and a quick spurt

of flame from a gunlike instrument roughly
welded the loose end of his tether to the

metal bulkhead. Another fusing hung the

Brain in his bonds as in a hammock, just out

of possible reach of Captain Future.

The door frlanged shut, a lock snicked into

place. Captain Future strained his eyes in

the dimness. In a far corner stood a mas-
sive, towering figure. Could it be

—

“Crag?”
“Chief!” came the booming voice of the

robot. “Did they get you, too?”

“Simon and me both,” replied Curt. “Are
you tied? What happened?”

“I don’t quite know,” admitted Grag rue-

fully. “There was a big rough fellow I

whipped—^no, that was me, in a mirror. Then
funny little pallid apes, and someone I re-

member from somewhere directed them.”

“It’s U1 Quorn,” Captain Future told him,

and quickly went on to describe all that hap-
pened. He explained to the puzzled Grag the

significance of the dimension-shift that had
somehow swallowed and altered the Moon.
“And now, what happens to us?” asked the

Brain when Curt had finished.

“Curtains, as they said in the Twentieth
Century,” suggested Grag.

“Nothing of the sort,” replied Captain
Future quickly. “I know U1 Quom’s merci-

less, but he practically admitted that he
needed to keep us alive. He WEints to know
what, if anything, is being done against this

invasion by dimensions. That means he
won’t kill us, or do weird surgery on our
brains.”

“Of course not,” put in the Brain. “Such
surgery would make us slaves of his own
mind, but it would also wipe out our own
knowledge, which he thinks he must have.”

“He’U try to get it by torture,” suggested
Grag. “Of course, I can’t feel pain, but I don’t

know anything he wants to know, anyway,”
“I don’t see why we can’t get out of these

metal ropes,” interposed the Brain, jiggling

in his criss-cross of bonds. “If my traction-

beams worked properly, I think I could set

us free, but they’re just not as handy as

usual.”

“And I’m a little clumsy, too,” said Grag.
“Perhaps the dimension-shift blurs the

finest mechanical performance,” suggested

Curt. “Yes, if they give us any time what-
ever, we ought to hit on some way to

—

”

He broke off. A small trapdoor near the

ceiling was opening, and a palHd hand thrust

in. A moment later something fell with a
solid chunk on the flooring. The trapdoor

closed.

“What was that?” demanded the' Brain,

extending his eyestalks through the criss-

cross of ropes. “Another captive? What?”
“Just a little thing, the size of a, rabbit,”

said Curt. “Almost hidden from sight in

metal cordage.”

“But not for long!” boomed Grag exultant-

ly. “That cordage will melt off hke snow-
flakes in the sun, and then we’ll be free!”

“How?” the Brain rasped.

“Don’t you imderstand? That’s Eek, my
little Eek! Boimd in metal. But Ekk eats

metal! He’ll eat these bonds off of us!”

* * * * *

When the prisoners had been led away and
shxrt up, U1 Quorn stood alone in the vesti-

bule of the invasion headquarters that had
been the laboratory-home of the Futuremen.
There was no longer any need to pose com-
mandingly before Captain Future and the

pallid grotesque beings who obeyed U1
Quom’s orders.

U1 Quorn sagged a little in his brilliant

robe. His handsome, sensitive face twitched
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a little beneath the turban. If anyone had
been watching, they would have seen the

real weakness of U1 Quorn—he was a mon-
grel. Martian and Earthman and Venusian
were his ancestors—^Martian for high, broad
cranium and red complexion, Venusian for

fineness of feature and proportion, Earthman
for sinewy muscle and black hair.

But the best of the races had not come out
in the fusion. U1 Quorn was all these peoples,

and none of them. He was alien, in body and
in spirit.

OW there were no watchers, or he
might not have relaxed. He sighed,

and headed to his own quarters. These were
luxuriously fitted, as U1 Quorn’s taste dic-

tated, and on a table stood a telaudio with
various new improvements devised by the

scientific genuis of U1 Quorn himself. He sat

in front of it, and sighed again.

“Thinking of me, U1 Quorn?” came a soft,

silky voice, the voice of a woman who both
questioned and mocked.
He stared at the vision-screen. He saw

there a supple figure in the clinging rich

robes of a Martian noblewoman. The figure

came closer in the image, until only the face

smiled out at him, a beautiful rose-tinted

face, with brilliant eyes that laughed and
challenged.

“N’Rala!” muttered U1 Quorn. “You

—

have you followed me into this between-
dimensional universe, after all?”/

“You falter in your mind, U1 Quorn,” said

the silky voice. “Didn’t you invent this

dimension-spanning telaudio frequency and
give me the only attachment, to communicate
with you?”

“I did,” said U1 Quorn, “and you said

you’d destroy it—^wouldn’t communicate.
You’d stay back in the other dimension and
rule your own empire there without me.”
His voice grew sad and appealing, not at all

like the U1 Quorn who had threatened whole
systems. “Does this mean, N’Rala, that you’ll

join me in my own schemes? Because I need
you.”

“Ah, U1 Quorn needs me!” N’Rala laughed
musically. “I fought and toiled for U1 Quorn,

tasted defeat at the hands of the Futuremen
for U1 Quorn, and he valued me only as I

was useful! Now, since we plimged into a

new dimension and found that the dwellers

there saw us as different individuals, with
different wills and wishes, he suddenly

misses my presence at his side! No, I stay

here, U1 Quorn. Because someone else finds

my presence of great value.”

“The Overlord,” growled U1 Quorn. “You
turn to him.”

“I turn to nobody,” said N’Rala. “I have
decided to emulate you, guide myself only

by my own wishes and plans. Much is hap-
pening here. Perhaps your plan of conquest
back in the universe where we started will

affect it, a little, as I wish. Meanwhile I

only wanted to see how you were faring, U1
Quornr Goodby.”
The screen went blank. U1 Quorn sagged

in his chair, frowning.

Yes, N’Rala had spoken this much truth.

She had once done U1 Quorn’s bidding like .a

slave, using her considerable scientific skill,

her dazzling personality, to forward schemes
that twice almost conquered whole planetary

systems. But the final step in the last clash

with the Futuremen had whirled them and
their ship into Dimension X.

There, as if suddenly realizing how much
a subordinate she had remained in his estima-
tion, she had turned from him, and taken
her own path.

A knock soimded on the door of U1 Quorn’s
room. In came one of the pallid creatures,

wearing the shiny collar of a junior officer.

A big three-fingered hand lifted in salute.

“You are required to present yourself to

the High Command,” said the officer. “You
must report on progress.”

U1 Quorn rose.

“The prisoners,” he said. “Are they well

confined?”

“Yes. Boxmd and locked up, with guards at

every possible entry.”

“And the small craft in which Captain
Future came?”

“It is being brought from where it landed.”

“Treat it carefully,” admonished U1 Quorn.
“It has dimension-travelling equipment, un-
doubtedly. That is aU.”

The officer departed. U1 Quorn rose from
his chair and turned to a rear comer of the

room. A sort of colfinlike case stood there, of

white metal, roughly but strongly made. It

was set all over with dials, terminals,

strangely fabricated mazes of wiring and bus

rods. Though the master switch was turned

to “off,” there was about it a tiny whisper
and throb as of tense power.
U1 Quorn threw the switch. A hum arose,

great sparks of light darted out He stepped

inside.

He felt the sudden shock, tearing every
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fiber of body and brain, that always comes
with a switch from dimension to dimension.

Recovering, he foimd himself in blackness so

thick that it seemed to choke and deaden any
normal sense. But he knew, from previous

experience in this meeting-place, that there

were enclosing walls, and around him sat

entities—^high leaders of the strange people

with which he was leagued.

Through the utter dark cut a voice—

a

voice high but harsh, like the clang of

metal, dripping danger as liquid venom:
“We will speak, servant, in the language of

what you call your Solar System, that my
lieutenants and I may accustom ourselves to

its sound and use.”

“Don’t call me a servant,” U1 Quorn re-

plied, proudly and disdainfully. “I’m here
with you, under these stupid limitations, be-
cause I choose it that way.”

A moment of silence followed, as if the

harsh speaker were considering -the daring

response and deciding whether to let it pass.

Then:
“You blundered into our universe, caused

disruption and damage, until we captured

you and the other survivor of your party.

Your one chance for survival was that offer

to betray your native system of worlds to

us.”

U1 Quom chuckled.

“What is the chance of sm’vival of my
companion? N’Rala—^what has she offered?

Conquest in another direction—or has she

done the conquering?”

“N’Rala does not enter this conversation,”

said the harsh voice.

“You’re a fool to count me as a captive or

a subordinate,” said U1 Quorn. “And don’t

accuse me of betraying anything. If I ever

felt loyal or friendly to my home string of

planets I’d have disdained to help you over-

whelm them. I’m serving my own purposes,

not yours.”

“A little patience. Overlord,” came an-
other voice of the inhuman metal-venom
tone, but more calm. “He is valuable to us.”

“He’s not indispensable,” the one addressed

as Overlord retorted. “I honor him too much
by this bargaining.”

“So,” interrupted U1 Quom, who was never
at a loss for boldness, “you admit to bargain-

ing? Well, let’s forget threats and poses. You
want to conquer my native System for rea-
sons we both know. I want to conquer it,

too—^for revenge. We can help each other

without interfering with each other. Your
organization of forces, instruments and
science is at the peak. I, familiar with these

Solar System worlds, am acting as the intel-

ligence and reconnaissance departments—

”

“Enough of that,” broke in the Overlord.

“We have gone to tremendous labor and ex-
pense. One of the worlds of our System has
been used to snare one of the worlds of yours.

We want some word on what progress is be-
ing made.”
“Great progress,” said U1 Quorn. “We have

been able to seize the individual most to be
feared—Captain Future.”

“I thought that his capture had been
bimgled.”

“Only at the first move to seize the satel-

lite. Captain Future, left free, deduced what
had happened, as we might have foreseen. He
came into the between-dimensional field,

and we captured him and also a small craft

in which he made the transfer. Now,” and
U1 Quorn became impressive, “we shall

send our first important expedition into the

Solar System, in that ship.”

“You’ll command, of course,” said the

Overlord
“Yes, because I Eim of the Solar System

race, and will not be recognized as alien. I

want N’Rala to go with me. She is the only

other specimen available.”

“N’Rala stays here,” said the Overlord.

“Without her I can do nothing,” sighed U1
Quorn. “Do you not trust us together?”

“I do not need to trust when I do not fear.”

The Overlord thought a moment. “She will

be sent to you.”

U1 Quom decided to comment no further on
N’Rala, lest he betray his triumph in getting

her back. He changed the subject.

“Between dimensions, then, we occupy and
dominate an entire world—^Luna, satellite of

the Solar System’s third planet. Earth. To
observers throughout the Solar System, Luna
seems to have vanished. Captain Future, the
only one who knew and met our threat, is

also in our hands. His subordinates—

”

“Subordinates?” echoed the Overlord.

“Will they not know what he knew?”
“Not so clearly as he did. Our first task

will be to capture or destroy them as well.”

U1 Quom was maliciously eager.

“Proceed with that. You may go.”

U1 Quom stepped backward, through the
dimension-transfer field. A shock, a struggle

of all his fibers, and he was again in his

quarters.
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His first move was to the telaudio. He
turned it on.

“N’Rala?”
“I’m listening, U1 Quorn. Orders come fast,

don’t they?”
“You heard him, then?”
“I am to work with you again, U1 Quorn,”

said N’Rala, her face smiling from the

screen. “But not for you. That’s understood
—the Overlord is an understanding indi-

vidual Stand by to meet me.”

Her image vanished from the screen. There
was a buzz in the coffin-box in the comer,
and she stepped out toward him.

“What do we do first?” she asked. “Where’s
our destination?”

“Earth—New York,” replied U1 Quorn.
“Come with me.”

CHAPTER VI

Counter-Espionage

F
or one brief second,

aboard the Comet,
; Joan Randall and Otho
knew fierce joy when they

saw the little Ufe-rocket
’ whip back into view from
nowhere; then the joy

turned to consternation as

^ the tiny craft plunged past

them toward Earth.

Joan, at the controls,

leaned to the telaudio.

“Cm't!” she called.

“Curt—Captain Future! Why don’t you
come back here?”
No reply. Not even a waver in the course

of the smaller craft. It continued toward
Earth. Joan whirled the Comet and rocketed

in pursuit.

Then happened something even more
mystifying and daunting. The proton gun
mounted aft on the rocket spouted fire. Only
by chance did it miss the Comet, and Joan
quickly slanted and buck-jumped in space to

avoid a second blast.

“They’ve gone mad!” cried Otho. “They
don’t recognize us.”

“Would Curt fail to recognize the Comet?”
Joan demanded. “That’s the life-rocket that

left but someone else is aboard! An enemy!”
“Enemy?” Otho was at the gun-levers.

“I’ll blast him.”

“No, we must capture them!” Joan reached

a free hand to the telaudio dials. “Hello,

Planet Patrol! Comet calling! Let me have
Ezra Gurney.”
“Gurney here,” snapped back a gruff voice,

and the seamed face of the marshal popped
into view on the screen.

“Ezra!” Joan greeted him. “Quick! Send
a ship to observe at the point we’re quitting

—and others to head off a life-rocket drop-
ping down—

”

“Too late,” groaned Otho. “I see it shoot-

ing toward the space-docks—no, the dock
warrens beyond!”

It was tme. They had followed the fugitive

into Earth’s atmosphere, tailed it down to

New York. And the little craft was heading

for the thick of the shabby, unsavory district

beyond the docks, where all races and types

of men, all of them raffish and some danger-

ous, lived in furtive and sometimes lawless

squalor.

The Comet leveled off and spiraled above
the place where the life-rocket had settled

among spires and towers. Ezra Gurney, in

a space-ketch of- the Patrol, came alongside,

synchronized his speed, and maneuvered
aboard through the airlock which was opened
for him.

“Glad to see you, Ezra,” said Joan hastily.

“Take over here, will you? Otho and I must
chase that life-rocket.”

“What’s it all about?” pleaded the old

marshal.

“No time to explain. But we’ll keep in

touch with these.” From a locker Joan
snatched two pocket transmitters, and handed
one to Otho. “Do as we ask, Ezra! We’U tell

you everything, when the universe is safe,

and Captain Future is back. But we have
to go now!”

She fairly dragged him to the Comet’s
controls, and before he could frame another

question, she and Otho were into the ketch

and dropping down.
As they expected, a small plummet-way

showed among the towers. The Comet could

never have dropped into it, but the ketch

could. They slid, like a bullet down the

muzzle of a gun, to a small private landing

stage, siurounded by dingy structures. Out
they jumped.

“There’s the life-rocket,” said Joan, point-

ing. “Its hatch is open, the raft is empty.
Where did he—or she, or whoever was in

to?**

“We’ll find out,” said Otho. “Look—^half a

dozen doorways to dives and bars. The trail

may lead into, and through, any of th«m.
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I’ll start one way and you the other, unless

you’re afraid.”

“When was I ever afraid?” demanded
Joan.

She strode from the stage into a dingy

establishment with a sign promising drinks

from all the planets.

But there were only stupid barmen and
more stupid customers inside, not the

remotest sign of excitement or other evidence

that a fugitive might have come in. Flash-

ing her police badge on the proprietor, Joan
made him conduct her through the little

office, the kitchen and several rooms. She
found no trace.

S
N THE bar next door was only a pudgy
half-breed Uranian, who had been drink-

ing too much of his own wares. He happily

allowed her to search, and was almost too

admiring until Joan dropped her hand to the

hilt of her proton gun.

The third bar had half a dozen customers.

The big green Jovian who was serving them
looked up at her as she entered. One of the

customers leered and giggled. Another
cursed.

“That’s one of them,” said the man who
cursed, a brutal-faced Earthman. “I’ve seen
her. A friend of Captain Future.”

“To be sure I’m a friend of Captain
Future,” replied Joan, walking toward him.

“And I’m here on his business. What—

”

“Grab her,” said the Jovian, and closed his

green paw on her elbow before she could

draw the proton gun.

She strove frantically and with science,

for from Captain Future Joan had learned

many a grip and twist of wrestling, but these

creatures were too many for her. They had
forced her into a comer, and one of them
was opening a door, when a hoarse voice

hailed them from the entry.

“All of you roughing a lady! Is that the

way you do things in this dive? I have a
notion to bust yuhl”
The newcomer swayed a little on his feet,

as if he had been drinking. His flying-

clothes were disarranged, his face flushed,

his mop of gingery hair disordered. Only
Joan could recognize him as Otho, hastily

disguised with makeup from the little kit

he always carried. He came toward them,
feigning a drunken truculence.

“I never did like fighting women,” he told

the group.

One of them covered him with a proton pis-

tol. Otho’s own weapon was out of sight.

He lifted his hands warily, but watched his

chance.

“Brave, aren’t you?” he jibed. “About
six of you, but you need proton artUlery

against one man and a girl!” He spat on
the floor in contempt.

“You don’t look hard to handle,” boomed
the big Jovian, who seemed to head the par-
ty. “Get out of here!”

“Wait,” said one of the others. “He’s seen

us grab her—and we’ve drawn guns. If he
goes blubbering to any police, we’re fin-

ished.”

“I’ll bet you’re afraid of the police,” snarled

Otho. “Afraid of the little boys of the junior

space-scouts, too, even the babies in the
orphanage! I came around here looking for

life, tough specimens, real live bars, and I

find sissies!”

“You’ll find a lumff^n your head,” threat-

ened the Jovian.

Otho swung around to face him, still

rocking on his feet as if unsteady. -

“Oh, oh, what a big brave hero!” he taxmt-

ed. “Loud-mouthing it, with all his gang of

gunmen around him! I could deflate you
down to an asteroid-dwarf in about six sec-

onds if I wanted.”
The Jovian clenched a fist and darted it.

Otho appeared to stumble just then, out of

its way. He chuckled thickly.

“Let’s grab him,” said the brute-faced

Earthman, and three of them advanced to-

ward Otho. But the Jovian lifted a huge
muscular hand.

“Wait! This space-tramp is saying things

to me that I’ll take from nobody! He thinks

I need a gang of helpers, does he?” Out
darted a long arm, throwing open a door:

“Come into the back room, ^ou! I’ll ham-
mer a little sense into that drink-drenched
head of yours!”

“Drink, did you say? Sure!” And Otho
lurched into the room beyond. The Jovian
followed, closed the door and turned a key.

He faced Otho again.

“Now—” he began, and scowled.

The drunken stranger was suddenly sure
of himself, standing lightly and springily on
his feet, fists lifted and ready for action.

But the Jovian was twice Otho’s size. He
thrust out his own left arm, long and mus-
cle-knobbed. He had several inches the
reach of this boaster, and was almost twice

as big.

“All right, let’s start this battle!” he
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growled, and moved in, jabbing.

But Otho’s head whipped back. Otho’s

elastic neck momentarily lengthened and
writhed. The fist darted past, and Otho’s

arm, equally elastic, shot out and seemed to

grow about six inches. The Jovian growled
as Otho’s knuckles barked his chin.

“Owww!” yelled Otho, as if he had felt the

punch, and from outside came a laugh.

“Give it to him,” called one of the men
in the bar. “You’d better grind him to meal,

because if you don’t, we will.”

“Don’t worry!” bawled the Jovian, and
advanced again.

B ut again Otho hit him. The Jovian
blinked and snarled. How did this

strange customer manage to outreach him.
And Otho emitted another cry, as of pain.

More applause from outside, where the

Jovian’s friends apparently foresaw the pul-

verization of Otho; and the huge green man,
throwing all caution to the winds, rushed
and grappled.

It was like grappling a dragon-eel of the

Venusian marshes. The mighty Jovian arms
clamped aroxmd Otho’s middle, which readily

yielded to them, shrinking and writhing.

Otho’s legs grew long and snaky, twining in

turn around his enemy’s middle.

Otho’s sharp elbow drove under the spade-
like chin, bruising the throat and driving the

head back. Otho’s long, Hghtning fingers

were everywhere at once, gouging, twisting,

probing . nerve centers.

The giant let go—he had to—and Otho,

rallying his android sinews, put all he had
into a roundabout smashing swing, not
greatly inferior in power to Captain Future’s

own prize punch. It smacked the point of the

great green jaw, and the Jovian went down,
cold and senseless, to quiver on the floor.

At once Otho whipped out his pocket
transmitter.

“Ezra Gurney!” he called softly into it.

“Drop down—carefully, now—outside the

window where I’m sending you a beam.”
He waited seconds, watching from the

window. .Gingerly the Comet lowered it-

self into view. A hatchway opened, and Ez-
ra peered out.

“Thank the space-angels there was room
enough to come,” began the old marshal.

“What’s up?”
“Quiet!” warned Otho. “Reach out, help

me drag this man into the ship!”

They hustled the unconscious Jovian in.

“Strip him,” commanded Otho. “I want
his clothes. Quick! And leave me in my
own quarters.”

He pulled a variety of strange objects

from lockers—make up pigments, padding, a

pair of boots with lifts that would give him
height to approximate that of the giant he
had felled. His hands, outdoing their own
bewildering swiftness, rubbed chemical oil

into his features, moulding and altering.

Otho’s clear-cut profile vanished under
cunning seM-sculpture, took on the aspect of

the stimned Jovian. 'Then a quick, smooth
coat of green pigment, padding of body, arms,

legs. He hustled himself into the garments
taken from the captive.

“Take that specimen to your most secret

cell,” he told Ezra Gurney. “Work on him
with everything—arginnents, truth-rays, ev-
erything. He’ll talk. He must talk. He’s one
of the subordinate rats that threaten us.”

“But you and Joan,” protested the mar-
shal. “Are you going to be safe?”

Otho shook his disguised head.

“WThen are the Futuremen ever safe?

When did they ever try to be safe? Holy
sun-imps, man, we’re fighting to get our
Moon back!”

He turned his back on Ezra’s mystification

and sprang through the window again. The
men outside the door were pounding and
yelling.

Slumping and puffing as though in semi-
conscious agony, Otho opened the door.

“He—^that stranger—beat me almost to

death!” he moaned.
“So?” taunted a silky voice he remember-

ed. N’Rala came into the room among the

unsavory wastrels who held Joan a pris-

oner. “I’m glad I came back. It’s easy,

from what the others tell me, to guess what
happened. While your friends were taking

every precaution to secure this aide of Cap-
tain Future—Joan Randall—you let Otho,

in one of his disguises, make a sorry fool out

of you!”

“It couldn’t be,” mumbled Otho. “He had
hair and looked entirely different.”

“Otho is the greatest disguise artist of all

the worlds,” snapped N’Rala, her beautiful

eyes flashing. “He fooled you, beat you, and
escaped. Thank the gods of space I return-

ed. U1 Quorn is going on, but I return to

advance headquarters with reports, and I’ll

take this prisoner and you, too. You’ll have
a lot of explaining to do.”

Otho congratulated himself on not star-
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ing, gasping, or asking what strange cosmic

freak had brought back U1 Quom as an
adversary. There was much he could not un-
derstand, but one thing was clear—^he would
be taken to the very root of the mystery, as

one of the conspirators in disgrace.

“Go, one of you, to the life-rocket,” order-

ed N’Rala. “Bring the dimension-shifting

apparatus. We’ll modify it to take a larger

craft over.”

Otho faced Joan. She was bormd and
guarded. He attempted to cheer her by a

stealthy wink, but she drew herself up,

glaring at him contemptuously.

She mistook him for the Jovian who had
gone into the room with Otho and locked the

door. Again Otho forebore to show by his

face the thoughts in his head. But he ac-

cepted Joan’s contempt as the greatest com-
pliment his power of disguise had ever re-

ceived.

CHAPTER VII

Luna Gone Crazy

\EK ate his way
through the bon^

- -of Grag first. Then he at-

^tacked the swaddling of

fSimon Wright’s brain-

-case while Grag’s huge
’finger fumbled and pulled

at the metal cordage that

boimd Captain Future.

“No knots,” reported Grag dolefully. “It’s

all stuck together, with some quick-setting

solder or flux. Here, Eek, have you set the

Brain free? Then eat a third helping!”

He held his pet to the strands that crossed

over Captain Futiue’s broad chest. Eating

more slowly, for he was almost satisfied,

Eek finally gnawed Captain Future to free-

dom.

“Now what?” demanded Grag, as Cap-
tain Future stretched and flexed his freed

muscles. “Eek’s too full to nibble a way out

through ' the bulkheads, even if he hadn’t

had it drummed into him that he must never
make a meal off of our furniture, tools or

habitations. And the door”—Grag caught

the handle and shook it experimentally

—

“I might be able to smash it, but that would
bring them all around us.”

“We ought to get just one or two of them
in here,” said Curt with a nod. “If we could

conquer them separately, that’d help a lot.”

“Hast!” warned Simon Wright, hovering
near the traplike window through which Eek
had been dropped. “Already you’ve made
a little too much commotion. I hear steps

coming along the corridor.”

At Captain Future’s gesture, Grag drew
himself up against the metal partition at one
side of the door, while Future took the op-
posite side. They heard the lock-tumblers
falling, the door opened, and one of the
pallid guards peered in.

Like a flash Grag’s hand caught him
around the throat, stilling at once his at-

tempt to cry out. Lifting the creature by the
scruff, as he would have handled a kitten,

Grag whirled the body aroimd his great

round head as if to dash it to the floor.

“Don’t kiU him, Grag,” said Curt quickly.

He pushed the unlocked door shut while
Grag lowered his captive. Curt eyed the
captive.

“If you speak above a whisper, or even
then without our permission, this robot will

squash you to pulp. Understand?”
Gasping wretchedly for breath, the pale

man made a gesture that he understood.

“Give him air, Grag,” ordered Captain
Future. His own hand seized the misshapen/
shoulder of the prisoner, drawing him close.

“Now, answer truthfolly—don’t stop to
think of any lies. Who else guards out in the
corridor?”

“Two more,” chirruped the pale man
shakily.

“Armed?”
“Like me.” A three-fingered paw lowered

toward a belt of weapons.
“Hold it.” Captain Future rapidly un-

buckled the girdle and whipped it away
around his own waist. “Now, what about
the floor above? The way to the open?”

“Several there,” was the reply. “No
guards, though. They’re waiting for a report
back from U1 Quorn and his party, that
went into the Strange Dimension to pre-
pare.”

“Strange Dimension?” echoed Grag.
“Where you came from?”
The grotesque head shook.

“No. Where you came from.”

“Of course, it’s the Strange Dimension to

them,” offered the Brain, hovering near.

“What now, lad?”

“Bind and gag this one.” Curt thrust a
wad of the flexible metal cordage into the
prisoner’s mouth. Grag helped bind the bony
wrists and ankles with other lengths. Mean-
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while, Simon Wright floated to the door,

nudged it open a crack, and thrust forth an

eye-stalk.

“Now’s the time,” he reported softly.

“Two guards, but they’re talking, not pay-
ing atention. If we could get at them be-

fore they were aware, we might manage it.”

Captain Future made one of his swifter-

than-light decisions, and transferred it to

action almost as swift. In the space between
two of Simon Wright’s words he had flung

open the door, hurled himself down the

corridor in three gigantic leaps. As the

amazed guards spun to stare, he was upon
them, his arms shooting out to clutch.

One arm closed around the neck of each,

throttling as Grag had throttled. Like py-
thons the muscles of Captain Future con-
stricted, squeezed, choked. The two guards

he had seized were armed, but instinct was
too strong. Their hands went, not to their

weapon-belts, but up in a futile tearing ef-

fort to relax that grip.

Simon Wright came into view on his

traction-beams, then Grag lumbered forth.

S ETTING his jaw. Captain Future rallied

all of the strength of his peerless body
and poured it into the double strangle hold.

The body of one guard, then the other, went
limp and flaccid. When he relaxed his arms,

they fell across each other, unconscious.

“Are these the creatures that want to

conquer the Solar System,” came the metal-

lic growl of the contemptuous Grag. “Any
fairly strong man can conquer one. You
Chief, handled those two like babies—and I

would fight an arenaful.”

“Something tells me that they’re only the

underlings,” said Simon Wright, resting his

crystal case on Grag’s great cliff of a should-

er.

“That’s my reaction,” nodded Curt, kneel-

ing to strip his victims of their weapons.
“U1 Quorn has respect and fear for some
sort of high command, that certainly must
be of a higher order than these little walk-
ing fungi. Never underestimate the enemy,
Grag. Though I wish it was a matter of a
simple fight between you and a squadron of

such specimens. I’d pick you to win.”

“Thanks,” muttered Grag, whose greatest

pride was his strength, and whose one hero

was Captain Fortune. “Now, shall we go
to the laboratories?”

“No,” said Captain Future. He slung his

two beltfuls of weapons over his shoulders.

“We’U try to get along on what arms we’ve
taken from the enemy, because our work-
shops will naturally be thronged with ob-
servers and guards. What I want is to get

into the open. Remember what aur first

captive said—^U1 Quom has visited our sys-

tem, and is expected back. I’d like to be a
sort of surprise welcoming committee.”

“The way out is down,” said Simon Wright,

in the manner of one making a pleasant epi-

gram.
Captain Future smiled, and Grag emitted a

steely chuckle. They knew what Simon
Wright meant. Long ago, in preparation for

just such a dire emergency, the Futuremen
had prepared a secret exit to their strong-

hold, a sealed and hidden passage that led

into an undergroimd tunnel in the lava

rock of the Moon, The entrance was but a
single turn distant in the corridor.

With the Brain reconnoitering ahead, they
came to the place—seemingly a smooth, solid

expanse of bulkhead. But Captain Futoe
had long ago treated this metal with a pro-

cess that, though intricate and expensive, was
relatively simple. A ray action would so

modify the speed and action of the metal
molecules as to make this bulkhead as pen-
etrable as a wreath of mist. He felt along a
juncture of plates for the concealed stud,

found and pressed it.

“I’ll go first,” announced Grag, and walked
forward. He bumped into solidity, reeled

back and lost his balance, falling with a re-

sounding crash, as of an unwieldy space-
ship being landed on a rickety stage by a
drunken space-pilot.

“Quiet!” cried Captain Future, just too late.

“The ray must be jammed,” said Simon
Wright, hovering against the plating that

should have gone penetrable as mist.

Grag struggled to his great boatlike feet.

“Say, we forgot to bring Eek,” he said,

“though maybe he’d better stay here, hid-
ing in the corners, till we can—

”

From somewhere little pale gnomes were
running, bunching for a charge, drawing
weapons.

“Halt!” twittered one at them. “I say,

halt!”

“Gas for the man,” said another gnome
quickly. “For the robot—paralyis by mag-
netic beam!”
Captain Future charged the bunch. His

only hope, he had decided on the instant, was
to confuse and panic them.

“Come on, Grag!” he bellowed as he sprang
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among the enemy. “Use those big iron fists

of yours!”

His own fist struck a gaping fungoid face.

The flying body of the pale thing struck a

companion, tripping him. Captain Future’s

other hand drew a captured weapon from
his belt—what weapon it was, he did not

know, but it was in pistol-form. He pointed

its muzzle where the enemies were thickest,

pressed the trigger switch.

There was intense light, and a mighty howl
of agony. The gnomelike figures writhed

and fell as if overcome by pain. One, who
was clear of the beam, grappled his arm
and bit the wrist. More surprised than hurt,

Captain Future dropped the weapon, and
the light went out.

“Help me,” gurgled the gnome who had
closed with him. “It’s dark again.”

VEN as Captain Future tore his assail-

ant away, like a leech, he guessed the

answer. The weapon had been a bright

light, no more. Light was painful, even in-

jurious, to these creatures who must live in

the dimness—^their absence of color, their

great dark eyes, showed that.

More light glowed. Simon Wright’s crys-

tal case swam through the upper air of the

corridor. It gave off radiance that dazzled

Captain Future and sent the would-be cap-

tors into a groveling, wailing mass.

“I shorted my ray-mechanism,” explained

Simon Wright’s resonator. “It’s not good for

my motors, so hurry. Grag’s found a way
through.”

“That was why Grag didn’t come to help

me,” growled Future, turning and running
toward a dark oblong that now showed in

the bulkhead.

The Brain’s light went off, and the crystal

case floated after Captain Future into the

rocky tunnel beyond. Up ahead in the al-

most complete darkness moved the vast

shadowy bulk of Craig. They negotiated

the secret exit quickly. At one point, the

deepest in the passage, Curt’s quick ear

caught a rhythmic huh-huh-hub of a throb-

bing machine, a vast and complicated and
busy machine. Since the Moon was vastly

changed in a natural way, had artificial

changes been made, too? If not, what made
that strange rhythm?
Then he caught up wdth Grag.

“One of those trees or fungi seems rooted

in our doorway,” said the robot. “But I

can tear it up!”

He fell silent, pouring all his mighty
metallic vigor into an effort. The growth col-

lapsed and they were out into the dim twi-

light.

Captain Future led his companions among
the fleshy pale growths, turning this way
and that to confuse possible pursuers. At
last he dropped down behind some boulders
over which grew dense, fat-looking shrub-
bery.

“Rest here,” he commanded, “but keep
your ears and eyes alert for any party that

follows. Congratulations, Grag! Apparently
the modification-power that affects this

satellite played tricks with our ray. But
how did you get it to working?”

“I didn’t,” said Grag, sagely nodding his

huge ball of a head. “But where your but-
tons and other devices were set at the edge
of the panel—^remember?—^was a little soft

plastic to hold them. I ripped that out, it

left a slot where I could get my fingers in,

and”—a gesture of the great metal beam
that was his arm—“I tore the whole section

out by the roots.”

“You do have sense, Grag,” applauded the

Brain, settling down beside him. “Sense to

know how to use those metal muscles of

yours.”

“Tell that to Otho,” said Grag. “Otho! I

miss him. Where is he, do you suppose?”
“Waiting for us to rejoin him, and thinking

kindly of you,” replied Curt. “With our
dimension-shift machine gone, we’ll have
trouble seeing him again.”

“At least we’re on the surface of the
Moon,” observed Grag.

“Yes, on the surface of Luna,” agreed the

Brain. “Luna gone crazy! Now which way
do we go in this jungle?”

CHAPTER VIII

N’Rala

I
T would have been sui-

cidal, of course, for

N’Rala to fly back in the

life-rocket. She realized

that. Ezra Gurney’s men
would be watching for that

very craft, even if it were
not so small—^barely big

enough for U1 Quorn and
N’Rala to come to New
York, and not sufficiently

spacious for the two pris-
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oners and the two seedy-looking Earthmen
who had been U1 Quorn’s henchmen in pre-

vious shady adventures. These men U1
Quorn wanted as mechanics and lieutenants.

So a new craft was provided—^fetched in

sections from a dozen hiding places in the

slums beneath the dock district, fitted togeth-

er on another dingy landing-stage, and
equipped with the dimension-shift.

“Step up the power,” N’Rala kept sajdng

to the two mechanics. “Captain Future’s

modifications are good—better than U1
Quom’s, but don’t say that I said so. They
can carry the load of this bigger rocket

easily.”

“Please,” said a mechanic. “Where do we
come in, N’Rala? I mean, in this new game?
We’re both wanted badly by the police al-

most everywhere. It’s dangerous.”

“If and when we finish what we’re be-
ginning,” said N’Rala cryptically, “there

won’t be any Solar System police to want
you any more. Will you trust me?”

They looked at her, and trusted her. N’-

Rala was beautiful, and most masculine

creatures trusted her before they knew her.

“All set?” continued N’Rala. “Then march
Joan Randall into that hold we’ve sealed off

for her special benefit. And get Thikar, too—^that big green Jovian fool who had Otho
right in his paws and let him get away. He
may ride in the control room with us, but

watch him. If he was left alone with the girl,

maybe she’d find some way to escape from
him, too.”

The two captives were produced and stow-

ed aboard, manacled and silent. N’Rala also

ordered the loading of a various cargo

—

plans, assorted machine parts, and certain

weapons which had been stolen from Govern-
ment armories. Finally she took the controls

and headed upward.
“What’s going to happen to me?” asked

Otho, in the heavy tone he had heard used

by the Jovian he impersonated.

“I’ll leave that to your imagination”, N’-

Rala started to say, and then thought of a

better taunt. “Oh, I forgot. You don’t have
any imagination do you, Thikar? Thick

—

Thikar—^I might make a pun about your
name, but you’d be too stupid to understand.

Maybe we can use your big green carcass

without yOur substitute for a brain.”

“You mean—^that operation?” Otho
prompted. “Remote brain control?”

“Exactly. We may embed an instrument

in your brain’s nerve centers, so that you’ll

be an automaton working at a distance by
the operator’s voice and will. We might let

Gurney get you, and put you in jail, so that

you could organize criminals for an upris-

ing.”

“U1 Quom will do that?” suggested Otho

shakily.

N’Rala shook her head and smiled a daz-

zling, cruel smile.

“No, Thikar. Not U1 Quorn. Me.”

Otho stored that away, without fully un-
derstanding.

They nosed close to where the moon should

have been, and at N’Rala’s order one of the

mechanics threw the switch of the dimension-

shift. There was the moment of dizzy strain

and blackness, then they were spiraling over

the strange landscape in the green twilight

that now overlay what had been Lima.

“There’s our landing field below,” point-

ed out N’Rala. “Captain Future blasted it

for his life-rocket when he came down, and
we’ve enlarged and improved it. Stand by

to land.”

They did so. As the ship settled down and
cut its blasts, figures stirred and came into

view from the circumference of strange

jungle—the pale, gnomelike figures of the

strange race which
.

planned to invade the

Solar System.

N’Rala was the fii’st out, lifting a hand
and speaking quickly, in the chirping lan-

guage of the aliens.

They lowered their weapons and a leader

spoke:

“In the tongue of your System, please. The
Overlord commands that we grow familiar

with it.”

“And I want to grow familiar with the

tongue of your System,” said N’Rala with a
smile. “The Overlord knows that, too. You
keep good guard here. Help unload this

craft, and meet two new helpers.”

HE waved a hand to introduce the

Earthmen mechanics.

“And this man?” asked the pallid leader,

nodding at the disguised Otho who had come
forth, stiU manacled.

“He’s a prisoner, and I have another in

this hold. Go ahead, I’ll bring up the rear.”

She superintended the unloading of the

vessel, and after the party had gone toward
the Futuremen’s laboratory that was now
an invasion base, she smiled at Otho again.

“Sit easy, Thikar,” she bade. “I’m not

worried about you, but that dark-haired
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girl agent in the hold takes a bit of watch-
ing.”

She ushered Josin from her prison, covering

her with an atom pistol.

“No foolishness,” she warned. “I feel

toward you a little as U1 Quorn does toward
Captain Future. In feminine powers of at-

traction and mystery you’re practically his

equal. So much so that there’s really very
little room in aU the universes for both of

us. So, if you give me an excuse, it won’t
really distress me to obliterate you.”

She kept her eyes on Joan, backing out of

the ship. As she did so, she was aware again

that figures were coming from the jungle in-

to the open—figures she knew too well. At
one elbow towered Grag, at the other stood
Captain Future.

,

“Don’t whirl around suddenly, N’Rala,”

warned the flat voice of Simon Wright from
just above her. “If you disobey me. I’ll have
to drop my case on your head—ungentle-

manly but effective. Let that gun drop.”

For one starkly furious moment N’Rala
thought of firing into the face of helpless

Joan Randall. But a movement of the big

green body she thought was Thikar dis-

tracted her. Her prisoner was silently ex-
tending his manacled hands, stretching the

links between them as if for a target.

N’Rala aimed and sent a crackling spit

of atomic force. The manacles broke apart.

“Jump them, Thikar!” she cried. “I’ll for-

give you then.”

But the green giant stepped quickly and
coolly forward. One of his hands snatched
the weapon from her.' “That completes this

little scene of the comedy,” he said, in Otho’s

voice. “How was my disguise. Chief? It had
both N’Rala and Joan fooled.”

N’Rala uttered a most unladylike Martian
curse, and her lovely shoulders drooped in

an attitude of surrender.

“Stand back against the ship,” Captain

Futxu’e ordered her. “Things are reversed

—

you’re our prisoner. Othp, you’re a genius

of makeup.”
“Because he’s a natural, instinctive trick-

ster,” rumbled Grag. “I knew who it was
all the time.”

Otho paused in the midst of tearing off the

padding that had made his lithe body seem
gigantic. “So you’ve developed the mental
ability to make second guesses, have you?”
he snarled. “Some day I’ll make up as a
robot and see if I can act as stupid as you
really are!”

Captain Future, who had taken N’Rala’s

belt and tool-pouch, was divesting Joan of

her handcuffs. He looked up at the hovering

Brain, and chuckled in genuine amusement.
“Like old times, eh, Simon?”
“Right, lad,” and the Brain’s resonator

achieved something like a chuckle. “Each of

them was as close to tears as an artificial life-

form can get, while he thought the other was
in danger or destroyed. Now they’re quar-
relling again! But Joan doesn’t look as if

she wants to quarrel.”

“I don’t,” said Joan softly. “Curt, I didn’t

doubt for a moment that you’d save me but
I never thought it would be so prompt as

this.”

“You’re not getting away,” said N’Rala,

who had recovered her mocking smile and
her self-possession. “If I don’t follow within

ten minutes, they’ll be back to look for me.”
“The ship?” said Grag, taking a ponder-

ous step as if to enter.

“If it should try to sail without clearing

with the officer of the guard inside, it would
be blasted before it was well above the

ground,” said N’Rala. “I tell you that be-
cause I wouldn’t want to be blasted with it.”

“That’s probably true,” nodded Captain
Future. “Here, Otho, put these bracelets I

took from Joan on N’Rala. If you and Grag
really want something to battle about, see

which of you can keep closest watch on her.

We’re getting out of here—on foot—in this

jungle.”

He turned to lead the way, but N’Rala
hung back between her two guards.

“If I refuse to come?” she suggested
mockingly. “Will you kill or punish me.
Captain Future? Or am I right in diagnosing

a weakness in you—hesitancy about rough
treatment of women?”

“That’s easily fixed,” spoke up Joan Ran-
dall. From N’Rala’s weapon-belt, now worn
by Captain Future, she took the atom gun.

“I’ll be your guard,” she told N’Rala. “And
I’m no gentleman to be taken advantage of.

As a woman, N’Rala, I have no qualms about
blasting you with this pistol. March!”
N’Rala marched.
Captain Future led the way, with the Brain

soaring high above him, to spy over the

blunt-boughed tops of the jimgle. Next
came N’Rala, guarded by Joan. Grag follow-

ed, and Otho, sensitive of ear, held the rear-

guard position. The little cavalcade moved
(Turn to page 40)
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along a narrow trail, winding here and
there, past the resting place where the Fut-

uremen had paused to watch the landing of

N’Rala’s ship. At last they came to a little

stream, narrow but swift and apparently

deep.

N’Rala chuckled despite herself, and Cap-
tain Future paused on its very brink. He
stooped, and sniffed.

"‘Taint of acid,” he annoimced. “Don’t

step in it, anyone. Thanks, N’Rala, for

Winning me by that chuckle.”

He flexed himself suddenly and sprang

across. The two women were not such
jumpers, but Simon Wright dropped down,
and used his traction beams to help first

one, then the other, to make the leap safe-

ly. Otho bounded over like a rubber ball,

and the heavier, clumsier Grag ripped up
treelike stems to make himself a bridge.

At Captain Future’s order, he tossed those

bridge-poles into the stream itself. They
floated only briefly. The liquid of the stream
crumbled and dissolved the growths, like

sugar lumps in water.

Joan, watching, gave a little shuddering
shrug.

“I saw those plants wriggle, as if they were
alive. What an awful world, with deadly acid

for its natural liquid! We’ll die of thirst.”

“I doubt it,” said Captain Future. “N’Rala
doesn’t seem parched. Come, draw into the

clearing yonder. Simon can watch if any pur-

suit comes, and that stream will delay it. I

have some questions to ask of N’Rala.”

“Think I’ll answer?” challenged the Mar-
tian girl, sitting on a little hummock of

mosslike fibers.

“You’ve already told us some things,” said

Otho. “One, when you thought I was that

big Jovian and suggested that you’d operate

on my brain for your own purposes, not Ul

Quorn’s.” He glanced at Captain Future,

“Chief, I don’t think that N’Rala and Ul
Quorn are quite as closely allied as they

used to be.”

“I don’t think so, either,” contributed the

Brain, from his overhead position of hover-
ing sentry. “Remember that Ul Quom was
a little savage when we mentioned N’Rala to

him.”

“How clever!” sneered N’Rala. “You don’t

seem to need to ask questions. You deduce
so much.”
“Which is half an admission that we’re

right,” commented Captain Future. “I take

it that there is more than one viewpoint

about this conquest of the Solar System,

then.”

“Why worry?” she flung at him. “You’ll

not survive the conquest, so it won’t make
any difference to you.”

“I wish that N’Rala would try to escape,”

said Joan rather dreamily. The gun stirred

in her hand, and N’Rala lost her smile.

“Captain Future, Joan Randall has always
hated and resented me,” N’Rala said to Cap-
tain Future in tones of appeal. “I remind
you that I’m a prisoner of war, and deserve

certain considerations. Don’t let her find

an excuse to torture or kill me.”
“I thought that she was so sure Ul Quorn

would come and get her back,” put in Grag,

“Not Ul Quom,” snapped N’Rala, still

nervous. “Someone bigger and more terrible

than Ul Quorn ever dreamed of being. The
Overlord.”

She paused, aghast at what she had told.

Now it was Captain Future’s time to chuckle.

“I gather from that remark that this Over-
lord is a new friend and ally of yours, closer

than Ul Quom,” he said. “I get a hint of

attraction—even romance. Maybe through
you we’ll reach the heart of this riddle, and
pierce that heart through.”

“You wouldn’t dare,” N’Rala whispered,

deadly and chill.

A moment of silence; then, from overhead
came a movement.
“Look out!” shrilled Simon Wright’s reso-

nator.

CHAPTER IX

The Devouring Lake

|T^UICKLY Captain Fu-

^=^ture was on his feet

and looking up. He had
acted even before Otho,

who is generally called

nimble beyond all human
creatures.

Future looked up into a .

canopy. From somewhere
in the surrotmding thick-

ets broad-trunked, blunt-

boughed growths had
sprouted from a hundred places. Long, lean,

upshooting tendrils, interlaced at the top,

were writhing at them. It was like a sudden
assault of sky-climbing snakes.

Within the conical pen thus whipped to-

gether, fifteen or twenty yards overhead,
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bobbed the gleaming rectangle of Simon
Wright’s brain-box. He stabbed upward and
outward with his traction-beams, holding at

bay the latticework of tendrils, that sought

to close in upon those caught inside.

“I’m an idiot,” groaned Captain Future.

“While worrying about human enemies, I

didn’t foresee sub-human enemies.”

Joan blasted at the living, constricting lat-

tice with the atom pistol that had belonged

to N’Rala. The charge tore a momentary
glowing hole. Then other tendrils whipped
across, larger and thicker and closer twining.

“Useless,” said N’Rala, the calmest of them
all. “I’m a worse idiot than you. Captain

Future. I’d heard of this, and I clean for-

got, because I was captured. Now we’re all

captured.”

Grag had rushed at the network where
it sprang from the ground. His mighty metal

paws seized and tore away stem after stem.

But other plants sprang into being, from the

ground or from other stems, bigger and
tougher, closing the hole he made. Otho
caught his shoulder and hustled him back.

“You’re only making it stronger,” he scold-

ed. “It—or they—can sense prey where
there’s resistance. Look how it closes in.”

The Brain dropped down to hover at

Curt’s shoulder. The other four humans al-

so clustered close. The entire party seemed
to be in a wickerwork tent or teepee, closing

in from all sides.

“You knew about this thing, N’Rala?”

said Captain Future. “Tell me about it.

Quickly!”

“It’s a parasite growth, springing from
spores,” replied N’Rala. ‘"The natives know
how to avoid or defeat it—^I don’t. U1 Quorn
made several laboratory tests. When proper

prey—flesh, living flesh—^is in the vicinity,

the tendrils spring up on all sides and close

in. Then,” and the thought evoked in N’Rala

a shudder that neither capture nor threats

had produced, “they feed and give off spores

for a new attack.”

Otho was frowning. His long forefinger

tapped his high temple.

“They eat flesh, crush and absorb it,” he
,,

summed up. “And a violent defense only '

makes them grow stronger. But to get

around them might be possible.”

“They’re too close-woven for that,” Grag
began to say, but Otho had darted toward
one segment of the fast-shrinking tent where
no attack had been made. The living mesh
showed loosest and coarsest here.

“Maybe he will get clear!” exclaimed
Curt. “He’s thinner than any of us—and
he’s synthetic, not organic—^well done,

Otho!”
The android had dived, head first, at the

widest opening left. It seemed little more
than a foot square, yet at the moment of

diving he elongated and shrank his elastic

tissues. His head and shoulders were through
on the instant. There was a quick curving

of tendrils to seize the rest of him, but he
writhed like a serpent, slenderized his waist

and legs, and kicked clear on the outside.

“Deserting us,” groaned Grag.

“Don’t say that about Otho,” commanded
Curt sternly. “He’s escaping. And if the

rest of us perish, he may still defeat U1
Quorn and these invaders. But look at that

mesh!”
The cone had narrowed to a scant dozen

feet across and a height of about the same
extent. But as Otho escaped, it seemed ac-

tually to grow more spacious at that point.

“It’s trying to catch him,” said Grag. “He’ll

be gone, though, before they can expand suf-

ficiently.”

That part suddenly glowed, as if caught
with cold fire. The tendrils writhed, shrank,

made wider gaps in their mesh,

“Grag!” Otho was bawling. “Let Grag
tackle it there!”

The big robot needed no second bidding.

He charged bull-like at the weakened spot,

and at his blows the strands broke and
crumbled as if charred. In a moment he was
struggling free. His companions rushed after

him in thankful haste.

Otho stood beyond, playing the powerful

glowing light of a captured weapon on the

tendrils. They wilted under the beams.

“I remembered that we were in the twi-

light,” he said quickly to Curt. “N’Rala said

that the natives—those pale people—could

cope with the tendrils, and I counted on
their tools or weapons being workable. And
they are. It was like scorching grass with

fire.”

“Light is deadly to anything in this dim
dimension,” added Simon Wright. “Look
how the jrmgle growths have been marred by
it.”

“Stay with us, N’Rala,” bade Joan, point-

ing her atom gun at the Martian girl, who
had edged apart from the rest.

For answer, N’Rala hurled something, the

manacles, from which she had managed to

slip her lithe Martian hands. They struck
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Joan, staggering her for the moment, and
the atom pistol missed its mark. N’Rala ran

in among the squashy growths, with Joan
after her.

“Come on!” snapped Curt, and sprang in

pursuit. Simon Wright soared above and
ahead of them. Otho, nimble and intent, sped
at Curt’s elbow and stayed there. Grag,

huge and heavy, brought up the rear.

They had not far to go. Ahead showed a

clearing. At its very edge, Joan had caught

up with N’Rala. The Martian girl fought

furiously, but Joan was subduing her with

a clamping wrist-and-shoulder lock that had
been taught her by Captain Future himself.

The Futuremen hurried up, surrounding the

two girls.

“Set the manacles tighter,” began Cap-
tain Future, and got no further.

For the solid-seeming groimd of the clear-

ing suddenly seethed and churned. The foot-

ing gave way, like a rug whipped from un-
der. They all fell, splashed into liquid, and
found themselves swimming for their lives

—

all but Grag, the last to come.
He stood among the fringe of jrmgle, and

was able to see what had happened. The
clearing was a pool or lake, thirty or forty

yards across, and its surface had been masked
by a light coating of soil particles. But now
it churned and seethed, and not only with
the swimming forms inside.

“It—it’s aUve!” snapped the Brain’s reaso-

nator. He, in midair, had also escaped. “Look
at its edge! The whole thing’s contedned in

some sort of sldn. It’s a trap, a living sensi-

tive trap!”

N’Rala had swum to the edge. She clutch-

ed at it, to draw herself up and out. But then

the containing material came into view. It

writhed and humped an edge above the

sticky surface of the lid. There seemed to

be a thick integument, like the rind of a
mighty fruit, and here it was thickly lined

with lean, sharp spikes, like hundreds of dag-
ger points. These moved to confront N’Rala’s

clutching hand. She cried with the pain, and
dropped back into the bath.

“I’m wounded!” she cried. “And tire

wound—it burns, it burns!”

Curt Newton, sw'imming near Joan, called

back to N’Rala.

“Swim for the center. There’s something

solid there.”

He scrambled upon the lump of solidity he
had found. It bobbed and quivered under
him, but did not sink. A moment later N’Rala

had come there, whimpering with pain, and
Joan and Otho hoisted her upon the lump.
Last of all Joan crawled up, helped by Curt’s

hand.

“What is this raft?” asked Joan.
Captain Future was examining the object.

“A creature of some sort—dead and floating.

It’s the size of an elephant, dome-shaped, sev-
eral stumpy legs—like a big beetle. Coming
out, Otho?”
Otho floated on his back.

“Why should I? It’s comfortable here.” He
paddled toward the brink, splashing liquid

up at the helplessly staring Grag. Joan, who
so lately had been wrestling N’Rala into sub-
mission, now gave first aid. The Martian
girl’s hand had been cruelly ripped in two
places by the dagger-thorns, and the touch
of the liquid was agony to the exposed flesh.

Joan took a first-aid kit from N’Rala’s own
captured belt-pouch, cleansing and taping

the woimds.

“How can a pond be alive?” said Otho.

“It’s not a pond,” replied Captain Futxrre,

“It’s a creature with a big liquid trap-organ
of some sort. Like a—

”

“A pitcher-plant,” finished Simon Wright
for him. “When you compare this big dead
thing to a beetle, I saw what other compari-
son could be made. A terrestrial pitcher-

plant, you know, those big water-filled pods

“But they grow well above grotmd,” ob-
jected N’Rala.

“The size and weight of this makes it find

a depression to grow in and shape itself ac-
cordingly.” Captain Future told her. “The
liquid is digestive, of course; that’s why it

hurt your hand, N’Rala. And see where it’s

eaten away part of our raft. Otho, being
synthetic, isn’t imcomfortable.”

“Now you’ve gotten us into this, how are
you going to get us out?” said N’Rala tartly.

“There speaks the eternal woman,”
chuckled Simon Wright “Nobody got us into

this but you, N’Rala. However, I can get you
out.”

His traction-beam pushed the floating car-

cass with its three passengers toward the

edge of the pool. Otho, swimming beside,

helped push. The dead flesh stuck into the

thorns, mooring it, and Grag helped the
Futuremen ashore, one at a time.

“The manacles,” he said, holding them
out to Captain Future. “You were interrupt-

ed.”

“And you’re interrupted again,” added the
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mocking voice of U1 Quom.
Figures moved into view—the pale gnomes

that the Futuremen were beginning to know
so well. There were thirty or forty of them,
with weapons ready. U1 Quorn had spoken,

but he did not show himself.

Overhead, Simon Wright turned in midair

as if to soar away. Two of the creatures

pointed strange pistol-form devices. From
these leaped, like lean, lightning-swift snakes,

long tendril cords. They fell across Simon
Wright’s crystal case, a quick turn of the

wrists of the operators snapped half-hitches

on him.

Even then he might have pulled away, but
the impeding coils swathed him and slowed
him for the moment that others needed to add
their quickly-projected cords. He was hauled
down and once more bimdled into a ham-
mocklike mesh of the metal strands.

Captain Future thought furiously. Only
Elek, the metal-eating moon-pup, had won
him freedom from such bonds. He dared not

risk being bound in that fashion again. He
turned to N’Rala.

“You’re shghtly more attractive to me
than U1 Quom,” he said with a smile. “If

anybody’s to capture me, would you like to

have the pleasure?”

“That’s the nicest thing a Futureman ever

said to me!” N’Rala almost purred with

pleasure.

She put her hand toward Grag, who stood

again like a statue. A magnetic ray had been
flashed upon him, as before in the laboratory,

and his metal Mmbs were frozen. From his

helpless fingers she twitched the manacles,

and snapped them on Future’s big wrists.

“Score one for me,” she said, loud enough
for XJl Quorn to hear.

“Chief!” gasped Otho. “I never knew you
to quit before.”

He made a sudden gesture, and metal

loops fell around him and over him, trussing

him up. Joan, hkewise caught in a dozen,

made no sound, but her dark eyes glowed

as she looked from Captain Future to the

smiling N’Rala. Jealousy, hurt pride, wonder
and fury were mirrored in her expression.

Now U1 Quorn swaggered into view.

“I knew what you were doing, from the

moment that my own craft, with certain

supplies and lieutenants, crossed over from
the Solar System,” he said. “N’Rala carries

a little radio-transmitter in that locket you
didn’t feel it was worth your while to take.”

“So that’s it!” N’Rala’s slim hand flew to

the jewel at her throat. “You—^you tricked

me again.”

“I gave it to you as a gift and ornament,”
said the Magician of Mars, with a mocking
bow. “I made it splendid enough for you to

wear. But I didn’t say that I put a little spy
in it, which now does double duty—exposes

your full attitude toward me, N’Rala, and at

the same time delivers my enemies into my
hands. You and I are building up a heavy
score to settle between us, N’Rala.”

“Would you care to argue it before the
Overlord?” snapped N’Rala.

Ul Quom did not answer. In the dim light,

Future saw his enemy’s handsome lips tight-

en and twitch.

“Put bonds on Grag and take the mag-
netic ray off him,” he commanded his men.
“We’ll march these prisoners back to head-
quarters.”

The pallid men closed in, pushing the Pu-
turemen together in a knot. In silence the
group moved back toward the captured lab-

oratory. Only when they reached the door,

did Ul Quorn voice another order.

“Put each in a separate cell. When they’re

together, they got away. Leave Captain Fu-
ture to me.”

He laid his lean, strong hand on Future’s
elbow, and with his other hand lifted a proton
pistol. Quietly Future let himself be led to the
level below, and to Ul Quorn’s quarters.

N’Rala came after them.
“I want to cross back to Dimension X,” she

said.

Ul Quorn shook his head. “Not now, N’-
Rala.”

“You can’t hold me up,” she persisted.

“The Overlord will be angry.”

“Let him rule on that later. These are my
personal quarters, and my business with
Captain Future will be conducted alone.”

He pushed his prisoner inside, and closed

the door upon a last angry protest from N’-
Rala.

Future gazed at the luxurious fittings Ul
Quorn had strung around the place, at the

telaudio on the table, and fleetingly at the
strange coffinlike case in a far comer.
“You hke to pamper yourself,” Future

said. “This room used to he a storage space
for rock specimens. I never thought to see

so much softness in it.”

“I’m changing many things, Captain Fu-
ture,” mocked Ul Quorn. “Sit down—yes, be-
yond the desk. Let me say , that I admire
your dealings with menaces like the tendril-
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creatures—a troublesome bit of life, that

taught my associates the principle of those

wire-shooting guns. And the digesting lake

was neatly eluded, too, though I gather that

Simon Wright was more responsible there.

However, I’m no bizarre, sub-inteUigent

monster. I’m U1 Quorn. And you’re my pris-

oner, beyond rescue this time.”

Captain Future had relaxed in the chair

to which U1 Quorn had waved him. His

shackled hands dropped between his knees.

Their fingers interlaced. One finger overlay

the ring he wore.

That ring bore the strange Futureman de-

vice, a stone to represent the sun and others

moving around it to denote the planets.

Within its jewel was a tiny atomic motor.

Stealthily Future worked it loose, sliding the

jewel inward.

“You have a weakness, a fatal one,” he
said quietly to U1 Quorn. “You count your

triumphs before they hatch.”

“Call' it savoring sweets in advance,”

grinned the other. “It’s not as great a weak-
ness as your naive passion for fighting

wrongs and destroying evil. You’re sorry

for people. Captain Future, and I’m not. Be-
ing ruthless, I can’t be hurt through others.”

Curt Newton had the ring off and between
his clasped hands. Its jewel now faced to-

ward his wrists, pointing toward the link

that held them together. The atomic ray,

pointed and activated by a touch of his hand
on a little stud, might break that bond. He
wondered if it had strength and sustaining

power enough.

“I suggest,” he replied, to keep HI Quorn’s
attention away from what he was doing, “that

being ruthless to N’Rala has made her your
enemy.”
“She won’t be dangerous.”
“This Overlord will.”

“What do you know about the Overlord?”
snapped U1 Quorn, his hand tightening on
the pistol.

Future knew almost nothing, but did not

say so. He replied, with another question.

“She wants to come in here and use your
facilities to travel into the Overlord’s dimen-
sion, doesn’t she?”
“She told you that, eh? Before I tuned in

—that I kept my one way of dimension-
spanning shut up here?”
• That was all that Captain Future needed
to know. His quick eye, roving around the

room, fixed for a fleeting instant on the case

in the corner. It was the only possible device

for dimension-spanning that he could see.

He pressed the stud,-and felt the manacles
come apart. Stealthily he sHd back on his

finger the ring that had done him such good
service.

“You convince me that N’Rala’s a traitor,”

U1 Quorn was saying. “I promise that you’ll

be destroyed, I promise you that N’Rala will

be destroyed with you. Is there any satis-

faction in that idea?”

“That idea, in the slang of an old century,

is a fair knockout,” said Captain Future.

With a sudden outlash of both feet he
upset the desk upon U1 Quorn.

U1 Quom’s pistol slammed a charge into

the ceiling, where a great hole opened amid
a shower of sparks. Cursing by all the gods
of peace, the Magician of Mars scrambled out,

his weapon ready to aim again.

But Captain Future had sprung across the

room, and into the strange upended coffin.

He felt a shuddering assailment of all his

fibers, felt himself ready to dissolve, and
came to himself in absolute blackness.

CHAPTER X

New Dimensions to Conquer

O S S I B L Y Captain

p Future was making
the greatest gamble of his

life.

He had but the sketch-

iest notion of what lay in

Dimension X, both in re-

gard to its universe in gen-
eral and the reception he
would receive beyond the

dimension-shift into which
he had thrown himself.

But, he had taken an Instant to reflect.

U1 Quorn had entered that dimension and
had withstood its dangers and mysteries so

that he was again a power and a menace
against all decent worlds. He, Captain Fu-
ture, must not hesitate to risk the same peril

and hope for the same success, that success

to be used for the advantage of his universe.

In a word, he was unhesitatingly pitting

himself—^peerless brawn, brain, courage

—

against an unknown cosmos. If he failed,

oblivion. If he won, safety for all he had lived
for from the beginning.

In the dark chamber he now sensed, was a
stir of motion.

“You are not U1 Quorn,” a voice said, in a
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language he understood. “Did he send you?”
“And if he did?” temporized Future.
“The Overlord forbade him to send any

subordinates except when sent for. Only he,

or the Lady N’Rala.”
“Take me to your superior,” said Captain

Future, walking toward the voice.

He heard breathing within arm’s length

—

and made a clutching sweep. One hand
caught a throat, the other a wrist that strove

to come to where weapons might hang.
Captain Future whirled the struggling body
up, across his knee, and down on a hard
floor. Closing his strangle hold, he thi-ottled

the \mseen speaker into submission.

A thud and struggle came from behind
him, and the voice of U1 Quorn;

“Guards! Lots of them! Captain Future
came over just ahead of me!”
The great red-headed Futureman smote

his captive’s head against the floor, hard
enough to induce momentary senselessness.

He spun abruptly, and grappled U1 Quorn.
The gun, still in U1 Quorn’s hand, again

tried to drive death to Captain Future’s

heart, but its muzzle had been forced up. It

kindled a brief shower of sparks in the

ceiling, and Captain Future saw momentarily
the cubicle, the rectangular opening of the

dimension-shift, a door in a far wall, and the

guard he had overpowered.

It seemed that this was not a gnomelike
travesty on human form, like the pale men on

the Moon, but a really fine figure of a human
being, of extraordinarily white skin. Then
the sparks died, and he fought U1 Quorn in

the dark.

He got a hand over the mouth of the Ma-
gician of Mars, stifling another yell. U1
Quorn bit him, but Captain Future’s strength

asserted itself. A mighty twist that caused
bones to grind together, and he made U1
Quorn drop the gun. Another moment, and
he turned the smaller man under, though
U1 Quorn was wiry and desperate. His thumb
sought for a nerve center and pressed as on
a mechanical lever. U1 Quorn subsided.

Captain Future groped at his enemy’s belt

and found one of the weapons that threw
glares of light. With its help he foimd the

gun U1 Quorn had dropped. Now he turned

to the guard, who was getting up weakly.

“That light—agony!” muttered the fellow.

He hid his great dark eyes with his palms.

“Not a false move or I’ll dissolve you into

atoms,” warned Future. He pointed the

other weapon. “I am Captain Future, a name

you may not know.”
“But I do!” The guard was up, still hiding

his eyes. As Captain Future had glimpsed
before, here was a man of such human pro-
portions as obtained in the Solar System,
with none of the grotesque semi-brutishness

of U1 Quorn’s fungus-complexioned aides.

“And I thought U1 Quorn said you were
here, Captain Future. Thank the gods of

your dimension and mine that you have come'
to us.”

“No tricks,” warned Captain Future, more
sharply still.

“I mean none. And there is little time for

explanation—but let my heart speak. All

our people do not want this war against your
world. Others of my race must tell you and
convince you—in a less dangerous place than
this. Do now as I bid you.”

“What?”
“My tendril-gim, here at my. belt. Quick!”

WITHOUT regarding the pointed pis-

tol, the guard drew the device and
extended it, butt-first, to Captain Future.

“Use it to bind me, and U1 Quorn. Tear
pieces of his robe to gag us. That will keep
him safe, and free me from suspicion. Then,
in my cloak—” he wore one, and now shrug-
ged it off

—“My cloak, dra'wn up to hood
your head, go out as I direct.”

Future had seen the tendril-guns work,
and one demonstration was enough. He
quickly spun loops of the metal wire around
the guard, making him helpless, then did the

same to the still unconscious U1 Quorn.

“Beyond this is a dark corridor,” the guard
was telling him. “You come from bright

worlds, and will have to grope past three

doors. Enter the fourth, and say these

words: ‘Attention, now, Rrodo kun!’ Those
within will know you are a friend to us.

Then drop your robe, and identify yourself

for who you are.”

Future snapped off his light.

“What is your name?”
“Thai Thar.”

“I wiU remember that. You may be speak-

ing truth, in which ease you will know what
gratitude and reward can be. If you lie, you
wiU live to be sorry—^eind no longer. That’s

a promise from Captain Future.”

“Good. I ask no more. Now the gags.”

Captain Future muffled the mouth of the

guard, then that of U1 Quorn. He picked up
the robe.

He had been thinking hard and furiously
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of what this creature had told him. It sim-

plified to another chance he must and would
take. After aU, he could retreat at the first

sign of treachery, with a good hope of di-

mension shifting back to U1 Quom’s quarters

on the Moon. Holding the pistol in one hand,

he used the other to drape himself in the

cloak. He felt his way to the door and went
through it.

As he had been told, he was in a dark

corridor, and his questing elbow found the

jambs of three doors as he moved along the

wall. The captured guard had spoken truth

so far. Outside the fourth door he paused,

ear to the panel.

A voice inside, not of the timber of Solar

System voices, but not as twittery as the

pale gnomes, was speaking.

“Language of the Solar System,” it said.

“We must practice as commanded by the

he threw the glare weapon on the floor. “Go
ahead.”

The man left hurriedly.

“You’re different, you men, different from
other Dimension-X people I’ve seen,” Future
said.

“Because the advance guard is of our low
orders. We ourselves are what you call

nobles or aristocrats. Because the Overlord
doesn’t like us, we’re being used here as

guards. Later, he’ll probably see we’re killed

in the invasion we abhor.”

“Why does the Overlord dislike you?”
persisted Captain Future. “And why do you
dislike the invasion?”

“Hold your questions until we’re sure of

your identity,” bade one of the two.

The man who had left returned.

“Thai Thar identifies him. He’s Cap-
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Overlord. Also the language makes our con-

versation secret from most listeners.”

“If the Overlord himself came, we’d be
punished,” answered another voice.

“Space-fates forefend!” broke in the first

speaker.

That was enough for Captain Future. He
entered. The room beyond was dim, but he

could make out three pale figures at a table,

dressed in snug sleeveless mail shirts, with

cloaks flung on the backs of their chairs.

Weapons hung on the walls, giving the place

the aspect of a guard-room.
“Rroda kun!” said Captain Future.

One creature faced him.

“Thai Thar? Who relieved you? Speak
the Other-System language, because—

”

“I’m Captain Future,” said the red-haired

giant, and dropped his cloak, letting it fall in

folds over his hand that held the gun.

At once the three were on their feet.

“Careful!” warned one of the guards, “He
may be a spy of U1 Quorn’s.”

“I’m not. U1 Quom, if you wonder about

him, lies stunned and boimd just this side of

the dimension-shift. Your friend Thai Thar
is there, and will identify me.”

A guard started toward the door, but paus-

ed, gazing at Captain Future in perplexity.

Captain Future spread his arms, stUl keep-

ing the cloak swathed aroxmd his pistol

hand.

“Can’t you see I’m unarmed? Here,” and

tain Future, and he can be told the truth.”

“But when will Thai Thar be discovered
helpless?”

“Shortly,” said the man who had brought
the message. “By one of us who goes to re-

lieve him.”
“And meanwhile I’ll get you out of here,”

joined in another. “You will want to know
about an invasion at another point of your
universe.”

“Where?” demanded Captain Future.
“I have a star-map to show you. Come,

wrap yourself in that cloak. We can talk on
the way to—to where we’re going.”

Captain Future opened the folds around
his hand.
“Gentlemen, I’ll confess that I mistrusted

you, too. Look at this weapon. It would
have blasted you all at the first sign of

danger, but it’s falling to powder!”
“Of course,” said the man who had risen

to accompany him. “Weapons of our make
are safe in the protective ray-field aroimd
this guardroom. But yours was made harm-
less. A little device of my own, which I

framed to guard against a possible piece of

violence by U1 Quorn. You will see that fate

must work in all imiverses, and that in this

case fate directs us to trust each other.”

He held out a hand, like an Earthman.
“My name is Lai Thar, the brother of Thai

Thar. Let’s be friends and allies. Follow
me.
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CHAPTER XI

Oog on the Asteroid

W ITTLE OOG, the

SL/i meteor -mimic,

was alone and miser-

able.

Only the news that

Luna and all that sat-

ellite contained' and
recalled and stood for

could have made
Otho forget his tiny

pet. But it had turned out that way. When
Joan brought the news of the imthinkable
vanishment, tlie Futuremen had trooped to

the Comet’s telaudio for their own eyes to be
convinced.

Then, with the grim knowledge that sec-

onds would count in this new adventure,

they had sailed away. And Oog, who had
been mimicking a bit of sad-colored stone on
the floor of their grotto, was left behind on
Asteroid No. 697.

His little mind, simple and material but

shrewd, was almost as keen as Otho boasted.

He could, and did, realize that he was for-

gotten and abandoned. He was full of woe.

Turning back into a doughy little toddler of

a beast, he made sad grimaces and trotted

here and there in search of his friends.

He found the remains of Captain Future’s

sandwich, and momentarily turned himself

into a doll-like figure of the Futuremen’s

chief. SniSing around the place where Otho
had lolled, he remolded his molecules into

a slender, high-ci*aniumed figurine of the

android. Finally he went to where the Comet
had lain careened, and changed himself into

a miniature image of that.

Oog’s hyper-adaptable species runs rather
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to physical changes, but change in the brain

stuff can take place. It was true, as Otho had
said, that the meteor-mimic’s mind was able

to appreciate some aspects of human affairs.

When Oog became himself once more, he
sighed almost like a lonesome child.

Scant hours had passed since he had been
deserted on Asteroid No. 697—^hours that

had been crammed with danger and adven-
ture for the Futuremen, with loneliness and
depression for little Oog. He waddled here
and there about the tiny world, nosing and
sniifing the tracks of his friends, which grew
fainter in impress and odor as time went by.

His brain grappled with the future, that

most difficult of things to comprehend. If he
was indeed marooned here, he would live

alone, unseen of any other living thing, but
he would never forget Otho who had loved
him and forgotten him. He turned again into

a miniature Otho.

“Ghosts of Ganymede!” half-choked a
rough voice in the brush. “Look there, on
the ground!”

Still mimicking Otho, Oog looked up. A
burly Earthman in unkempt space-suit had
come into the open and now stared at him
with bloodshot eyes that seemed ready to

spring from their sockets.

A moment later, the Earthman turned his

head away.
“Don’t let me look—don’t let me look!” he

quavered. “It’s that double-power Venusian
liquor. No Earthman ought to touch it!”

Oog’s impulse for hiding caused him to

change at once into a replica of a grassy dod.
As he did so, another figure emerged. A
Martian this time, rather slackly handsome
and high-skuUed, with on his wrist the scar

that could come only from radio-manacles

—

bonds of the incorrigible criminal.
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“I don’t see anything, you fool! What

scai-ed you?”
Without daring to look, the Earthman

pointed to where Otho was. The Martian fol-

lowed the gesture with his eyes, sneered, and
turned his back.

“Nothing there,” he said.

With both strangers facing away, Oog
turned hack into a little Otho. At this moment
the Earthman plucked up courage to steal

another look. He howled as if caught in a

blister-ray.

“I see it again!” he cried, and clapped his

hands over his eyes.

The Martian also looked, but Oog was the

clod again. The Martian laughed aloud.

“You’d better lay off mixing your plane-

tary drinks hereafter,” he advised. “No-w
pay attention to me. We’re to make this

place ready for U1 Quorn’s invasion, like on
the Moon.”

“I only half-understood what’s up,”

grumbled the Earthman. “Why can’t he do
as he did with the Moon, and gobble it right

out of the Solar System?”
“Because he needs an asteroid out of that

other dimension to bring here and fit into

and around and over this one,” the Martian
said, in an impatient tone that suggested he

was tired of explaining to his more obtuse

companion. “Those pale people are jockeying

one into position—^loads of fuel and ma-
chinery go into a space-operation of that

sort—^but we have to keep guard here to make
sure that nobody is on the lookout. The Fu-
turemen have been meddling around here,

it’s one of the few habitable asteroids, you
loiow.”

HE Earthman grimaced.

“The Futuremen are all prisoners, I

hear,” he said. He sat down, close to Oog’s

position. At his hip, within a foot of Oog,

hung a holster with an atomic pistol.

The Martian went into an explanation of

how. U1 Quom had communicated, by secret

radio, with members of his old crime group
who would do key assignments to prepare for

the invasion. The trans-dimensional seizure

of the asteroid had a twofold purpose, as he
explained—^to experiment on a small scale

with machinery that later might operate

against even major planets, and to seize a

base at a convenient point from which to

observe and move anywhere against the

Solar System.
His companion asked for many explana-

tions of astronomy, dimension-engineering
and general strategy, and both were too busy
to dream of what a creature like Oog might
be doing.

Oog half-forgot his forlorn position at

sight of the big pistol.

He was fascinated by such things, but the

Futuremen took pains to keep them out of

his way. Now he became Otho again, and
stealthily drew near, hoisting the weapon
from its holster with an effort. It was too

heavy for him to examine easily, and he
dropped it. A whim made him scramble into

the holster, and then to become an image of

the pistol.

“All I get out of it,” the Earthman was
saying, “is that some sort of bad-dream
people are coming from another dimension
to this one, and tliat U1 Quom, being hated
and hunted through the Solar System, figures

to profit by helping them. He’s making sort

of dimensional stepping-stones at the Moon
and here, and later maybe on Jupiter and
Uranus. His friends are a little sick when the

light shines on them, so he wants Solar

System lieutenants, like us, to do the spade-
work.”

“That’s it, in a nutshell,” said the Martian.

“I refer to the thick shell of that nut you
call a head.”

“Will you stop those insults,” grumbled the

Earthman, getting up, “or I’ll
—

”

“You’ll consider yourselves rmder arrest,”

said a voice that both men knew, and the
pseudo-Otho, too.

Captain Future came forward out of the
undergrowth.

They stared. “How did you get here?”
gasped the Earthman.
“Out of Dimension X, one jump ahead of

that little world that’s supposed to come and
coincide with this one,” said Captain Future.

“You’re both my prisoners. You’ll come back
to New York, in your own ship, and you’ll

tell us some things we want to know about
U1 Quorn’s plans.”

The Martian had drawn his gun. Its spitting

blast would have been fatal to anyone less

poised and sudden and lightning-swift than
Captain Future. But the big red-haired

figure moved aside, a fraction out of line of

fire, and sparks flew up in a harmless little

volcano among broad-leaved plants.

Coming in around and under the gun-
muzzle, as a clever boxer avoids his op-
ponent’s jab and gets inside it. Future struck

once with his fist. The Martian, his head
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almost tom off by the blow, whirled back-
ward clear off his feet for half a dozen paces

and fell in a silent heap.

The lesser gravity of the asteroid had made
that flight through the air possible. In faU-
ing senseless, the Martian took his gun with

him. Future leaped after him to secure it.

“No, you don’t!” bawled the Earthman, his

hand at his own holster.

He whipped out what he found there—and
howled in abject terror.

The gun had turned once more into a little

Otho figure, kicking and writhing in his

grasp.

“It isn’t liquor—^it’s real!” he wailed, and
dropped to his knees.

Oog, still as Otho, twisted free and ran to

where the fallen gun lay. With an effort he
pulled it up and stood pointing it like a tiny

cannoneer. But the Earthman needed' not

that threat, nor the motion of Captain Future,

who by now had the Martian’s weapon.
I’U talk. I’ll talk,” sobbed the hoarse voice.

“I’ll do an5Tthing you say. But get me to a
doctor who’ll fix me so I don’t see—and feel—^things that aren’t there!”

Captain Futtire grinned briefly.

“Get on your feet,” he ordered. “Grab up
this languid friend of yours and carry him to

your ship.”

As the prisoner turned his back to obey,

Future stooped and scooped Oog into his

hand.

“Oog, I’m proud of you,” he whispered,

“Otho and the others, when we get them
free, will be proud of you, too. And the whole
Solar System will be prouder still. Because
I’ve started my counter-attack against U1
Quorn, and you’re helping me. But that’s

nothing to how you’re going to help me from
now on.”

CHAPTER XII

Space Amhush

HE two captives were
not escorted to New
k by Captain Future
-on the communication
em of the space-craft

ad seized—^he managed
ort out a certain spe-

wave-length, and up-
; he got into touch with
i Gurney.
a latitude just within

the Martian orbit, from
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which all inhabited planets were remote and
where no ships wandered. Future was met by
his own Comet and a larger police cruiser

—

the one commanded by Gurney, the other

by a jvmior officer named Elnisor, a Venusian
chosen for courage, loyalty and ability to

keep secrets.

The three craft lay to in emptiness, and
Gurney and Elnisor came aboard to inters

view Captain Future. The big, powerful
redhead lounged by his idled controls, with

Oog cuddled in the hollow of his arm. The
meteor-mimic greeted the visitors by im-
personating first Gurney, then Elnisor, then

one of the two melancholy prisoners who sat

bound in a corner.

“Glad to see you, Ezra,” greeted Captain

Future. “I’ve been far away, but I never

doubted that we’d meet again. You brought

what I told you?”
“Everything,” said the old marshal, his

bright eyes inquisitive in his hard-lined

face. “Supplies and equipment aboard the

Comet, and men, the best emd closest-

mouthed on call, aboard the auxiliary cruiser.

But what’s it about? Who are these speci-

mens you have all tied up?”

“Two items for our collection of jailbirds,”

replied Curt. “They were planted for a re-

ception committee to help U1 Quorn’s in-

vasion strike home on Asteroid Six-Ninety-

Seven. I gathered them in, with priceless

help from little Oog here. They’ve talked

some, and 111 talk more in a moment. Mean-
while, we’re going to occupy that asteroid

ourselves, and knock the invasion back down
its own throat.”

“But how? And what? Who’s invading us?

Where are they coming from?” Ezra Gurney
had thought he was through being amazed
at Captain Future, but now he fairly splut-

tered with mystified eagerness.

“Briefly, it’s hke this,” began Capteun

Future.

“A whole system from many dimensions

away—

1

call it Dimension X—^wants to over-

run us. Dimension X has a dying sun, and its

race of struggling people fives on worlds

that are dimmed and doomed. Their fight for

fife has taught them amazing things in the

field of big-scale caloric engineering.

“They’ve activated the central substances

of their planets to produce extra internal

heat and power, and such sources give them
the basis for dimension-shifting devices on a
mighty scale. They managed to slide one
world of theirs to a point in their space where
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it coincided with the position of Luna in ours

—and, by partial shift to a between-dimen-
sional point, gobbled Luna up. It’s a step-

ping stone between us and Dimension X,

if you follow me.”
“I follow you, a long way off,” said Gur-

ney, “They’ll tackle us from the Moon?”
“No. There’s only a small way to Dimen-

sion X there, and in any case they know that

we’re at least partially on the defensive on
Earth. The asteroid coup will give them a

wider beach-head, and in a less suspected

place.”

“Where does U1 Quom come into this?”

persisted Ezra.

“He came in by chance and cosmic bad
luck. Remember when he seemed to burn
into nothingness as his ship fell into the sun.

But that ship was full of dimension-traveling

mechanisms. The heat activated it beyond
even his dreams, and he was flung into Di-
mension X.
“He got into trouble—trust U1 Quom for

that—and then he succeeded in lining up the

greedy element to invade us—trust U1
Quom for that, too. There’s an Overlord and
a whole mob of would-be conquerors, who
see their own salvation and that of their race

in seizing our system and setting up a new
life under a bright, warm sun.”

“But can they?” demanded Ezra Gumey.
“If they can shift whole worlds across di-

mensions, they must be invincible.”

Curt shook his head.

“I don’t think they are. In the first place,

we’re a tough race ourselves, on our home
worlds. In the second, the very brightness of

the stm wUl be agony to them. Even as un-
disputed masters, they’ll take much condi-

tioning and modifying to stand the light and
heat of Old Sol. To attack, they must come
armored and shaded, attacking by night In

the third place, they’re not all conquest-

mad.”

SUDDEN astonishment caused the mouth
of the old marshal to drop open.

“Curt!” cried Ezra. “You’ve met, and made
friends with some of them?”

“Indeed I have. As I say, there’s an Over-
lord. He dictates, successfully, ruthlessly,

energetically. He’s just an upstart, of a type

familiar in our dimension, too. The older,

quieter class of politely reared X-people

doesn’t like him, doesn’t want him, doesn’t

approve of him. I’ve been across, Ezra, seen

their worlds and their cities, their best men

and their worst. I’ve met a very pallid but
decent X-gentleman called Thai Thar. He
and his group of friends are to be placed in

the forefront of the invading forces. You see,

the Overlord wants them killed and wiped
out in the first fighting. But they plotted

with me, sent me a jump ahead of the in-

vasion to skip back home at Asteroid Six-
Ninety-Seven. And, instead of killing them,
we’ll aUy with them.”
“FiU in the gaps of that story while we

work,” said old Ezra. “What do we do first?”

“These prisoners and this ship go back to

New York,” replied Captain Future. “Glad
you brought Elnisor. He’ll know enough to

take them home without talking to anyone.
The rest of us head for Asteroid Six-Ninetyr
Seven and prepare to meet the initial waves
of the invasion.”

“The way you explain it,” said Ezra, “that

asteroid wiU be a sort of trans-dimensional
passage for them.”

“Exactly,” agreed Curt. “But it’s a poor
sort of timnel that doesn’t run both ways.
As a matter of fact, we’U invade them.”

« « « « «

It later became a commonplace, in philos-

ophizing on space-and-time relativities, to

say that Dimension X’s invaders established

their cosmic bridgehead on Asteroid No. 697

within one terrestrial hour, and that they lost

that bridgehead by surprise counter-attack
within ten terrestrial seconds.

The mechanism and operation that accom-
plished so great a hole between dimensions
were not so freely to be discussed, for their

principles remain locked in the secret

archives of the Cosmic Science Department,
in the Government Library at New York.

Outside the trusted official experts of the

Government, nobody knows of them except
the Futuremen. But it can be said that they
represented prodigies of planning, and labor

and equipment such as only a dictatorial

government with many worlds under its

sway could command. The completion of the
action involved the use of an entire plane-

toid that, moving through Dimension X to

a position approximating that of Asteroid No.

697, was then bodily shifted over.

Six fighting spacecraft, no more than
cruiser class but heavily armed with weapons
designed under U1 Quorn’s supervision to

fight and destroy Solar System forces, hov-
ered in the dim-lighted ether of Dimension
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X. Before them yawned a seeming black
emptiness, a true hole in emptiness.

“In,” came the order of the Commander,
Thai Thar, over his speaker system.

“In,” echoed the senior officers of the other

ships.

One after another, the craft whisked into

the emptiness, negotiating the dizzy change
from dimension to dimension, and dropped
down upon the quiet surface that was no
longer identifiable as the captured asteroid.

“All out!” Thai Thar was commanding,
and the six crews poured into the open.

The foUowings drew up before Thai Thar.

“Have the men stack arms," he ordered.

Three of the junior commanders stared.

They were U1 Quorn’s lieutenants drawn
from the Solar System, a little nervous be-
cause their chief was reported in confine-

ment—Captain Future, rumor had it, had
made a fool of him once again. They wanted
to coimterbalance U1 Quom’s disgrace by a

bold stroke into invasion territory.

“What does this mean?” asked an officer.

“Stack arms!” repeated Thai Thar. “As-
semble the men before me in close order. I

have important things to say.”

It was done. The invasion force, several

himdred Pale People, drew up expectantly

on smooth ground between fungoid thickets.

The rank and file was of the lower order,

gnomelike little men with long arms, bandy
legs and apelike posture.

Junior officers were of the aristocrat class

like Thai Thar, resembling handsome but
blanched Earthmen. To one side, as directed,

were gathered the weapons—rifles, tendril-

spitting devices, and agonizing light-casters

that could blind eyes not fitted to endure the

glare.

“Junior officers fall out and guard the

stacked arms,” said Thai Thar.

At THIS, one of the subordinates ob-
jected.

“That’s not according to plan,” growled
one of U1 Quom’s henchmen. “This is no
time for lectures. Already the observatories

on Earth and Mars may have learned that an
asteroid has slipped away between dimen-
sions. Cruisers will be heading this way.
We ought to set up shifts to get into their

dimension, ready to grab them and carry out

the next phase of our conquest.”

“You’re insubordinate,” snapped Thai
Thar, and the. fellow subsided. Thai Thar
faced the close ranks of Pale People.

“You are all prisoners of war,” he an-
noimced.

Instantly the junior officers seized weapons
from the stacks and came to the ready. On
the opposite side, figures stole forth from the

thickets—^figures in space-suits with police

insignia, Earthmen and Martians and others,

armed and tense.

The quickest witted of U1 Quorn’s men
sprang at Thai Thar. Somebody laughed in

his ear. He knew that laugh—and then he
knew nothing as the big fist of Captain Fu-
ture knocked him spinning into senselessness.

“Anybody else want to argue?” inquired
Captain Future. “No? Ezra, these specimens
are U1 Quom’s gutter-sweepings, who hoped
to be heroes of his sneak invasion. Take them
into custody.”

Thai Thar smiled at the leaderless, be-
wildered rank and file.

“This part of the war is over,” he said for

all to hear. “I shall now tell what the Over-
lord planned for our group.” He paused.

“Will you judge by what I say.”

“Talk, Thai Thar,” ventured someone.
“You have always been fair.”

“Perhaps that was my downfall,” continued
Thai Thar. “The Overlord hates me and the

class for which I stand, the old leadership

that hoped to make the best of our dimming,
dying system. I was assigned here, and these

other officers with me, to die in the first bat-

tles and interfere with the Overlord’s power-
dreams no more. For you rank and file, he
cared not one way or the other. You were
assigned at random to dead men’s duty.

While we fought a surprise action, drawing
the defending fleet toward one point, another
force—led by his favorites—woixld burst

through to reap the fruits of invasion of the

defenseless principal bases. We would be
sacrificed. That often happens to advance
parties.”

“Is that true?” blubbered U1 Quom’s
quickest-minded man to Captain Future.

“Were we to be killed off?”

“Why not?” smiled Captain Future.

“But he said— he promised— honors,

riches!”

“Bah!” growled his neighbor. “Stop and
think how often he’s used and deserted men
he needed no more.”
The first speaker made a grimace.

“Why, that vile trickster!”

Ezra Gumey hustled them away.
Thai Thar concluded his remarks.

“Because there has been from the first a
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group opposing the Overlord, spying on his

secrets and anticipating his moves, we were
able to plan a counter-stroke. The defenders

against this invasion have no sure knowledge
of us, and only picked men among them even
knew of the danger. My friends and I are

working with those picked men. We shall go

back—«nd the Overlord shall be the Overlord

no more.”

“And we?” ventured one of the prisoners.

“You shall be kept here, prisoners of war.

There is no need for you to worry, and you
can serve no purpose by striking for one
side or the other.”

Thai Thar turned to Captain Future.

“Ready, my friend. Will you take com-
mand in my flagship?”

Captain Future shook his flaming head.

“With your permission, there’s a new flag-

ship—over there among the thickets. The
Comet leads the counter-attack.”

CHAPTER Xm

The Fleets Clash

ir^IMENSION X, with

mw its vast airless space,

was not velvet-black, as in
“ cl* other dimensions Cap-

tain Future knew—^it had
a grayness like an old

blanket in a dingy, un-
lighted room. There were
stars, but not bright stars.

They hung and glowed
duUy, sometimes waxing
or waning a trifle, like

half-dead sparks on the blanket.

“Our imiverse is old, inconceivably older,

than yours,” said Thai Thar, who was stand-

ing beside Captain Future in the Comet’s
control room. “So much of its matter has
become radiation that the radiation gives an
actual tinge to space. And there is no single

sun which biuns even a fair fraction so clear

and hot as those you tell me of in your own
space-latitudes.”

Future looked into the telaudio screen.

“You have many dwarf suns, almost burnt

out,” he answered with a nod. “Many of

your dark stars render your universe unfit

for habitation for us. Up ahead—that’s your
own string of worlds, isn’t it?”

“Yes, somewhat like yorirs, I judge. And
our sun—its remains—can be seen beyond.”
The sun showed dim and blue. Future’s

big hand joggled a moment with spectro-

finders. They gave fuzzy reactions—Dimen-
sion X did that to all his equipment—but
Future could see that there were no ele-

ments in the sun he did not know. He recog-
nized certain vibrating patterns, and a germ
of inspiration came to him.

“Directly ahead, hovering,” continued
Thai Thar, “is the second fleet, the fleet that

was to come through and triumph while my
own ships sacrificed themselves against yo\ir

Solar System defenses.”

The screen showed a cluster of dull-silver

specks toward the front, and a further,

smaller cluster away to the left—two ship

groups, idling in space. Captain Future knew
that these craft were armed for battle with
U1 Quorn’s weapons, that they were maimed
with picked and chosen officers and hands,
loyal to the Overlord and keyed up to

desperation and audacity. Too, they out-
numbered his own forces considerably. He
saw that at a. gl^mce.

“The nearer group includes nine war craft,

each with smaller scout ships in its hold-
one-man and five-man craft,” said Thai
Thar, as if reading his thoughts. “The other,

eleven. With the six that I brought, and your
own Comet and seven police craft, we have
fourteen against their twenty.”

“And they won’t be dazzled into submission
by bright lights, will they?” rejoined Cap-
tain Future. “They were riding prepared for

battle in the full glare of my universe.”

“Of course. Goggles and dimmed ports and
all that, as with my force. Fighting will be
with guns and rays of your own culture

designed and manufactured under the direc-

tion of U1 Quom. There will be fighting,

won’t there?”

“There will,” promised Captain Future,
switching on the telaudio speech system.
“Attention, all ship commanders. Controls
and weapon stations to be manned by Solar
System personnel. Dimension X personnel
to observe—^they know these latitudes best.

Gurney, take point position. Head to left

of nearer enemy group. Full speed on.”

“Who is that?” demanded someone on the
receiver system, in the burbling language of

Dimension X which Captain Future, with his

peerlessly trained adaptability, had begun to

pick up from the beginning of the adventure.
“Thai Thar, why did your ships fall back?
Answer me!”
Nobody answered. The combined forces of

Thai Thar’s group and the police cruisers
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quickly slid into “dart” formation—^Ezra

Gurney’s raking, speedy craft leading, then
the Comet in command position, then the

others two by two, blasts open, speeds check-
ing or increasing to equality throughout.

Like an arrow from a macrocosmic bow,
the formation drove forward—not at the

nearest enemy group, but toward a point well

to the left, a point between the enemy forma-
tions.

This was elementary strategy for Captain
Future. His force was smaller in number of

craft, and not overmanned, for he had had to

divide the crews of the police ships to operate

Thai Thar’s vessels, but the weapons which
would decide the battle were weapons which
his personnel knew to the hilt, and elements

of surprise and plan were on his side.

If he could get between the enemy units,

their superior numbers might not be effective
—^bold, intelligent action might carry the day.

He sighed as his big hands moved
musician-wise over the Comet’s intri-

cate controls. If his brother Futuremen were
here—^lightning-coordinated Otho, brilliant

Simon Wright, Grag, the indomitable and
massive-limbed—yes, and Joan, who seemed
all gentleness and loveliness, but whose reso-

lute courage was not inferior to his own

—

where were they? How imprisoned, how
threatened? Captain Future swore in his

heart to save them all, even from the inner-

most prison of the Overlord.

“Answer!” repeated the strange voice from
the receiver. “Or we open fire.”

Even in this deadly moment of crisis, part

of Captain Future’s brain could meditate.

He now reflected that the strange tongue of

Dimension X was partially understandable

to him because, basically, it derived from the

universal Denebian language of all human-
oid creatures in all universes and dimensions.

The parent stock from far Deneb had peopled

everywhere. This fact was beyond common
science or rationality.

There must be a plan, cosmically involving

all worlds and spaces, that included a final

assurance of what was right and good, what
was wrong and evil. Captain Future knew an
instant of confidence in the outcome of the

fight that was, paradoxically, almost serene.

“Open fire,” he commanded into the trans-

mitter. “All long-range arms.”
Thai Thar corrected the telaudio vision-

viewpoint for him. Now he could see, as in

a miniature scale-drawing come to life, both

his own dart-formation and the two enemy
groups, as if from a point apart from all

three.

The nearer enemy still idled, though the

ships seemed to tremble and huddle, like

indecisive girls at the edge of a ballroom

before the music strikes up and partners

claim them. The further group was going
into action, commencing an approach. The
commander of that unit had grasped an
inkling of what was about to happen. His
ships were moving swiftly to join their sister

force.

If the near group retreated, effected a

junction—but Captain Future’s ships were
firing.

With speed and telaudio and direction-

instruments able to accomplish what they did

in space, the battle began at a distance com-
parable to that between Earth and Moon. The
vision-screen of the Comet shortened appar-
ent distances, made everything seem compact.
Rays and proton bombs cut great pyrotechnic

streaks through the musty ether of Dimen-
sion X, scoring on targets afar, but not

strongly enough to cripple—only to discon-

cert, There was a replying spray of flame,

but the enemy was unfamiliar with U1
Quorn’s weapons, and not a single hit was
scored.

From the receiver came the strange voice

again, giving its own orders:

“Retreat., Join Group Two and form to

repel attack.”

That must not be allowed, Captain Future
quickly told himself. The two imits must be
kept apart, defeated in detail. He barked
orders of his own.

“Gurney! Continue with advance and at-

tack plan. All other ships, maintain forma-
tion and follow Gurney. I’ll meet you there.”

His hand dropped below the control board
to other controls, which he and the other

Futuremen alone understood properly—the

space-warping principle that could shift the

Comet from point to point across the limit-

less miles swifter than light.

He turned from the master microphone to

the ship speaker.

“Hang on!” he cried. “This will be abrupt!”

Then he touched a key, and another.

A whip of motion and a buzzing assailment

of every physical fiber, rather like the di-

mension-shift Then there he was—^there the

Comet was—alone in airlessness and be-
tween the two enemy groups—nine bearing

down from the right, and eleven, a little more
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distant but cutting the distance fast, on the

left.

“Open fire starboard and port,” he com-
manded on the ship speaker, and his man did.

Rays and projectiles spattered the incoming

enemy craft like handfuls of sand thrown in

the eyes of charging beasts. After a moment,
which the opposing commanders must have
needed to adjust themselves to this new
situation, came the reply.

CAPTAIN FUTURE thought, as the

multitude of impacts all but jarred

him from his controls, of all that had gone
into the making of the Comet. Not only the

engines and instruments and controls that

made her the swiftest, furthest-ranging, most
efficient craft for exploration that the uni-

verse had known, but the peerlessly deadly

weapons and perfect armor that made her

the last word and the last syllable in fight-

ing power.
She’d be going to pieces now, under the

bombardment of twenty war craft, but for

those vibration-absorbing elements in her

plating. And he had made the Comet, he and
his friends, and now their work gave a fight-

ing chance to aU the worlds against destruc-

tion.

“They’re cutting speed,” gasped Thai Thar,

also bracing himself against the shock-shock-

shock of the bombardment. “They must, to

hit us—and they are hitting us, again, again
—^but our fire scores, too.”

Future was by the telaudio screen.

“Here comes Gurney, and the rest!” he

cried.

The moments had been saved, enough for

his force to cross the space and needle in

between the enemy units. Captain Future
leaned toward the master transmitter.

“AU craft! FoUow Plan G-Six!”
They knew what Plan G-6 was. They

changed formation as they came up with the

Comet, two lines of ships that staggered their

order further and became a disc-shaped

formation, like a curtain hanging between
the two Dimension X forces.

At Captain Future’s word this curtain

moved left, firing with all arms against the

larger, more remote enemy group. Two of

the eleven opposing ships disintegrated in

varicolored foimtains of spmks, beautiful

and terrible.

A third spun back out of action, crippled

and rudderless.

A fourth retreated, its weapons silenced by

the shock of a ray-explosion that wrecked
its conti’ols.

The seven remaining craft also drew back,

trying to reform for defense—^and with
abrupt, disciplined blast-reversals, the cur-

tain of Captain Future’s fleet threw itself in

the opposite direction fuU at the second
threat.

Again at a word from Captain Future the

formation changed. 'The inner ships of the

disc lagged a bit and the outer speeded up,

so that the disc became a saucer.

Opening order as it came close, that saucer

scooped up the smaller and more compact
enemy.
With deadly accuracy. Captain Future’s

twenty ships opened fire on the nine ad-
versaries.

It was over within seconds. Ship after

ship of the Dimension X force fluffed into a
brief glow of incandescence, and then into

dead nothingness. Four of the nine were
smashed, then five, then seven. The last

two tried to escape. A final fusillade finished

them.

“Form to pursue the others,” Captain Fu-
ture was ordering by microphone. “No, they
won’t wait to fight. They run Hke rock-rats

on Callisto. Who’s been hit, Thai Thar?”

TWO OF the fleet were gone, one police

craft disintegrated and one of Thai
Thar’s badly damaged.

“Start repairs, we’ll need her,” continued
Captain Ekiture. “Gurney, take the two near-
est ships with you. Scoop up the damaged
enemy craft, the two that can’t get away.
We’ll refit them and spare enough men from
among us to fly and fight them.”
He took time to sigh, and grin at Thai

Thar.

“How did those twenty ships think to con-
quer my whole home system?” he demanded.
“We beat them, outnumbered almost two to

one. This invasion was insignificant.”

“It was only beginning,” Thai Thar told

him. “Look in your screen.”

Captain Future obeyed. His eyes widened,
his jaw-muscles grew tense.

“The—the size of the thing!” he cried. “Is

it an illusion?”

“Just as big as you judge it to be,” said

Thai Thar.

“But what is it? A giant fighting ship?

Or a dirigible world?”
“Both,” Thai Thar replied. “And it’s com-

ing to attack us.”
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CHAPTER XIV

The Lair of the Overlord

C LUMSILY moving in-

to combat, with a
slowness that was calculat-

ed rather than imwieldy,
came a craft which was a

slightly ovate sphere, like

a fat egg. Its narrowest
diameter was a little less

than a mile, its greatest a

little more. Captain Fu-
ture, at the telaudio, saw
no rocket blasts—it must

have been working on flameless atomic im-
pulses, nothing else could possibly propel

such a bulk, but it was studded with count-
less cockpits, weapon ports and observation

traps.

“Plan H-Twelve,” snapped Captain Future
into the speaker, and himself led the way
in a long, buck-jumping dash to closer quar-
ters.

A few moments later the line of ten craft

stiU active in his command were looping

into a circle that spun around the great lum-
bering vehicle. The formation had some fea-

tures of a minor planetary system—the big

ship in the center might stand for the parent
world, the ring of smaller fighters a series

of satellites. But these were satellites im-
pelled by deadly enmity. They gushed fire

and destruction upon the body in the center,

like Indian horsemen on the Western plains

of old, galloping arormd a pioneer wagon
and shooting into it.

The volleys were utterly ineffectual. Mighty
proton blasts and destroying rays, that would
have ripped holes in solid rock or whiffed
battalions into vapor, bounced from the im-
pervious surface of the great egg, and the

bulk and mass of the target was too great to

allow it to shift in space, or even to stagger.

Captain Future, whirling the Comet around
the perimeter of the fighting circle, had time

now to bark questions at Thai Thar.

“How could your Overlord make so huge
a fighting ship?”

“It was made decades ago,” Thai Thar ex-
plained hastily. “The wealth and material of

this System went into it. It has become the

artificial master world of the System. The
Overlord means to sail it into your Universe,

attack and seize your Government center

at New York and arsenals, proceeding then
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to arm and laimch new attacks.” Thai Thar’s
voice shook in fury. “Do you wonder chat

decent men hate him? That great mass of

flying luxury and power, monopolized by
himself while his subjects must live on a
darkening, dying string of worlds?”
There was no time to discuss the point. The

Overlord was responding to the attack. From
a host of weapon-ports burst forth volleys.

The speed of Captain Future’s ships made
aiming difficult, but one charge struck, then
another. One of Thai Thar’s fleet was gone,
and one of the police cruisers—smashed to

fragments, all on board destroyed. Curt
Newton growled between his teeth, his eyes
flashed like steel.

“Gurney!” he barked into the microphone.
“Take over. Continue fire.”

Shifting his controls, he swerved the Comet
inward from the circle, and straight at tide

enemy he drove.

“Open fire,” he said to Thai Thar, who
stepped to the bow-weapons.
A lean incandescent ray stabbed at the

massive armored curve ahead. Along it, as

on a path, tore proton charge after proton
charge, bursting at the same spot, a concerted
bombardment to force a breach.

From ports all arotmd the point sailed

protruded weapons. They volleyed as one.

The Comet was hurled back like a straw in

a tornado, saved from obliteration only by
the peerless defense devices of the Future-
men. Curt Newton somersaulted into a cor-
ner, momentarily stunned as his ship stag-

gered away through space, out of control.

Ezra Gurney’s voice, hoarsely yelling on
the telaudio, brought back Captain Future’s
half-scrambled wits.

“They got the Comet,” Ezra thundered.
“Got Captain Future! Next senior comman-
der, take over. I’m going to peel off and hit

them where it hurts, or die like my friend!”

Wavering to his feet again. Future reached
his controls.

“No, Ezra!” he called into the speaker.

“Continue your mission. Buck-jump, every-
body, get hal’d to hit! Don’t worry about the

Comet! We’re all right. I’ll see you later!”

Thai Thar also got up, shaky but full of

fight.

“Back to the bow-weapons,” Future bade
him. “Ready to blast the same spot we aimed
at. It was giving a little.”

“They knocked us clear out past the at-

tacking circle,” objected Thai Thar. “They’ve
marked us for special attention. We’ll never
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get close enough for real damage. Another
racking like that, even though you’ve got

something of a triply defended craft here,

might finish us.”

“That’s what you think,” said the big red-
haired Futureman. “That’s what the Over-
lord thinks, too. But you and he both for-

get—this!”

S hand shifted again to the controls of

the space-warp.

In a single tooth-rattling trice of time, the

Comet was moved across space to nuzzle the

very flank of the enemy. Thai Thar, at the

bow weapons, poured every ounce of his

blasting power into the beginning of the

breech.

It was too quickly done for defense weap-
ons to come to bear. Hmnming with the re-

coil from her own proton discharges, the

Comet slammed home charge after charge.

A seam appeared, widening to a crack, like

Ipe floe breaking up in a spring freshet. A
whole great fleike of outer armor flew off into

space. Another and another. Black empti-
ness showed beyond.

“In, in!” Captain Future muttered fiercely,

and, obeying his own voice, slipped the

Comet forward as into a hangar. Thai Thar,

doffing his dark goggles, peered from the

bow port.

“We’re in an inner chamber,” he reported

at once. “Pierced many feet of outer plating,

and now we enter an empty cushion-space.

Beyond is an inner armor.”

“Blast it,” said Captain Future. He urged
the Comet forward at a crawl.

Thai Thar obeyed, and suddenly stepped
back from his weapons. His hands flew to his

eyes, which he had not bothered to cover
with the goggles again.

“Light,” he stammered. “Beyond is light

—

blazing light!”

It was true. A brilliant glow beat through
the port, white as noonday at home on Earth.

The Overlord lived in light, as all his subjects

lived in darkness.

“Your goggles,” said Future, and thrust

them into Thai Thar’s hand. He shut off

power as the Comet’s nose crept into the
inner aperture.

“Alert at all ports!” he commanded over
the ship system.

“Hand arms and respirator—goggles for

Dimension X personnel. Prepare for sortie or

to repel boarding attempt!”

Through the bow port he could see a cor-

ridor, wide as a street, curving away out of

sight to left and right. The heavy walls had
door panels, and bright lights gleamed at
intervals in the lofty ceiling.

To him, from both directions, approached
enemy, both the dwarfed lower order of the
Pale People and, as officers, men of Thai
Thar’s handsome type. They wore no gog-
gles—these, the Overlord’s retainers, were
plainly accustomed to light, by natural or
artificial change.

Shrewd policy. Captain Future agreed at

once. The Overlord and his circle basked in

radiance. The great throngs of common
people would be unable to overthrow them
here, even if they wanted to. How could the
night-born eyes of rebels turn toward these
brilliant hallways.

The approaching forces had weapons, well-
made proton guns and their native tendril-

throwers. Their officers jabbered commands,
pointing to the Comet’s nose and fanning
their followers out into the skirmish lines.

CAPTAIN FUTURE’S own men were
coining into the control room. The first

to arrive were all Solar System police, hard-
bitten, peerless fighters. Curt pointed through
the port at the two forces closing in.

“Together, they outnumber us,” he said
quickly. “But we’ll beat them here, with the
same tactics we used out in space. Ready for
action?”

“Dying for action,” said the nearest man
for them all.

“Cover me as I jump out,” directed Captain
Future. “Pour all your fire into the enemy
to the right. The rest of you follow, one at

a time. Make every blast coimt”
Flinging open a port to the right, he sprang

out and fell flat to make himself a smaller
target. Air swept over and past him in a gale,

rushing away through the hole the Comet
had made.
Leveling his proton pistol, he fired and

brought down the nearest of the pallid fig-

ures approaching. At the same time there
were shots from the open portway above him,
and under the cover of the volley the men
leaped out, each dropping to a prone position

and resuming fire. The marksmanship was
excellent. The enemy gave back, and some
men slid into doorways or behind projections

of the corridor wall.

Captain Future had hoped and planned for

that moment
“Thai Thar!” he yeUed. “Fire on the
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enemy at the right, you and all your men.
You others, follow me! Advance on the other

party! Fire at will!”

Abruptly they were on their feet, reversing

position, running aroimd the projecting nose

of the Comet.
With practised efficiency they fanned out

into open order. Captain Future in the lead,

and charged.

The enemy neither expected nor wanted
that. The first shots of Future’s men were
directed at officers. When these were down,
the remainder was leaderless. A ragged,

ineffectual fire was not enough to check the

advance. A moment later the second enemy
force fell back, and the shots of Captain Fu-
tiire’s followers whipped the retreat into a

flight, away around the curve of the corridor.

“Back, back!” Future commanded at once.

“We hold the corridor both ways from the

Comet for as far as we can see. Thai Thar’s

fire has driven back the first group. Let’s

keep what we have. One of you get out a

space-scout, sail back and report to Ezra
Gurney.”

“I’m right here,” said Ezra’s gruff voice as

they retired to the Comet.
The old marshal his white hair bristling

with excitement, pushed forward among a

throng of new men.

“We whipped in after you when we saw
that the weapon-installations to right and
left of your breach were silenced.”

“Silenced?” echoed Thai Thar, also out in

the corridor with his begoggled companions.

“We didn’t silence them.”

“Those two parties we drove away just

now must be the weapon crews,” said Cap-
tain Future. “Quick, Ezra! Send details

—

your toughest men—to grab those deserted

weapon positions. Thai Thar, get back to the

telaudio. Direct the rest of the ships to stand

by for action—half to skirmish outside and
keep the outer defenses busy, the rest to

head in as they can. You,” he told a junior

officer, “take a party to patch the outer hole

and rig a temporary portway, so that we
don’t lose all the air out of this big egg before

we take it over.”

He took time to sigh, as he saw the well-

trained subordinates slip away to command
their details, and fighting men of both his

own universe and Dimension X rig defense

shields to right and left in the corridor.

“Only the Comet could have done it,” ne
said, half to himself. “This Overlord is like

many another who planned to conquer the
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Cosmos. He reckoned without the little

Comet, which can stand up and fight where
whole fleets fail! Now, if only the others

—

hey!”

Something had him around the ankle, tug-

ging and joggling. He looked down. A
miniature figure of Otho was hugging his

leg, looking up into his face.

“Oog!” cried Captain Future. “I’d almost

forgotten you! You want to find Otho too,

eh?”
Oog, still as a vest-pocket Otho, let go of

him and scampered across the floor toward
a half-open doorway to a narrower corridor,

looked back and beckoned.

“But I don’t know how to find him, just

now,” protested Captain Future.

The httle Otho pointed down the side cor-

ridor. Abruptly the shape shifted into a tiny

replica of Joan. Then into a doll-size Grag,

then back to Otho, still beckoning and point-

ing.

“You mean—you know where he is?” -

Oog danced up and down, gesturing wildly.

Ezra, returning from dispatching the de-

tails, faced around at Captain Future’s hail.

“Take command here. We can concentrate

our forces just inside the rind and fight our
way to the core. But I—I’m going after my
friends! No, nobody comes along, it’s a one-

man job!”

Captain Future followed Oog down the side

corridor.

CHAPTER XV

Reunion—and the Overlord

OFTLY Otho spoke,

out of the quiet and
the dark.

“Are you all here?” he
asked. “If so, where is

here?”
“I don’t know about

you,” came Simon Wright’s

rasp. “I’m shut in a box

—

heavy, massive, sealed with
a ray-lock. It’s dark in-

side.”

“And dark outside,” boomed Grag from
another direction. “I’m helpless, too—hands
and feet all magnetized together by a sort of

electro-shackle.”

“They were unoriginal with me,” added
Joan Randall. “Just yards and yards of those

metal tendrils. What about you, Otho?”
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“More of the same, with several strands run
through a ring or staple in this corner. But
how did we get here? The last I remember is

the capture on Luna, and being shoved into

a kind of coffin-like case.”

“Wait,” broke in Joan. “Curt didn’t speak.

Curt, where are you?”
No answer.

“Curt! They got you, too! What have they

done with you?” Joan’s voice trembled.

“Steady,” urged Simon Wright. “As Otho
says, they pushed us into that cabinet, that

must have been a dimension-shift. But be-
fore that, U1 Quom took Curt away. If they

saved us alive, they must have done the same
for him. But, as Otho asks, where in Dimen-
sion X, or Dimension Y, or all the dimen-
sions, are we?”
Otho stretched himself cautiously. He lay

full length on a hard floor, swaddled in bonds
which went loose as his hyperelastic android

tissues elongated themselves. He felt sud-

den hope, but did not speak of it.

“If Captain Future was here, he’d set us

free,” said Otho. “All but Grag. Maybe we
can leave you behind when we go home.”

“If I wasn’t magnetized here,” grumbled
Grag, “I’d do your legs in a braid, you sneer-

ing mockery of normal existence!”

“Save the fighting for U1 Quom, who got

us into this,” broke in Joan Randall.

Came a sound of bumping. Simon Wright
was experimentally poking inside his box
prison.

“Not a hairline of opening,” he said. “If I

had to breathe, I’d smother in here.”

“They didn’t put Joan in a box,” reminded
Grag. “That means we’re being saved alive.

Otherwise they’d be killing us now.”
“Right, Grag!” applauded Simon. “Even

Otho will admit that.”

Otho admitted nothing. Silently he strove

to escape.

The metal bonds that held him were
treated so as to adhere wherever they

touched. In one place they stuck to his

throat, in another to his naked left wrist.

Elsewhere they clung tightly to his flying

suit. It fitted snugly—Otho was justly vain

of his trim, supple figure. Yet he had hopes.

Silently he contracted his artificial limgs,

relaxed his synthetic muscles and tendons.

He went a trifle loose inside his garments.

The light shoes twitched as his feet,

elongating, wriggled clear. The shoes dropped
off. Otho began to squirm out of his flying

suit, like a snake shedding its skin.

It was hard, sustained work, even for the
supple Otho. He strained and struggled in

grim quiet, though Grag' was booming more
taunts. At last he crouched on the floor,

clad only in tnmks and socks, beside his

wire-festooned outer garments. He was free

from the wall staple except for the coils of

wire that stuck to wrist and neck.

“There, you have had a demonstration,”
SEud a hated voice from sonfewhere. “Will
you believe me now when I say that these
Futuremen are perhaps more peculiarly dan-
gerous than all the rest of their rmiverse
combined?”

“Take the elastic one to our laboratory for

dissection,” one of the Pale People made
high-pitched response. “Continue to observe
the others.”

“U1 Quorn, you spy!” snarled Otho, trying

to rise to his feet but prevented by the bonds
still sticking to him. His eyes, adaptable like

the rest of him, had grown used to the gloom.
He could make out the dim cubicle in

which he and his friends were imprisoned.
A panel had opened into a blacker side-

chamber, and two fungus-wan figures moved
toward him, armed and cautious. From be-
hind them came the laugh of U1 Quorn.

“This, Otho, will go far toward clearing

me of the disgrace of defeat,” he said. “My
allies are only beginning to realize what a
slippery hazard you and your comrades can
be. Better not resist, Otho.”

NE word had caught Otho’s ear.

“Defeat!” he cried exultantly. “You
defeated—^that means that Captain Future
got away! Hear that, Joan and the rest of

you? He’ll get us out of this!”

One of the Pale People made a deft play
with his tendril-weapon, snaring both of

Otho’s hands. Another loop tethered Otho’s
ankles so that he could barely totter. His
captors snipped away the wires that held him
to the wail and led him to the doorway. Be-
yond was a second panel that took him into

a narrow corridor. U1 Quorn waited there,

a bruise on his delicately handsome chin,

but nattily clad in Martian robe and turban,

and plainly triumphant.

“Return and watch,” said U1 Quorn to the
two Pale People. “You were told off to ob-
serve the captives and their strange abilities.

At any moment, another escape method may
be tried.”

He took the loose ends of Otho’s bonds in

his right hand, which also held a proton gun.
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“You won’t really be dissected—yet,” he
assured Otho mockingly. “That was said only
to stir up your friends, to make them try

escape and so betray their methods and se-

crets. You’re all hostages just now.”
“Hostages!” echoed Otho, again seizing

on a word that revealed U1 Quorn’s situation.

“In other words, there’s a real fight on, and
not going your way. Captain Future is

knocking at your door this instant, and you’ll

try to baffle him by threatening to hurt us.”

U1 Quorn’s smile grew wider and more
bitter.

“Why deny that your deductions are fairly

good? Future, as you say, is knocking at the

door. Indeed, he has one foot inside it. But
we’ll fight back. He finds us in our strong-

hold, a very trickbox of weapons, pitfalls,

defenses.”

“Wbat next?” demanded Otho.

“New York next, and another hole through
the dimensions by which we can bring armies
to use the weapons we’ll seize there. Only
an hour and a surprise are needed. And the

night hours are wonderful for battle—Di-
mension X men are at their best, and Solar

System defenses at their worst.”

Otho stared past U1 Quorn.

On the wall of the corridor was a bracket
that held some sort of a mirror. In it Otho
saw an image of himself, reduced to only a
few inches. But it couldn’t be an image in a
mirror. He stood stiU in his bonds, this little

figure moved and was free. It made some-
thing like a gesture of greeting, then pointed

up corridor. Finally its outlines melted. It

turned into Captain Future.

Oog. He was telling Otho that rescue was
coming!

Otho tore his eyes from the little inimic.

He must keep U1 Quorn’s attention riveted.

“Of course you don’t intend to keep us
alive,” he sneered. “If you make a pact with
Captain Future, you’ll break it later.”

“Why not? We’re enemies to the knife, and
closer. That,” and he snapped the fingers

of his free hand, “for any promise to Captain
Future. When it pleases me I make, when
it pleases me I break.”

“Poetry,” taunted Otho. “Bad poetry. I’ll

try a second verse of your jingle. You’ll be
smashed, rayed, or shot, and later forgotten.”

“That’s a lie!” blazed U1 Quorn, his vanity

wounded. “No matter who wins, all the uni-

verses will remember me to the end of time!”

He lifted the hand with the gun and the

wire-ends and Oog sprang from the bracket

behind. His little body, still in the semblance
of Capture Future, stuck and clung to Ui
Quorn’s wrist, forcing the muzzle away from
Otho.

Shrieking a curse, Ul Quorn shook off the
little body. But in that moment. Captain
Future sprang from behind a corner of the
corridor. His fist shot out like the head of a
Venusian swamp-cobra. Ul Quorn dropped
as limp and still as an empty garment from
a hangar.

Quickly Captain Future pried the sticky

coils from Otho’s limbs, and used them to tie

Ul Quorn’s unconscious body. Otho caught
up Oog and hugged him with fierce affection

and gratitude.

“The others,” said Otho. “Just inside

here.”

ATTAIN FUTURE nodded.
“I know. I’ve listened,” he answered.

“Oog and I slipped this far alone, while the
battle goes on at our landing-breach. The
corridors are like a labyrinth, but Oog seems
to tune in on your mental wave-length.”

“Battle?” Otho was repeating. “Landing-
breach?”

“I’ll explain fully when we have time. Suf-
fice it to say that you’ve been held captive

near the center of a space-ship almost the

size of a satellite. Most of its garrison is

giving our gang a battle near the surface.

Twice I almost ran into guards, but Otho
warned me twice by turning into a little Di-
mension X warrior, and I was able to strike

first.” Captain Future’s big hand tapped his

bolstered gun. “Now, let’s free the others.”

From the stUl silent Ul Quorn he took
cloak and turban, offering them to Otho.
“How do you mean?” demanded Otho,

staring. “Oh, disguise, and then what?”
“Disguise, and then surprise,” finished

Future for him. “You and Ul Quorn were
swapping rickety little rhymes, why shouldn’t

I? Hurry.”

Otho had neither makeup nor the oil that

could make his face plastic, but he grimly
modelled his face into a Ukeness to Ul Quorn
and drew the turban low above it. He walked
back into the side-room, and peered through
the door into the prison cubicle.

The two pale observers stood next to the

sealed case that imprisoned the Brain. Their
proton-guns were drawn. One chattered in

his native tongue at Otho.

“In the language of the Solar System,”

Otho commanded harshly, imitating Ul
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Quorn’s accents. “You know that we must
practise constantly.”

“I said, the creature whose Brain lives in

a transparent box seems to solve our ray-

lock,” answered the Pale Man. “If he
emerges, we will slay him.”

“No,” growled Otho. He walked close. The
observer who had spoken drew back a little.

“You are pallid, U1 Quorn. And why do

you leave the other captive unguarded. The
Overlord does not trust you completely, and
neither do we.”
U1 Quorn shot out his arm, inches longer

than normal. He pinned the creature’s weap-
on wrist, whipped the pallid form close to

him. His other hand, balling into a knuekly
fist, drove for the scrawny jaw. The apelike

figure collapsed.

“Captain Future could have done no bet-

ter,” thought Otho.

“U1 Quom!” squealed the other. “You are

going mad—or ti’aitor to us, as you have been
traitor to your own! Stand where you are!”

Captain Future sprang on the speaker, sub-
duing him like a child.

“No cheers,” warned Captain Future. “No
celebrations, no congratulations. Just get

everybody free—quickly.”

It was done. Two blows with the butt of a

pistol smashed the magnet device that held

Grag helpless. Joan caught her breath and
suppressed a gasp of pain as Otho pried the

adhesive coils from her. Simon Wright’s trac-

tion beams had already searched out and
opened the lock of his cage. The Futuremen
stood up at last, free and exultant.

“Now what?” asked Otho.

“Now for the Overlord. You’ll have to per-

fect your disguise, Otho.”
“Easily done.” Otho had repossessed his

garments. “Here in my belt-bag is an ade-
quate makeup kit—oils and pigments.”

“As U1 Quom, you’ll take me prisoner to

the Overlord,” went on Captain Future.

“Drag the real U1 Quorn in here, Grag. He’s

bound tightly, but gag him. Put him in that

box that held Simon, and close it just loosely

enough to give him air. Then loop it around
with tendrils ‘so he can’t get away.”
“Why not hill him?” demanded Grag

bluntly.

“For the same reasons he didn’t kill you.”

said Captain Future. “He may be a valuable
hostage. Otho, come with me. The rest stay

here, Simon in charge. Let nobody in or

out.”

They regained the corridor. Otho, in the

character of U1 Quorn, carried a pistol and
led Captain Future in a deceptive fabric of

bonds. “Which way to this Overlord?” asked
Otho.

“Oog will show us,” said Captain FHiture.

“But how?” Otho stooped toward his pet.

“How, Oog?”

The meteor-mimic’s molecules stirred

and changed. He stood up as the tiny

figure of a supple woman.
“N’Rala!” exclaimed Otho.
“Exactly. She’s close to the Overlord. Oog

has some way of leading us to her—thought
impulse, scent, vibrations. Which means, to

the Overlord. Follow him.”
Oog scampered off along the outer corridor,

through a door. There was a guard in a niche
beyond, and further along another, but both
saluted the apparent U1 Quom, and neither

noticed the tiny guide that stole past. The
third guard they met was at a dead end of a
corridor. He saluted with a bright new pro-
ton-rifle.

“You were ordered to appear?” he asked
Otho.

“No, but—”
“You know the procedure, U1 Quom. One

appears before the Overlord only by his or-

der.”

“But, argued Otho, "I’ve just taken Cap-
tain Future prisoner.”

The guard stared, but remained stubborn.

“Only by order. Otherwise—” He gazed
down at Oog. “What’s that?”

Oog was mimicking the guard himself. The
fellow scowled and brought his weapon to

the ready.

“I don’t hke this, whatever it is,” he mut-
tered, and aimed.

“No, by the holy sun-imps!” growled Otho.
His own proton-pistol leveled and exploded.

The guard dropped and lay still.

“Sorry, Chief,” said Otho. “Couldn’t let

him kill Oog. But who’ll show us the way
now?”
“Oog will.”

Oog had turned again to a tiny N’Rala,
and stood facing a seeming blank stretch of

wall. Future stepped close, shedding his sim-
ulated bonds, and his knuckles tapped the

surface.

“Hollow behind. Must be a secret panel.

Look for a lever or button.”

But they could find none, not even a hair-
line crack. Captain Future stooped above
the dead guard.
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“He has a ray-thrower of some sort.” He
detached it from the belt “Look, Otho. It

has features of the atom-lock—can make
solids penetrable. Let’s see.”

He directed the force against the hollow
section of waU. Abruptly a tunnel seemed
to come into being, almost clear transparency

into a room beyond.
“In,” commanded Captain Future. Otho

stepped boldly forward, and Captain Future,

holding the ray above and behind him, fol-

lowed.

“What is this intrusion?” demanded a high,

harsh voice.

They had come into a domed chamber, of

only medium size but richly decorated, set

with luxurious furniture, and containing sev-

eral banks of strange, intricate-seeming
machinery. In its center was a great throne-
like chair, and on this sat one of the most
magnificent specimens of humanity the Fu-
tuxemen had ever seen.

The man, standing erect, would tower a

good two inches above Curt Newton’s six

feet four. His facial features had the classic

mould of ancient sculptures. His broad
shoulders and superbly muscled legs, re-
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vealed by the glittering body-armor he wore,

might make envious a championship athlete.

Over the back of his throne lay folds of a
rich scarlet mantle, and his temples were
boxmd with a fillet of blinding gems. His
eyes were deep, lustrous black, his skin as

white as a night flower, his hair like closely

curled silver floss.

“U1 Quom!” this person was saying. “To
incompetency you now add impudence.”

“Wait.”

It was NUala, moving into view from be-
hind the throne. She was radiant, mocking,
beautiful as always.

“You might forgive U1 Quorn, Overlord,

when he brings you Captain Future as a cap-
tive.”

The Overlord’s dark eyes fixed themselves
on Curt.

“Captive?” he echoed. “No, it’s a trick!

Fm tuned to every kind of warning ray here.

They tell me that he’s armed!”
Captain Future reached back to his holster.

But the Overlord’s great white hand moved
to a table beside his throne, studded with
levers and push-buttons.
Captain Future felt as if lightning had

struck him. Then he felt nothing at all.

CHAPTER XVI

The Fate of Universes

Regardless of the

fact that impersona-

tion had always been sec-

ond nature with Otho,

nevertheless he was all

but jolted out of his U1
Quorn pose. For, under

his very gaze and within

arm’s length of him, he

saw a great yellow block

—gold, or some metal

like gold—^materialize in-

stantly where Captain Future had stood.

It was a block seven feet tall, three feet

wide, three feet thick, large enough to en-

close Captain Future lilse a cofitin.

“Don’t gape like that, U1 Quom,” came the

amused voice of N’Rala. “One would think

that the Overlord had never spoken of how
easily he can do what he has done.”

Her words called Otho back to himself

and his job.

“I’ve heard, yes,” he took up the cue. “But
the actual sight, the unthinkably weird per-

formance was wonderful! (

“Very simple, like most amazing things.”

The Overlord was intrigued with Otho’s
blank surprise, and half forgot his displeasure

at the unapproved entry. He gestured to-

ward the push-buttons on the side table. One
had been pressed home, and stayed down
under an automatic catch.

“Don’t you remember that I explained how
this whole chamber is hollowed out of solid

alloy—^by action of the atom-lock?”
“Like the ray that opened a way for us to

enter,” supplied Otho.

“Yes. It affects the alloy of the chamber
in such a way as to make its every molecule
and atom stand still—cease its activity—^in

short, remove it from its solid nature. Tiurn

off the rays which I control by these buttons,

and the open space, or any segment of it

which I choose, fills up on the instant. I can
create or banish emptiness.”

“Captain Future,” said Otho, trying to keep
his voice- from trembling as he eyed the

gleaming slab of metal that stood where his

chief had been. “He’s disintegrated now?
His substance destroyed by the solidifica-

tion?”

“No,” the Overlord smiled loftily. “I use a
special alloy, as I said. Its atoms, reactivated

to solidity, cannot replace another solid

which is already there, but they can sur-

rotmd and clamp it tightly. Captain Future
is stfll alive, can hear what we say. But if

he remains long as he is, he wiU smother.”
“Keep him ahve,” urged Otho. “He knows

science that I could never tell you.”

“That doesn’t sound like U1 Quorn,” spoke
up N’Rala. “You used to feel very generous
when you called Captain Future your equal
in mind and training. In any case, the Over-
lord is well advised to let him perish there.

Captain Future may be the difference

between victory and defeat.”

“You are not complimentary,” said the

Overlord, a little sharply. “Many have tried

to defeat me, and failed. For instance, the
force from that other dimension, even now
assailing me here in this space-fortress,

thinks I am almost overthrown. No man of

them all will escape.”

“How will you do that?” demanded Otho.

The Overlord lounged, one arm hanging
over the arm of his throne. Otho could see
big white fingers hooked on the edge of the

side-table with the buttons. The other arm
jerked a thumb toward a mechanism at the
rear of the chamber.
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“That lever,” he said. “A tug upon it, and
this whole flying planetoid will explode into

atoms. It would kill my enemies, as well as

some servants who have been faithful and
helpful and whom I would be sorry to lose,

but whom I must sacrifice. Among the

enemies thus doomed are Thai Thar and his

handful of rebels who might cause trouble

if spared.”

“And you would escape?” prompted Otho.

'

“This chamber, made as it is of the material
I have chosen, would survive that blast, or a
greater one. It would ride clear, with my-
self inside. Meanwhile, the invasion is

shelved for the time, U1 Quom. Already I

have had the great dimension-bridge at the
Asteroid closed. The smaller one, to the

Futuremen’s lair on the imprisoned Moon,
will be done away with likewise, as soon as I

evacuate my men and supplies there. With
Captain Future gone, and his imprisoned
friends blown up with the rest, you and I

can rebuild a successful invasion machine,
striking your native System when we will be
least expected and most deadly. Agreed?”

THO fixed his eyes again on Captain
Future’s confining block.

“To stifle,” he ventured. “A miserable

death.”

“Again you don’t sound like yourself,” said

N’Rala. “Are you U1 Quorn, or a cheap imita-

tion?”

Otho felt that his unmasking was more
than likely.

“Who else?” he snapped on inspiration.

“I suppose you think that I’m Otho, escaped

and in makeup. This,” he suddenly im-

provised, “is the thanks I get for helping your

plan along, N’Rala—and keeping it secret

from the Overlord.”

“What’s this?” demanded the Overlord,

sitting up. “Plans? And kept from me?”
“He lies!” protested N’Rala, her voice sharp

with anger. “He wants to make you mistrust

me!”
“I don’t lie,” insisted Otho, improvising as

he plunged ahead. “Why should I make up a

story that would condemn me as an enemy of

the Overlord? It’s true, and I tell it because

I refuse to be insulted by N’Rala, when I’ve

worked with her and come so close to over-

throwing
—

”

“Don’t listen!” N’Rala screamed at the

Overlord. “He’s mad with jealousy—because

I neglect him and turn to you—

”

She started toward the great pale man on

the throne-chair, but he pushed her roughly
back.

“Stay clear, until this is explained,” he
told her. “U1 Quom, finish what you began.

What plotting has been done behind my
back?”

Otho’s invention had run out. He folded

his arms with a great show of dignity.

“Ask N’Rala,” he said.

“N’Rala?” said the Overlord, turning to

her. “I trusted you. I suppose the proverb
is extra-universal about not trusting beauti-

ful women.”
Her face twisted grotesquely in her fury,

and her hand dropped to the dagger at her

belt. The Overlord lifted his eyebrow and
jabbed his finger at another push-button

—

Otho had a notion that there were an amEiz-

ing number of fingers on his hand.

Where N’Rala had stood was another block

of metallic yellow. The Overlord touched a

third button, and Otho felt sudden clamping
solidity around his limbs and body. But his

head remained free.

“I left you able to breathe and observe, U1
Quom,” the Overlord told him. “Plotter or

not, you will remain useful to me. I’ll find

ways to render you harmless. But first, the

vibrator-warnings sound an initial success for

the attackers. Most of their craft and per-

sonnel are where an explosion will wipe them
out. Watch.”
Rising from his throne, he strode toward

the lever that, with one twitch, would dis-

integrate the mighty fabrication that served

as Capitol of Dimension X.

But Otho’s gaze remained fixed on the side

table. The Overlord had departed, but he
had left something there, white and hand-
shaped. A glove? A dummy?
The hand, detached as it was, crept for-

ward like a big bloodless crab. It was fussing

with the release of the automatic catches.

Oog again had come to the rescue!

Otho saw the catches fly back. At the same
moment he stood free from the massive yel-

lowness that had materialized about him.

And Captain Future was visible, resting on

a knee, gulping air into his starved lungs.

N’Rala staggered and swayed, a hand to her

throat. She saw what had happened, whirled

to cry a warning to the Overlord.

“U1 Quorn” sprang forward sweeping
N’Rala aside with one arm even as he reached

the other for the Overlord. He pushed the

big pale form sidewise and flung his own
lean, active body in front of the lever.
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“There® be no disintegration,” said Otho.

“There was a plot, after all,” said the Over-
lord. His handsome lips curled mto the

most deadly grin Otho had ever seen. “I was
wrong to think you worth keeping alive, U1
Quom. I’m going to render you thoroughly
harmless.”

“He’s not U1 Quorn, I tell you!” N’Rala was
yammering. “He’s Otho! That android play-

actor!”

The Overlord moved quickly, almost as

quickly as Otho himself. Before Otho
could squirm away, a huge hand like a multi-

ple vice clutched him, driving its fingers deep

into his synthetic flesh.

“I’ll tear you into shreds,” promised the

Overlord. “Little, little shreds.”

But other fingers closed on the Overlord’s

shoulder, tanned against the whiteness.

“Let him go,” said Captain Future, pant-

fhg still but in command of his faculties.

The Overlord started. His grip slackened,

and Otho twitched free. He ran back to

N’Rala, in time to snatch her away from the

table with the pushbuttons.

She struck at him, tried to draw her

dagger, then a little proton pistol. Otho was
too quick for her, and took both weapons
away.

“Watch,” he bade her, turning her forcibly

aroimd. “This will be a battle well worth

seeing.”

Captain Future had tom the Overlord’s

weapon belt away. Now he threw it across

the floor.

A moment later the Overlord exerted all

his strength, broke the grip on his shoulder,

and turned to fight it out.

The Overlord was the bigger of the two,

mightily strong, and filled with a rage that

cried for the blood of a universe but Captain

Future did not offer to draw the pistol he
wore.

He wanted the ruler of Dimension X as a
prisoner.

His red head ducked smoothly under a

flying white fist, and Captain Future’s own
hands played for the midriff. But his

knuckles bounced back from the body armor,

and next instant the Overlord landed his

own right to the chin.

Future blinked and stepped back. The
Overlord whirled toward the lever once

again.

“Don’t let him!” yeUed Otho, and Captain

Future sprang after his enemy. His sinewy

left forearm whipped imder the Overlord’s

big, handsome chin from behind, tightened

across the Ihroat. Captain Future’s right

hand grasped his left wrist, doubling the
pressure. The Overlord, in the very instant

of grasping the lever, yielded to instinct. His
hands flew up to claw at the great bar of

bone and muscle that strangled him.
Otho, holding N’Rala by the collar of her

robe, watched fascinated. He had not the
slightest doubt or worry about the result of

the battle, but his chief’s fighting methods
were ever a wonder.

.

In vain the Overlord struggled. Captain
Future began to tramp backward, dragging
with him the strangling, heaving bulk, away
from the lever and toward Otho. Already
the Overlord’s arms and legs thrashed less

frantically. He would soon subside into un-
consciousness.

“Bravo!” cried Otho, and moved a step

nearer, and N’Rala with him.

Captain Future had heaved his victim

several strides toward the center of the room.
He was no more than two yards from Otho.
N’Rala threw herself at him.

She did not free herself from Otho’s grasp,

but for a moment she was within touch of

Captain Future. Her hand gained and grasped
the proton pistol at the holster just rear-

ward of his hip. She paused only an instant,

to touch with her thumb the little stud on
the hilt that would modify power of the
charge, enough to destroy only Captain Fu-
ture without burning through and into the

Overlord beyond. That instant was enough
for Otho—not enough for him to disarm
her, but enough for him to scream a warn-
ing.

“What’s the trouble?” demanded Captain
Future, and turned. As he did so, he heaved
the Overlord bodily around, between him and
N’Rala.

As he did so, she was leveling the gun,
pressing the trigger.

The proton charge meant for Captain Fu-
ture’s back slammed into the center of the

Overlord’s chest, glowed a moment there

like some garish ornament or medal. And the
mighty pale body went utterly slack, and
Captain Future let go of his strangle hold,

because the Overlord was breathing no
longer.

Otho moved to disarm N’Rala, but she
handed him the weapon and burst into tears

of unutterable rage.

She was beaten.
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CHAPTER XVII

Cleanup

Hastily otho, wub
Oog to guide him,

hurried back for the other

Futuremen. He led them to

the central headquarters
where the Overlord had
reigned, U1 Quorn stum-
bling along among them in

close-drawn bonds. Three
officers of the Pale People
crossed their path en route,

and all three died under
the sure protonfire of the Futuremen.
Captain Future himself had been busy in

Otho’s absence. He greeted the arrival of his

friends by showing them a full half dozen
captives at one side of the chamber, clamped
to the neck in yellow metal like so many
snowbound sheep.

“They were the Overlord’s chief staff

officers, and they came one after another to

ask for orders, because naturally they
weren’t receiving any,” explained Curt.

“They were timid about coming, not having
been told to come; so they were easy to

capture. I got the drop on one, tripped up
another, knocked another down with my fist

and so on. I’ve learned the trick of the Over-
lord’s push-buttons, to materialize solid mat-
ter around them.”

“N’Rala,” said Otho. “V/here is she?”
Captain Futiu’e pointed. The Martian girl

crouched behind the throne, where had been
laid the body of the dead Overlord. N’Rala’s

face was calm again, still lovely in its agony
of woe. She looked down upon what had
been her hope to queen it over two universes.

U1 Quorn snorted and cursed by certain dis-

reputable Martian gods.

“Keep her and UI Quorn apart,” bade
Captain Future. “They might still turn out

to be the worst possible chemical compound
if they got together against us. What news
of the battle outside?”

“We can hear it,” said Simon Wright. “It

sounds hot, bitter and undecided.”
The Futuremen eyed each other calcu-

latingly.

“I know what’s in your minds,” said their

chief. “Why don’t we attack the enemy from
the rear, eh? Well, it shall be done. Arm
yourselves from the weapons I took from
these officers.”
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They did so. Then, at Captain Future’s
directions, they marshaled Ul Quorn and
N’Rala to opposite quarters of the chamber,
and after some experimentation with the

push-buttons. Captain Future solidified metal
around these two fresh prisoners, shoulder
high. Straws were drawn and Joan, much to

her disappointment, was selected to guard
the place. The other humans emerged into

the corridors, and Joan, with the atom-lock,

solidified the entry shut behind them.
It was easy to reach the battle. Simon

Wright, whose radio ears were best, picked
up its sounds and floated ahead.

Things were going bad for Dimension X.

The Overlord’s flying world had been de-
signed to do battle as a great moving artillery

placement.

Like all artillery placements, however
intricate and powerful, it was at a disadvan-
tage when the enemy got too close. The garri-

son at the weapon-ports was brave enough,
but the officers and men were none too sure
of the proton guns and rays that Ul Quorn
had designed. Too, their central command
was gone, killed or shut up in the central

chamber.

The breach made by the Comet let in more
raiders, and more. Ezra Gurney’s seasoned
police slid along the corridors to one weapon
station after another, destroying, killing,

capturing. Thai Thar took a chance on broad-
casting an appeal over a captured micro-
phone for those who did not trust the Over-
lord, to change sides; and some did so,

enough to disrupt the defenses even further.

By the time the Futuremen came to the

battle, it had been localized, several corri-

dors inward from the surface. A junior staff

officer of the Overlord, whose name sur-

vives on captured records as Zarn Zel, was
desperate but game and intelligent.

He managed to gather a great part of the

surviving loyal men into a single fighting

force. They held a large chamber designed

for conferences and audiences, well armored
against possible attacks because the Over-
lord had so often been present there. Warn-
ing devices showed that the attack ap-
proached along three corridors, and these the

defenders quickly but efficiently mined.

The foremost scouts of Gurney and Thai
Thar were blasted into nothing, and the

blasts wrecked the corridors and partially

blocked the immediate approach of the

stronger units who followed. It was the

first real check that the Pale Peoole had
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effected, and Zam Zel, their commander,
permitted himself to grin.

“We may yet -win,” he said to his subordi-

nates.

“But the Overlord,” quavered a nervous
youth. “We get no word from him. Perhaps
he is destroyed.”

“Perhaps,” agreed Zam Zel, without being

too appalled by the possibility.

IF HE could cmsh this danger, and the

Overlord did not survive—^who could

say? Another Overlord would be needed.

Zarn Zel wondered if anyone would be more
deserving, or more capable, of assuming the

title than himself. . . .

From a rear corridor, to which the enemy
was not able to penetrate, tramped a figure

he recognized. It was a staff officer, wearing

the cloak and insignia that showed him to be
two or three places senior to Zarn Zel.

“Attack,” growled the newcomer. His

voice sounded strange and thick, perhaps

because his mouth was puffed and bleeding

from a blow or cut.

“Attack?” repeated Zam Zel. “But we
are in an excellent position to meet their

assault and throw it back. Let them waste

their strength by coming on, while we—

”

“Attack,” repeated his superior, staring at

him in arrogant challenge.

Zam Zell’s dreams of blood-won glory and
even supremacy began to fade. Plainly this

newcomer wanted to take comm2ind—yea,

and credit and profit. Why should Zam Zel

permit it?

“You’re ill-advised,” said Zam Zel. “I

won’t obey. I’ve estimated the situation, and
m meet it as I see fit. If you interfere, 1’U

kill you.”

He put his hand to a weapon at his belt.

But, before he could draw, the other officer’s

hand flashed, swifter than thought, to his

own holster. WTiile Zam Zel’s fingers still

fumbled, the other’s proton-gim was out and
blazing. Zarn Zel died in the midst of his

own protest and amazement.
One or two men stai'ed. The officer who had

killed now waved his drawn weapon in the

direction of the half-wrecked corridors be-

yond.
“Attack!” he bellowed commandingly, for

the third time.

There was no gainsaying his authority.

The junior officers quickly passed the order

on. Into each of the coridors pressed a force

of Pale People, and they met doom. As Zara

Zel had pointed out before he died, advan-
tage at this point and moment lay all with the

defender.

Thai Thar and Gurney, who had paused
and quickly reorganized, had the best of it.

The front ranks of the Pale People withered
before their point-blanked volleys, and those

behind might have faltered, except for the
insistent cry of their new commander:

“Attack! Attack!”

Obedience was too deeply grained into

them, and they pressed forward to their own
destruction.

As the reserve units headed into the battle,

an officer turned to ask a question of the

bruised-mouth chieftain:

“Would it not be well if some of us moved
through a side corridor, around their flank

and behind?”
“Now!” called Captain Future, moving in-

to view from the undefended rear doorway.
His weapon, and Grag’s, and Simon

Wright’s, hurled charges into the rear of the
enemy. The Pale People spim around to

fight. They saw the Futuremen firing into

them. They saw, too, the officer who had com-
manded them to move against Gurney and
Thai Thar, now leveling his gun at them. It

was too much to imderstand, and far too

much to resist. Some of the men, and the
officer who had spoken, threw down their

own weapons.

“Spare those who surrender,” Captain
Future directed quickly. “Clear over to the

side, you prisoners! Keep your hands up!
Now, forward after the others!”

That was really the end of it. Caught as in

a sandwich of destroying fire, the survivors

were overwhelmed, or surrendered grate-

fully, there in the passageways and among
the wreckage.

Thai Thar and Giuney pushed through to

greet the Futuremen with wild cries of tri-

umphant joy.

The staff officer with the bloody mouth
was divesting himself of his Dimension X
accoutrements and insignia.

“I’m glad that’s over,” he said. With a
corner of his cloak he carefully wiped white
pigment from his face and neck, and then the

smeared crimson color that had simulated

blood upon an artifically puffed mouth. His
nimble fingers modeled his features quickly

back into the familiar face of Otho.

“Yom- greatest performance of this cam-
paign, Otho,” applauded Simon Wright,

settling down beside him. “Even better than
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that impromptu U1 Quorn at the prison

chamber.”

THO showed unexpected modesty. “It

wasn’t much,” he said. “You should

have seen me at the start of things, when I

did a Jovian twice my size. I used padding

and lifts in my shoes. And I fooled even

N’Rala, who knew the fellow personally.”

“You were superb,” Captain Future told

him. “And you had only one word of the

Dimension X language—aU I had time to

teach you. Attack!”

“He was pretty monotonous with that word
toward the end,” boomed Grag. “I’ll admit

he was useful, but so was I. And I don’t need
to hide behind makeup.” He stretched out

his great arms, and some prisoners ducked
fearfully away from him.

There was a final roundup of enemy, and
an end to the last resistance. In the midst

of this, one of Thai Thar’s lieutenants came
forward to where the commanders were
gathered.

“Message from the sub-directors of the

worlds,” he said. “They’re gathered yonder,

on the nearest planet. They know the fight’s

over, and that we’ve won. They’re asking

what terms we demand.”
Captain Future faced Thai Thar. “That

sounds as if they’re ready and willing to quit.

Are they in earnest?”

“I think they are,” rephed Thai Thar.

“Reflect a moment. It’s been like all dictator-

ships—a supreme power in one individual,

a bunch of petted lieutenants close to him,

and not even real men in the lower brackets

of government doing the routine work. Only
machines for carrying out orders. I don’t

expect any trouble, now' we’ve taken this

headquarters and destroyed the cream of the

Overlord’s personal retinue.”
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“Proceed carefully,” warned Captain Fu-
ture. “We

_
hold the whip hand, and we’ll

keep it until we’re sure. Direct them to give

up or dismantle all weapons. Every indi-

vidual in authority, down to the little

bureau-officials, wiU gather in convenient
groups for us to deal with.”

“You’ll take charge?” offered Thai Thar,
but Captain Future shook his red head.

“You, and your best people, know what
must be done for yourselves. I’ll help, but
I’U not be a ruler—^that would make me an
invading conqueror and despot.”

“Some of them wiU be disappointed that

we don’t get into a lighted universe,” said

Thai Thar, “but better light in the heart than
in the sky.”

“Oh, we’ll do something about that, too,”

Captain Future assured him. “Get on with
forming your new government, and then I’ll

explain the last move in the campaign.”

CHAPTER XVIII

Bombing a Star
*

g~’1LOOMY, dark days
of Dimension X had

oassed. Captain Future
stood with Thai Thar and
Ezra Gurney and the Fu-
turemen at an airlock of

the big flying world, out-
lining once again his the-

ory and his plan.

“This planetary system
has two items that I am
going to blend,” he ex-

plained. “A dim sim and an immense arti-

ficial world which can be propelled and
guided and, at the proper time, exploded in
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every atom. I intend to dive her into the

sun’s depths and, by an explosion, finish mat-
ters.”

“The sun is half-dead,”- protested Thai
Thar for the hundredth time.

“The sun is half alive,” said Captain Fu-
ture. “It has spent its free supplies of heat
and -light to a great degree. But much re-

mains, waiting only for release. A big atomic
explosion might start things.”

“And what happens to you in the mean-
time?” Ezra Gurney demanded savagely.

“You have to steer this big hulk in, and
pull that explosion lever.”

“The central chamber, in material and con-
struction, is designed to withstand anything
imaginable,” said Captain Future. “Even
heat and shock beyond anything man can
produce. I hope to come out of it inside that

central chamber.”

“Which brings us back to what I’ve said

and said and said,” growled the old marshal.

“You’re taking the slimmest chance on rec-

ord.”

“Somebody has to take it,” said Captain
Future. “And not only will I not ask some-
body else to take it; I won’t allow it. Thai
Thar tries to insist that it’s his chore, as a
Dimension X native, but he’s needed to re-

organize the government of his system. My
explosion will give that government light to

flourish by. It will breach the dimmed, cool-

ing outer surface of the sun. The inner core,

which my tests indicate is still full of incan-
descent life, will burst through. The initial

atom-explosion of the ship will start other

atoms to blasting. Days will pass before the

difference is appreciably felt on your worlds,

Thai Thar. Years will pass before the sun is

truly bright and blazing as in its youth. That,

too, is an advantage. Your people, small and
great, can spend the time adapting them-
selves.”

Captciin Future turned to his Futuremen,
drawn together in a melancholy knot.

“Simon,” he said to the Brain. “In case I’ve

stupidly overlooked something that will blot

me out, you take command of the expedition

and the Comet.” He offered his right hand
to Otho, his left to Grag. “Don’t say goodby,
friends, because I don’t mean this as a good-
by. Chances aren’t as shm as Ezra here keeps
insisting.” He looked long at Joan. “I’m not
going to crowd my luck any more by discuss-

ing it. Get going.”

He turned on his heel and strode away
through the empty corridors that had re-

sounded with battle.

The time it took him to reach the central

chamber would be enough, and more than
enough, for his friends to get into their ships
and clear. Now he felt alone, alone in the
very heart of this mile-sized egg. He sat

down in the throne of the Overlord.

Within reach of him were banks of con-
trols, all of which he had carefully studied,

tested, and in some cases altered so that he
could fly the great structure solo. A telaudio

screen, with dials to show speeds and dis-

tances, gave him a view of the dim disk of the
sun he meant to attack.

His hands touched the controls appraising-

ly. Yes, it was lonely, here on the threshold

of what was in many respects his mightiest

and most perilous attempt

—

Not all alone! Up on his knee scrambled a
little figure of Thai Thar, which shook itself

down to -the doughy proportions of Oog.
“You little stowaway!” scolded Captain

Future. “If something happens, what will

Otho say?”

“Otho won’t say anything,” said the an-
droid, appearing in the entry. “Because Otho
will be there, having the same thing happen
to him.”

“Grag, too,” boomed the robot, clanking
behind. “Do you think I’d stay away from
anything Otho dares face?”

Captain Future was on his feet. “You’ll be
left behind when the Comet clears,” he
warned.
“The Comet has cleared,” drily annoimced

the Brain, drifting into view. “You relegated
authority to me, I relegated it to Ezra Gur-
ney. Told him to go with Joan.”

“But Joan came with you.” The girl’s lithe

figure joined the group. “Go one, go all.

Curt, did you truly think we’d leave you?”
“You’re rebels and mutineers,” Captain

Future rebuked them.

B ut his voice trembled. His tameless

gray eyes, that had looked unawed on
every danger that the uttermost spaces

could spawn, suddenly were bright with
tears. His friends crowded around, and he
lifted one hand in a gesture of acceptance.

“We couldn’t do otherwise, lad,” said Simon
Wright for them all. “I know that you
thought some of us should be kept in re-
serve for future service to the imiverse—but
without Captain Future, what would the uni-
verse be for us? We go with you, live or
die. Give us something to do.”
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Captain Future divided the work among
them. Grag turned his great strength to the

final tightening of massive joints in the fuel

governing apparatus. Otho’s dehcate fingers

checked micrometric accuracies in the con-
nections, whereby the whole enterprise might
succeed or fail. Joan took the observer’s post

by the vision screen. Simon Wright hovered
near Curt Newton’s shoulder as, under im-
pulsions of the control starters, the mighty
mass began to quiver, then to slide through
space.

“What speed can we achieve?” asked the

Brain.

“Up to fifteen miles a second,” replied

Captain Future. “We’ll have to taper off as

we approach, though. I don’t want more than
a mile a second, because I don’t want to

pancake us. You see,” and he indicated a

special row of controls, “here’s what I’ll use
at the last instant. A pull on the lever yon-
der begins to disintegrate the atoms—first

the armor, then the inner layers, like strip-

ping down an artichoke. But, a second before

the initial - blast, this little chamber is

whipped away into space along a sort of gim-
barrel corridor.

“As we approach the sim, I’ll face this

ship so that the corridor points backward.
We want to be going away. Even with all

the special cushioning devices—anti-inertia

blocks, the space-warp modifications I’ve

fitted in, everything—to reverse our direction

at too great a speed might crush us.”

“How much will this chamber withstand?”

asked the Brain.

“I don’t know. I’m trusting the luck of the

Futuremen.”

Grag clumped forward to peer over Joan’s

shoulder into the screen, where the sun
loomed larger by moments.

“Coolness is relative, like anything else,”

he boomed. “How would my metal body heat

up in the central core yonder?”
Curt smiled up at him.

“I’m not sure, but it would be several

million degrees at the center. If you were
heated to that degree, you’d shrivel every-
thing within a thousand-mile radius.”

“Including Otho,” said Grag.

Captain Future set his helm. Then, with
Simon’s help, he began attaching timing de-
vices here and there.

“I want to delay at one point and another,”

he said. “For instance, this will make the

first atom-explosion hang fire awhile. And
here’s something that will speed up the ship,

seconds after we touch the accelerator. That
would give us a chance to clear out before

the final speed-up. Getting warm in here.”

“We’re approaching the sun,” reported

Joan.

“The outer armor, and this inner chamber,
blocks out some heat, but it can’t block it

aU out,” added Simon Wright.

“Nothing’s perfect,” said Otho. “Except
Grag’s self-importance.”

The sun grew in the vision screen, filling it.

They could make out details of the dim-
glowing outer envelope, churning and tossing

like a steam cloud. Closer they came. The
view of the sun became a view of only a por-
tion of its surface. Joan sighed and closed

her eyes wearily. Captain Future mopped his

own damp brow.
“How close are we?” he asked.

“If we read these Dimension X gauges
rightly, we’re within two hundred thousand
miles of the Sim’s surface,” said Joan. “How
close are we going to be?”

“Thirty miles or so,” replied Captain Fu-
ture, turning his attention back to the con-
trols.

Peeling o£ his space-jacket, he threw it

down. Oog toddled upon it, as if he found
the floor hot.

Silence. They flew an hour, another. Joan
and Curt Newton drank copiously from a
thermos canteen. Otho checked a thermom-
eter, decided not to comment on how high
it was, and begged water to sprinkle on the
languishing Oog. Simon Wright soared out
on a tour of the ship, and came back with
solemnity in the sound of his resonator.

The Brain paused close to Captain Fu-
ture’s shoulder.

“Those outer plates, that took so much
blasting, are beginning to warp and stsirt like

plywood,” he said. “The closer we get, the
bigger the chance that this ship bursts open
like a blooming blossom.”

“That’s the part of the ship facing sun-
ward, of course?” prompted Captain Fu-
ture. “What about the part turned away?”

“Cooler, comparatively speaking. Not
warped, anyway.”

“I’ve been saving it to act as nose for the
final rush,” said the red-head. “And I’ve set

the machinery in advance for the feat of

spinning us around as we go in, without
changing general direction or losing speed.

Grag, take over the super-charging for the

atom-blasts. Otho, stand by the side-table
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where the lock-rays are governed. Seal ap

that entry, because we’ll not dare venture

out again. Now, everybody hold on.”

He pressed new controls. There was a

ponderous swaying heave as the big ship

slowly reversed herself m space. At the

same time. Captain Future cut in new blasts.

On a slightly different course, the ship drove

with all speed toward the sun.

“We’re eating miles fast,” said Joan. “Clos-

er—^the sun’s bigger, hotter, I can’t bear to

watch it.”

“Grag, you’re strongest,’' called Captain

Future. “Stand oy the lever that starts the

explosions. When I say ‘Now
,
slam it hard

down, clear into the clamps, and hold it

there. Joan, switch off the vision screen.

That srm, at this close quarters, will blind

you. We’ll have to trust our distance guages.

H^w fast are we going?”
“Fifteen miles a second, i make it,” said

Joan, her tongue touching lips as dry as

parchment.

“I’ll cut speed. We want to slow to a mile

a second.” He did so, gradually and smooth-

ly. “We’re close in?”

“Within the outer gas-spurtings of the

sun’s surface,” guessed Simon Wright.

Silence, while Captain Future and Joan
studieo tne gauges.

“Joan,” said Captain Future at last, “sing

out when we’re at forty-five miles distance.

She nodded, saving her breath. The heat

seemed unbearable to her. Sinking on one
knee, she kept her eyes fastened on the

gauges.

“Everybody grab something solid,” was
Future’s next command. “Grag, both hands
on the lever.”

“Almost there,” murmured Joan. “Stand

by. Ready. Forty-five.”

“Now!” called Captain Future, and as Grag
threw in the lever with all his metal-based
strength. Captain Future pressed the key
that would free the central chamber from the

ship.

He could not hold his consciousness dur-
ing the moments that followed. He felt that

he was roasting—floating—^sinking

—

Then ne felt that he was waking up.

He heard the resonator of Simon Wright.

“I didn’t black out. I turned on the vision

again in time to see the ship drive home.
The first blast—the outer armor blowing up
—occurred just as it came to the surface of

the sun. Then it plunged in, blasting as it

went.”

Captain Future opened his eyes, and foimd
himself strangely light. The chamber in

which they whizzed outward from the sun
was divorced from all gravity, and the Fu-
turemen floated as in liquid. Joan, serenely

unconscious, drifted close to Captain Future.

He caught her wrist and drew her toward
him. She awakened and smiled.

“What does the vision screen show now?”
Captain Future demanded.

“I advise nobody to look at the sun,” re-

plied Simon Wright. “Its cloudy envelope is

gashed open, and the fire-stuff inside is

showing through a wound that gets bigger

and brighter and hotter all the time. What
I’ve done is swirl our viewpoint the opposite

way, the way we’re heading on the impetus
of the blast that carried us clear.”

The Brain’s eyes, squirming on their
snake-jointed antennae, studied the scene.

“I see a space-ship, lighted up by the new
radiance, coming this way,” he said. “Yes,
it’s the Comet. Old Ezra has been standing

by to take us aboard.”

CHAPTER XIX

Peace on Luna

¥ET the Moon had not
changed so much. The

green dimness that had
shrouded the skies was less

green and dim, and the

toadstool jungles showed
less vigor as the light
strengthened. Even be-
tween dimensions, the

growing radiance of Di-
mension X’s slashed open
sun made itself felt

At home, that sun’s planets experienced
similar languishing in their fauna, condition-

ed to flourish in the dark; but the Pale Peo-
ple, adaptive as the human race has been
forever and everywhere, ventxued forth to

look at phenomenon through dark goggles,

and to feel the start of new strength in

blanched, misshapen limbs.

Years would pass, as Captain Future had
said, before the atomic blasts started in the

sun’s interior would complete the work of

making that sim a blazing, life-giving center

of a newly invigorated system. Those years

would see the development of the Pale People
into a people no longer pale and groping.

In the largest room of the subterranean
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lair that had been first the laboratory-home

of the Futuremen, then the headquarters

of U1 Quorn and the first would-be invaders,

sat the strange handful that had made the

initial step in opening the night-blinded eyes

of Dimension X to other things than tyranny

and gloom.

Thai Thar and two of his comrades held

chairs of honor. Captain Future sat beside

Thai Thar, and grouped behind him were
the other Futuremen. Oog perched on

Otho’s knee, pretending to be a gay hand-
kerchief like the one lying in Joan’s lap.

Before the group stood N’Rala, under the

guard of a Dimension X soldier. She looked

more beautiful and more humble than any
of them had ever seen her—more so, perhaps,

than ever in her life.

“Give him to me,” she said in a miserable,

pleading voice. “Give me U1 Quorn. He’s

sick in his prison cell, nervously exhausted

and at the end of his endurance. You have
taken away all possible power from him and
from me. Be generous to conquered enemies.

That will be the best way of showing your-

selves great, and fit to rule."

“You surprise us all once again, N’Rala,”

ventured the dry voice of Simon Wright.

“You sneered at U1 Quorn. You seemed to

aline yourself with the Overlord.”

“We were winning then,” she reminded.

“It is only now, in the moment of despair,

that I know where my loyalty rests. Give me
U1 Quorn, and we’ll go away. No civilized

world will ever hear of us again.”

“No,” said Captain Future. “No civilized

world will ever hear of you again. Don’t look

meltingly at me, N’Rala. Even if I were high

in the Dimension X government, and able to

set you free, I wouldn’t.”

“Thank you, Captain Future,” said Thai
Thar. “N’Rala, the Dimension is ours, and
the problem is ours. If we should exhibit

any mercy toward you, it would be at the

expense of justice, and of common sense.

You and U1 Quorn will stand trial for a list

of crimes as long as the way from here to

that newly revived sun of ours. Take her
away.”
N’Rala marched out, bowed and trembling.

Thai Thar smiled a little.

“Now,” he said. “The reward to the Fu-
turemen. Whatever they ask of us.”

“Nothing but the shake of your hand, Thai
Thar,” said Captain Future warmly. “It’s

been a great adventure, of profit to all except
those who wanted to exploit both our uni-

verses. I’m a little sorry that we must head
home to make reports, and you leave to work
further on your new system of fair govern-
ment.”
Thai Thar wrrmg Future’s big hand in both

of his.

“As you said once before, on the brink of

assaulting our sun, this is not a goodby. We
go now, to work the dimension-shifts that

will send your Moon back to the dimension
where it belongs.”

The three men of Dimension X filed out.

“Sit still for a moment,” Captain Future
bade his comrades.

There was a moment of dizziness for aU,

and then Captain Future rose.

“This way to the view-ports,” he said.

“Look outside.”

Outside was the surface of the Moon they
had known, airless rocky plains and tower-
ing peaks on the horizon. At zenith stood

Old Sol, and rising into view came the disk

of Mother Earth.
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the Vramen—and encounters adventure and romance that will hold you breathless in

THE STAR OF LIFE, Edmond Hamilton’s featured complete novel next issue. It’s a

splendid scientifiction treat—look forward to it!
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What would happen to the survivors were our civilization

destroyed—and man thrown back upon the none-too-gentle

arms ol Nature for survival? Who would then take command?

S
TRY to tell them of

the days before, of

the days when what
we called civilization cov-

ered the face of the earth,

and even reached hands of

trade and greed into the

savage spots of jungle and
desert. But to them it is all

unreal, a wonderful tale of

times when gods walked
the earth.

But you, Bilembo, whom I have reared in

my extreme old age, to whom I have showed
the hidden things which the ignorant ones

can but worship—you will believe somewhat.

The books I have taught you to read bear

witness to the story I tell.

^on I die. But through you the record of

what has been shall live on; you shall be

the custodian of the hidden things; and you
shall appoint another to take your place be-

fore you pass on—^your son, if jmu have one

—and he in turn shall do likewise. To what
purpose? I know not; save that when in

time to come man again evolves socially to

civilized stature, he shall be warned to shun

the blind and stupid mistakes of those who
preceded him on that path.

Once, Bilembo, a great city stood where our

log huts and skin tents now stand. Nothing

of that city remains. But further south you
may find crumbling ruins still persisting,

ruins that the fog-balls have missed or

touched but lightly. This great city was called

Los Angeles. You have seen its name on the

maps I have shown you, and in the books;

but the maps and books can give you no con-

ception of its size and wonder.

For fifty miles (what are now called

“walks”, Bilembo) it stretched from the hills

to the sea, and almost as many down the

coast. Formerly there had been many cities

—

Pasadena, Long Beach, Hollywood; but in the

year 1960 they were all engulfed by Los

Angeles, though their names ptersisted un-
changed as designations of suburbs.

And on the eastern seaboard lay another

mighty city. New York, extending for miles.

See, I show it to you on tliis map.
And here by those great lakes still a third

huge metropolis—Chicago. Gone—all gone!

I weep. I am an old man; and despite the

many years I have dwelt thus, alien to the

savagery into which my race has sunk. But
see, I have conquered my tears. Yes, I know
that only babes weep, and old women. For-
give me, Bilembo. I shall not do it again.

The skyscrapers went up tov/ard the clouds

a thousand feet, and airships darkened the

sky and men walked on air. Those pictures

the people persist in worshiping as gods com-
ing down from heaven, they are nothing more
nor less than the pictures of people of my
day striding through the atmosphere as easily

as you pace the trail to the watercourse.

And more than that: there were rocket

ships which hurtled from coast to coast, rising

at first thu’ty, fifty miles above earth (yes,

thirty long walks, Bilembo), so that the fric-
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As the weird darkness slowly advanced, i saw great buildings disintegrate, collapse

tion of the air would not impede nor bum
them up.

O, I CAN’T explain that to you—we
laymen never quite understood the

marvelousness of it ourselves. There were
many things in the latter days of our civiliza-

tion which the average citizen never fully

imderstood.

I was walking peacefully from my office in

73
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the Times Bmlding at the three-thousand-

foot level, one of the heights devoted ex-

clusively to air-foot traffic, when it occurred

to me to press the news-broadcasting button

on my power rod and pick up the latest dis-

patches. There were, I remember, some items

about food riots in Boston, hostile demonstra-
tions against the American consul in Cuba,
and then-suddenly this:

“International Peace Conference in Paris

breaks down. Attitude of England threatens

ultimate success of world outlawry of war.”

I listened to this news, like millions of

others, without in the least realizing its

seriousness.

At home— owned an Vlriray cottage on
the slopes of Mount Lowe—my wife informed
me that Stanley Brownson wanted me at

once on the photo-phone. Still carelessly

walking on air (most well-to-do homes in

those days were carpeted by a pneumatic
device), I went to the aluminum booth,

twisted the necessary dials, and saw the long,

serious face of Brownson form in the re-

ceiving mirror.

Brownson was more important in the field

of science than I was in the realm of super-

business, though at that I was prominent
enough. I was secretary to Justus Ebert, a

money king, Bilembo, and head of the radio-

transportation and photophone trust, with

subsidiary holdings in rocket, food and oil

companies. My salary was a hundred thou-

sand a year. Brownson was the only intimate

friend I possessed.

“John,” he asked quickly, “have you heard
of the breakdown of the Peace Conference in

Paris?”

“Yes,” I said, “it was being broadcasted

among the late dispatches.”

He shook his head gravely.

“I’m afraid,” he said, “that this means
war.”

I jeered at him for being an alarmist. It

was the thing to do those days, ridicule any
suggestion of world disaster.

“Not at all,” I said confidently. “We’ve got

Grimes over there, and Brewster. They’ll

keep things peaceful.”

“You’re putting too much trust in Grimes
and Brewster—all of us are,” he said wam-
ingly. “Isn’t it true they own the alamite

process, with interests in
—

”

“Stanley!” I said. “You’re not suggesting

they’d deliberately
—

”

“Why not? Wasn’t Grimes hand-in-glove

with Smiley of England in that poison-smoke

affair that put Prance under in Forty-five?”

“But that was different, “I protested. “It

was they or us.”

“And won’t it be they or us this time too?”
Before I could answer, my wife threw open

the booth door.

“John, come quickly!” she cried out agi-

tatedly. Something queer is happening!”
With a muttered apology to Brownson, and

a promise to be back in a minute—a promise
destined never to be kept—^I hurried from the

booth and joined her on the large observa-
tion porch. Several of the servants were
standing there with her, an unprecedented
thing. But though I looked at them severely

they did not retire.

Only Williams, the butler, preserved some
sense of decorum by hovering in the back-
ground. A big, burly man was Williams, with
a beefy English face and the imposing man-
ner of an archbishop or duke. For ten years
he had been in my employ—ever since my
marriage at the age of thirty—and looking at

him that evening, standing impassively and
respectfully to the rear, I never for a moment
suspected our altered relations of the future.

My wife clung to my arm.
“Look!” she said. “What does that mean?”
It was still daylight, about six o’clock of a

July evening. From Pasadena at the foot of

the mountain the great city swept away on
every side. My wife had already turned the

mechanism which focused the glass, housing
the observation porch, so that the central

part of the city, dominated by the magnificent

and but newly constructed biUion-dollar air-

drome and landing field, was plainly visible.

Even the coast environs stood out in stark

relief, for we were looking down on the

lower parts of the city from an elevation of

thirty-five hundred feet, an elevation which
dwarfed the thousand-foot buildings.

At first I saw nothing amiss, and then

—

with a leap of the heart—realized what she
meant. Though the sun was but sinking in

the west, though the sky was crimson with
its departing glory, an ominous darkness
lowered there, a darkness so strange and
weird and rapidly deepening, so alien to cloud
or storm, that I could only stare in astonish-

ment and fear.

“I noticed it,” said my wife, “just after

something seemed to burst At first it ap-
peared no bigger than the palm of my hand.

But look how it is increasing.”

And not only was it Increasing, but ad-
vancing.
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NE of the kitchen girls—a forlorn little

thing in a mesh-metal apron—began to

sob softly. Everybody, it seemed, save myself

in the sound-proof photo phone booth had
heard the dull noise of the explosion accom-
panying the initial phenomenon.

“Oh,” she whispered, “I’m afraid, afraid!”

At that moment the automatic news-dis-

penser in the large hall beyond the porch

coughed raucously, while a red light flashed

high up in its dome. Ordinarily one turned

the contrivance on or off at will, but the

emergency shift was a matter of civic and
national control, and news coming in this

manner was sent out as a measure of public

safety and warning. Only under the gravest

circumstances was the emergency broad-

caster ever used.

“Attention!” screamed the loud-speaker.

“Attention! All citizens, attention! Washing-
ton, D. C., talking! War! war! America is at

war! Paris is burning; alamite aerial squad-

rons blow up London; Berlin in ruins! Every-
where our forces have been successful.

Super-mustard gas blankets English Isles.

Rumored French Chemical Corps fired auto-

matic controlled rocket ships at the United

States nearly six hours before our forces at-

tacked and wiped them out. How many ships

is unknown. Shells filled with deadly mystery

gas explosive. Attention! Attention! Los
Angeles, Chicago, New York, Boston! Citi-

zens will be in readiness to take to under-

city subway shelters in case of necessity.

Time of arrival of ships—^Los Angeles six,

Denver . .

I heard no more. The servants were now
screaming, rushing about. Only Williams

stood stolidly at attention. I looked fear-

fully westward, and at what I saw recoiled in

horror. For the weird darkness was slowly

but surely spreading, advancing, and as it

did so I saw great buildings disintegrate, col-

lapse. Oh, it was horrible, horible!

The darkness was something into which one

'

could see with startling clarity. Only its

base churned and shot forth streamers of in-

tense light, eating, consuming. Suddenly the

house rocked to the quake of a dull explosion,

another and another, spaced monotonously at

minute intervals; and in between the explo-

sions came to our ears, even on that heavily

glass-encompassed porch, such a concen-
trated cry of agony and fear from the doomed
city that it beggars description. Out of the

massive airdrome and off the aerial field, im-
touched as yet by the creeping darkness, air-

ships rose like flocks of startled birds. Tiny
figures could be discerned running this way
and that on aerial shoes.

“My God!” I whispered, half-stunned. “A
French rocket ship has dropped its deadly
shells on Los Angeles! Williams, Williams!”

“Steady, sir,” said Williams. Even then I

wondered at his colossal calmness.

“What are we to do?” I gasped.

“Take to the air, sir. The subway shelters

are useless, being blown up.”
He was right, of course. Between us we

supported my half-swooning wife to the roof.

Again I looked westward. The great white
bulk of the airdrome was gone, blotted out,

and the immense mooring tower of the audi-
torium tottered and crashed even as I gazed.

Down from the sky, like birds stricken in

flight, aerial walkers were falling in thou-
sands. With a thrill of unutterable horror I

realized that the power stations from which
they picked up the energy to compress air

on which to walk were being destroyed.

I stared, appalled. Under the sable folds

of weird darkness half Los Angeles was a
swirling mist. Out of this mist, at every sul-

len detonation, lurid flames leapt heaven-
ward and then sank back into smoldering
quiescence. Is it any wonder that I stood
there like a man in a nightmare? But a half

hour ago everything had been safe, normal,
and now, now . . .

The pilot of my twelve-passenger Daimler
stepped forward and saluted briefly.

“The ship is ready, sir.”

Williams was herding the half dozen ser-

vants aboard. The house shook as if a quake
were continuously rocking it, and a low sub-
terranean rumble began to intermingle with
the more even series of explosions.

“Let us be off!” I cried frantically.

Latham pushed the control-stick over,

twirled a dial, and, lifted by her mills, the

Damler rose. At an elevation of six thou-
sand feet she straightened out and, with nose
pointed east, sped into the coming dusk.

Never shall I forget that panic-^stricken

flight. Overhead the brighter stars began to

show. Below, the lofty ridges of the Sierras

slid by. In the folds of deep mountain val-

leys it was already night and the lights of

small towns and villages glimmered like fire-

flies. With trembling fingers I manipulated
the receiving-set the Damler carried. A voice

spoke—a human voice, not the mechanically
prepared voice of the machine—caught in

the midst of broadcasting a message.
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. fails to answer. Last word through

said city was being destroyed. Government
aerial beacon Depot Number Tw’enty-two re-

ports explosion twenty mile.« iwuth of it in

vicinity of Denver. U. S. rocket ships ex-
pected to meet enemy rockets on fifty-mile

altitude level and shoot them down. All citi-

zens requested to remain calm. The Presi-

dent is at his desk. He ...”

The voice ceased abruptly. From the re-

ceiving-set came a medley of sounds, a

faint roar like the shrieking of many people.

Then suddenly the noise was cut off as if by
the closing of a door, and the voice began to

speak again, no longer in cool, collected tones,

but tensely, fraught with excitement.

“Washington is being attacked. A bomb
has burst in the suburbs.”

The distant roar rose again.

“What’s that?” came the voice of the

broadcaster, as if he addressed a messenger

newly arrived. “The Capitol? My God! . .
.”

His exclamation trailed away. Then domi-
nating the mounting roar of shrieking people

was heard a dull, ominous noise, and another,

and another. Through it the voice of the

broadcaster shouted hoarsely:

“Washington is bturning, blowing up! New
York ...”

But what he meant to say about New York
was never uttered. For out of the loud-

speaker came a rending and a tearing as if

all the static of the universe, mingled with

shrieks, groans, went up, up, in one terrible

crescendo of sound—and then ceased.

We stared at one another with ghastly

faces. Even Williams’ iron control could not

prevent his lips from twitching. The National

Broadcasting Station had been wiped out!

Ah, Bileinbo, who can tell you the horror of

the hours and days following. It was ten

o’clock that evening when we landed at

Tucson. Not at the old Tucson which used to

lie in the desert here (look at the map); but

at the new Tucson forty miles away in the

Catalina Mountains. The place was seething

with excitement. Crowds thronged the wide

thoroughfares and the great parks, listening

to the dispensing machines blaring forth sen-

sational items. Old-fashioned extras were
being turned out by the thousands and sold

on the streets.

A bomb had fallen in Kansas, another in

the wheat fields of Ohio. Only meager news
was coming through from the East. Rumor
had it that New York and Boston were totally

destroyed. At my Mount Lemon home—

I

had several such homes scattered throughout
the country—we landed, and for the time be-
ing were safe and comfortable. Artificial sun-
light hooded the rooms, servants went to and
fro preparing delicious foods. You, Bilembo,
can have no conception of what I mean.

It was on the tele-screen that I viewed the

mobs coursing through the streets; via the
news-dispenser I listened to the latest tidings

from all over the country. Terrible, they
were terrible, and yet a feeling of peace and
security began to pervade my mind. By this

time, I reasoned, the enemy rocket ships must
have passed or been met by our own defense
rockets and shot down. In any event no more
bombs would be dropped, and we who had
fled to havens of safety were in no further

danger.

Suffering there would continue to be, of

course, for a few weeks or months, panic,

chaos; but inevitably the* Government, both
State and Federal, would soon control the
situation, succor those made homeless, pro-
tect property and life, bring order out of

disorder. Yes, I thought with a prayer of

thanksgiving, the worst was over; only days
of reconstruction lay ahead.

With these thoughts I comforted my
hysterical wife, sent her to bed in the care of

a maid, with Williams’ help quieted the fears

of the servants. In tbe end I went serenely
enough to my own couch, never dreaming,
never suspecting . . .

That was a curious characteristic of the
average citizen of those days, Bilembo, a
childlike faith in the omnipotence of the

powers that were. Though everywhere
throughout the civilized world scientists

wrote and delivered- lectures on the dangers
of chemical warfare, though pacifists went
around denouncing war and minority groups
pointed out the menace national greeds were
to world civilization, he let what was said go
in one ear and out the other. He was heed-
less of everything but the day’s routine, the

little round of business, quite certain that

anyone not sharing his stupid optimism was
a crass alarmist.

He was confident the heads of Government,
the responsible men of every nation, would
avert disaster, never dare to loose upon man-
kind tbe engines of destruction about which
talk was bandied. Incredible, but true! So I

went to bed believing the worst over; still

trusting blindly in the strength and leader-

ship of those whose greed and stupidity had
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sowed the wind and left me and my kind to

reap the whirlwind.

It was not until noon of the next day, with
the coming of the Brownsons, that I began
to realize the awfulness of what was still to

happen. He limped down from the sky, him-
self and his wife, haggard, gaunt.

“A shell fell into the sea near San Fran-
cisco,” he said, “and recurrent explosions

washed the streets of that town with giant

waves from the Pacific. Large buildings

withstood the force of the waters, of course,

but not the terribleness of explosive gases

washed in by them.”

He went on to say that from the ob-
servation porch of his laboratory in

Oakland—^that central metropolis of the huge
East Bay city of five million people—^he had
witnessed the overwhelming destruction of

the proud warden of the Golden Gate. He
had -seen buildings vanish like golden vapor,

viewed thousands of terrified fugitives take

to the air. Then as the churning, exploding

waters swept over the doomed city of the

peninsula and on into the Bay, bearing their

deadly, erupting contents Oakland-wards, he

had soared aloft in his modest duplex-eight.

Brownson’s laboratory hacf been an en-

dowed one, but he was a poor man. He em-
ployed no servant or pilot. The plane dam-
aged itself making a forced landing in the

desert, where he had spent the night. For-

tunately a passing pilot helped him make
temporary repairs.

“I was bewildered,” he said, “at a loss

where to go. Then I remembered this lodge,

felt sure you’d make for it yourself—and so

here I am.”
His story plunged us into renewed gloom.

“You think Oakland was also destroyed?”

I asked.

“Yes.”

“But that explosive gas cannot keep
spreading forever. There must be limits to

its expansion.”

“True. But how are we to know what
those limits are—^and when it will stop ex-

ploding?”

“What do you mean?”
“Have you forgotten? Two years ago the

English boasted of inventing an explosive

gas which once loosed would continue ex-

ploding for twenty years or more. This

French stuff shows similar characteristics

—

probably stolen from the English.”

I stared at him appalled. At that moment

Williams turned on the news-dispensing ma-
chine. A mechanical voice coughed, spoke,

finished a half-uttered phrase, and we picked

up the sense of what was being broadcasted

with the beginning of the next sentence.

“There is no need for further alarm. The
President £ind his cabinet have organized the

seat of Government at Omaha. Army head-
quarters announce one enemy rocket shot

down in Massachusetts. Two others badly in-

jured have veered from their course into

Canada. A fourth continued on into the At-
lantic. Martial law proclaimed throughout

the nation. Regular Array units en route

to scenes of disaster. All State troops mobi-
lized. Reserve soldiers and Army and Navy
ofiicers recalled to the colors.”

More information there was, of less im-
portance, an announcement that further news
would be broadcasted at half-hour intervals

during the day, and then silence.

“You see,” I said, “the worst is over.”

“Alas,” answered Brownson, “it has but
begun!”
Beyond a curtained doorway I saw the pale

faces of the servants, the phlegmatic counte-

nance of Williams, witnessed Latham, for-

getful of where he was^ nervously light a

cigarette and blow out clouds of smoke. My
wife’s fingers tightened painfully on my arm.

“Germs,” said Brownson tensely. “Spanish

influenza, bubonic plague, God knows what!”

“Good God, man!” he cried, “don’t you
understand? Cultures of virulent germs com-
bining the properties of all deadly diseases

were prepared for use in warfare, and—” he

shook a fateful hand—“the nation that did

that was France, her special bombs designed

not only to blow up, asphyxiate, have burst

over our country, and the germs . . .

“They will sweep the world!” he cried.

Plague! Like a sinister breath it swept the

land. All over the coimtry people were dying
of a strange malady. What took place in

various cities and centers of population is a
matter of conjecture. But before the news-
exchanges were utterly disrupted, enough
tidings came through to give an inkling of

the terrible things that were happening.

There was rioting in Seattle and St. Louis,

looting in Chicago; eastward from the Pacifle

Coast and westward from the Atlantic Sea-
board, panic-stricken mobs were pouring in-

land. Millions died when the power-houses
ceased to function. But what can I say of

those awful days but that workers abandoned
the factories, citizens the town, that the dead
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were left to fester where they fell, and that

city was cut off from commimication with

city, and state from state.

Never will I forget the coming of the plague

to Tucson. Men, women and children fell in

the streets like flies. The frantic attempts of

the medical authorities to organize treatment

and relief were swept away in a moment.
Doctors succumbed over their patients. The
plague was a terrible thing. Nine-tenths of

those whom it attacked died—horribly.

But here and there were some individuals

immune to the disease, and others who
actually survived after being stricken.

Brownson, his wife, Latham, the three maid-
servants and two footmen, died. But my -wife

and Williams recovered from their attacks,

and I was never taken sick at all.

I
T WAS impossible to buiy the dead. Cities

became vast charnel houses. Railroads

and aerial freight ships ceased to function,

food became scarce, famine, and pestilences

other than that of the plague, desolated the

land, and bands of homeless and desperate

people roamed the countryside and lived or

died miserably.

But it was the fog-balls that completed the

demoralization of civilized men. That they

emanated from the explosive gas the French
rocket ships had loosed was undoubted.

Driven this way or that by the prevailing

winds, raggedly spherical in shape, their gray

and thunderous masses tinged a sulphurous

yellow, they carried death within themselves,

and hrmdreds of thousands of fugitives upon
whom they settled were overwhelmed and
wiped out.

For months they proved a nightmare; but

in time grew less numerous and large, so

that it soon became possible to watch out for

and avoid them. You have never seen a fog-

ball? No, because years ago they disappeared

from this part of the country. Pray God that

they never come back! But in the days that

I am speaking of they finished the work of

destruction the plague had begxm. Think of

it! Less than two hundred years had raised

America to the top as the greatest industrial

nation of the Twentieth Century—^and in six

weeks she was swept away!

Lemuria, Atlantis—all the mythological

civilizations—^had passed like a dream. Would
the story of my day survive but as a myth?

No, I can’t teU you about Lemuria and At-
lantis. They were but legendary continents.

Perhaps greed and war wiped them out as

they wiped out my own civilized era. But I

won’t dwell on that Nor will I dwell too

much on the horrors immediately following

the plague. Suffice it to say that my wife,

Williams, and myself, threatened by a fog-

ball, fled from Motmt Lemon.
At first we traveled in the Daimler, but

somewhere in the wilderness our fuel gave
out and we were foi-ced to land. For months
we lived precariously, killing stray cattle,

rooting in desert fields and farmhouses,
hunting, fishing.

The fu’st winter we passed in an abandoned
cabin. I was of little help. If it hadn’t been
for the ingenuity of Williams we would have
perished. The next summer several men
joined us—^wild, rough-looking fellows, but
no wilder or rougher-looking than were we
ourselves. One was a bank manager, another
a teacher of languages. The rest had been
farmers and unskilled workers.
A band of ten men and one woman we

roamed from place to place, avoiding towns
and villages, for these were filthy with un-
buried corpses, living a nomadic life. In the

course of time our tribe increased to the
number of fifty, with several women among
the newcomers. Of this tribe Williams was
the imdisputed leader. Almost imperceptibly
his manner towards me altered.

In the first days of our new existence he
deferred to me, still the perfect servant; but
as our hardships increased, as more and more
the comfort and safety of our little group
devolved on himself, he assumed the attitude

of an equal, indeed of one who gave orders
and expected to be obeyed.

Only once had his authority been ques-
tioned. For some time there was a notice-

able sullenness among the men. Lowering
looks were cast at myself and other wedded
members of the band.

An evening came when one of the dis-

gnmtled bachelors caught at my wife and
kissed her violently. I flung myself at his

throat with a curse, but he had no difiiculty

in overcoming my attack. When I finally

staggered to my feet, dazed and bleeding, it

was to discover WUliams confronting my
assailant.

“Ho!” the latter was crying. “So you think

yourself the high-much-amuck aroxmd here,

eh? Well, you can’t tell me where to head
off at, see, you ex-flunkey! I’m going to be
the boss of this show from now on, or I’ll

know the reason why.”

Williams stood with one hand stuck in his
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ragged jacket.

“You’11 do as I say,” he said levelly.

They were both big men, nearly of a size,

the malcontent perhaps more powerfully
built.

“Will I?” he said, laughing contemptuously,
and leaped forward, fists swinging.

Williams’ hand came from under his jacket

with something glinting in its grasp. Quite
coolly he stepped back. There was a sharp
report. With a look of foolish surprise on his

slack face the rebel faltered, turned slowly
around as if to find a place on which to fall,

and then tumbled headlong without a groan.
There was a moment of stunned silence.

“If there are any others want to take up
his quarrel?” said Williams bleakly.

No one stirred, eyes shifted before the
deadly menace in his green orbs.

“All right, then,” said Williams. “I’m sorry
I had to shoot Green. But I’m leader, and I

won’t stand for lawless violence.”

He shoved the gun back into his bosom.
“Prom now on we’re going to do things in

orderly and disciplined fashion. You have a
grievance? Very well. Select a spokesman
and let him step forward and speak for you
all.”

After some muttered discussion, a
truculent fellow advanced.

“It’s the women,” he said succinctly.

“The women?”
“It ain’t fair, under present conditions, that

a few men should possess all there are.”

Williams looked grave. “I expected some-
thing like this.”

Then he turned and addressed the listening

women.

“To all intents and purposes we people

represent a whole tribe, a nation, faced with

necessity of adapting ourselves to a new and
raw environment, faced with the necessity of

evolving new codes of conduct—if we are to

survive as a social bodv and not be destroyed

through anarchy and bloodshed. For the old

world has passed away forever, and the

new . .
.”

He was silent a moment.
“There is justice in what the men say. But

the decision remains with the women. Only
in making their decision let them not forget

that our existence denends on it. Tomorrow
we shall have a meeting . .

.”

And that, Bilembo, is why our tribe prac-

tises polyandry today, though the origin of

the custom be forgotten. No, it wasn’t always

practised. In the lost civilization 1 am telling

you of, monogamy—one man to one woman

—

was the custom. But I shall not dwell on
what must be confusing to your mind. That
the women of today select and command their

husbands in things pertaining to marriage
and the home, that in certain matters they
have the power of life and death over their

mates—that is well, and perhaps as it should

be; but it wasn’t always so.

In the fifth year after the destruction of

civilization or the sixth, or seventh—I am an
old man and my memory unreliable—Wil-
liams and I discovered a small duplex eight

intact in a hangar, with an ample supply of

motor fuel. We had often talked of the possi-

bility of some remnants of the old Govern-
ment having survived in the East, so in this

craft we ventured aloft and scoured the sur-
rounding comitry for a radius of two thou-
sand miles.

But the towns we visited were devoid of

human life, and—this is a strange thing and
one I have never been able to explain satis-

factorily—great buildings were rapidly mold-
ering into dust, stone and steel and brick

'

disintegrating, falling to pieces. Perhaps the

explanation of the phenomenon lay with the"

fog-balls we saw everywhere, seemingly
driven by the winds, or by some power of

propulsion resident within their gloomy
depths.

That they were deadly to human life I

have already explained. The flesh of bodies

discovered after the fog had left them was
curiously mottled and bloated, like the flesh

of those long drowned. Williams advanced
the theory that the fog-balls were the agents

responsible for the quick dissolution of

mighty skyscrapers, factories, and other

structures.

“Settling over a town,” he said, “they eat

into steel and stone. Look—” he said, point-

ing down—“that city is blanketed by one
now.”

We stared gloomily. The thought that the

habitations and works of civilized man were
swiftly being reduced to ashes was a depress-

ing thing.

“In a few short years,” said Williams sadly,

“there will be nothing of them left—nothing.

Maybe a ruin here and there.” He shook his

head.

We had depended on finding fuel on our
trip, but only thrice did we do so. For the

most part fuel had blown up, evaporated, or

containers had sprung a leak. Little we saw
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was whole or sound; and in all the vast dis-

tance covered, not a sign of human life was
seen. Cattle i^oaming the plains, herds of

what seemed wild dogs or coyotes, flocks of

birds, but of man, nothing. Once we did

notice smoke rising from a forest, and this

may have indicated a campfire. But though
we hovered above the spot and fired several

shots, our signals were not returned.

As far as I know, this was the last aerial

voyage ever made by human beings. Later,

many an aircraft was found in the course of

our nomadic wanderings, but in a state of

decay, and the towns and cities visited held

little of value.

Soon our firearms were useless for lack of

ammunition, and most of the salvaged tools,

knives, hatchets, crumbled under use. Those
remaining sound became of increasing value,

and scarce. Gradually primitive weapons
began to appear—the bow and arrow, the

spear, the sling-shot.

Years passed, fifteen, twenty of them. How
can I tell you of the ever-shifting scenes and
customs?

It was in the thirtieth year that Williams
decided to lead the tribe to the Pacific Coast.

There were two reasons for this. One, a

homesick feeling to see old scenes again be-
fore he died; and the other, because our
hunting groimds were being invaded by cop-
per-colored people (doubtless Indians from
Mexico) in increasing numbers.

It was a toilsome journey, and a slow one.

Only heaps of stone and rubble marked the

sites of towns passed. The young men and
women, and the children, who knew nothing

of their origin, who hardly credited as true

the absurd tales of their elders, viewed them
blithely enough; but the hearts of those of

us who had lived before the destruction were
heavy.

S
WILL not weary you with a recital of

how finally we came to the spot on which
Los Angeles once stood. Around the coimcU
fire that event is commemorated in song and
story. Nothing of the great city remained.

Coarse grass was growing in patches; but

there were desolated stretches of barren

ground, and in the midst of all something

rumbled and roared and spouted a blue mist

—the aftermath of that mighty explosion

which had continued for two decades and was
even now not subdued.

The great chief, Williams, died the day of

our arrival. He had been ailing for some time.

Ere breathing his last, he raised himself

weakly on one hand and looked long and
earnestly toward the spouting mist of blue.

“Listen,” he cried, addressing his followers.

“This is your land, the land I have brought

you hither to possess.”

I think he was dehrious at this time, burn-
ing with fevor, for he continued:

“The blue flame is a devil-god and once
swept the earth. But Jee-han,” he said wild-

ly, giving me my name in the corrupted

tongue and laying a hand on my bowed head,

“will guard you against its wrath. Trust in

Jee-han.”

He died then and we buried him, even
v/ithin the shadow of the blue flame itself.

And that is how I became high-priest of the

tribe, for slowly but surely a religion was
taking shape in the minds of the people, and
here on the dust of a dead city and a dead
civilization, it crystalized into the form you
now know.

I am old, incredibly old. I have watched
our tribe go up against the tribes of the

northward, to kill or be killed. Years ago the

last one of my contemporaries passed away.
While living they formed an hierarchy of

priests. But I still live. Perhaps that is be-
cause of all men I only dared to breathe the

fumes given forth by the blue mist.

In the times that once were, in a land

called Russia, scientists experimented with
ionization of the air. In this spot the air is

highly ionized. I breathe it; it prolongs my
life. And this also explains the miracles of

healing I do for the sick and diseased. I

take them blindfolded before the god, for

daily prayer, and they are cured.

But now my time is at hand. I am tired

and woidd sleep.

Perhaps in that sleep I shall dream again of

the mighty ships of iron and steel that plowed
yonder sea, of the huge and winged me-
chanical birds which bore man a conqueror
through the air. Perhaps I shall walk again

on winged feet and live once more in the

glorious cities lust and greed destroyed with

such cruelty and violence. For even before

the industrial civilization that died, there

lived a great scientist and mystic,. Sweden-
borg by name, who enunciated the law of

correspondents: As on earth, so . it is in

heaven.
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Slowly the golden ball came toward Norman Kane, enveloped him and carried him away, across the great Moon crater
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Earth's messenger, Norman Kane, who must wrest precious

uranium from the Mocs, braves the terrors of the Moon!

They were dark, these forests of the

past, deep and dark and altogether

frightening.

Norman Kane’s hand went to his belt, in-

stinctively, seeking a weapon that was not

there. This was not real. He must remember
that. This was not real.

Something moved then in the murky glade.

a flash of yellow, the heavy tread of padded
feet. Something huge was there—a thing fur

covered and catlike—slinking ever closer

through the dark fronds, stalking him!

Deep in the forest there was a little

gurgling noise which might have been a
stream.

His hands were sweaty. His back was cold
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with fear that touched and chill<5d his bones.

Panic, sheer blind, unreasoning panic, was
rising within him. In a moment he would
turn and run. Why? Oh, Heaven! Why must
he be always so afraid?

'

He saw what was stalking then. The beast

was huge and yellow, sabre toothed and
slavering. There were claws, too, inches of

claws to rend and tear his quivering body.
Now it was crouching, fur sheathed muscles
tensing, lowering its feline form for the leap

that would send those teeth and claws into

his flesh.

The sound that was not quite a stream
went on in the forest. It was detached, im-
personal, timeless, as it sang its little mechan-
ical song.

He would scream, that was it. It was too

late to run, but he could scream. He could
scream his fear into the forest and the

quivering darkness. He opened his mouth.

The tiny burbling sound stopped as though
someone had switched it off. Through the

back of the forest light was coming. The
forest was beginning to fade—misting, fad-
ing. In a moment it was gone.

Near him were his friends only—the solid

figure of John Middleton, and the Martian
with the pointed Van Dyke beard. Van Var,
most famed psychiatrist of the System. Van
Var was leaning forward, watching Kane
with lidless eyes.

“You will need rest,” he said. “That is the

last time we will use the machine. You are
conditioned as much as is possible. We can
only hope it is enough.”

WHAT a jest. He, Norman Kane, had
been picked as the most fearless man

in the system, because of his record for dar-

ing while on hazardous exploits. How the

Fates must laugh, knowing as they did that

Norman Kane had always been afraid since

childhood, when he had run from a boy
smaller than himself and had been jeered at

as a coward. All these deeds of daring—they
were nothing. They only had been efforts to

conquer his fear.

He would not go. That was it. He would
invent some excuse. It was not right to let

them depend on him. Yet even as the thought
coursed through his mind he knew his pride

would not let him back out. He must always
try the hazardous, the frightening, and the

impossible, in an effort to conquer the fear

that lay deep in his soul.

The jungle and the tiger had been illusions.

He had known that all the time. Yet had they
let the machine run a second longer he
would have screamed, and gibbered. Then
the Galaxy would have known him for 'the

cringing coward he was. He rested his head
in his two hands.

He stared at the floor, but he did not see it

A moment later a voice caused him again
to lift his head.

“It is here, we believe.” John Middleton of

the Atomic Power Commission pointed a fin-

ger. “Here in the Crater of Copernicus.”
Norman leaned forward, eyes following the

pointing finger. On the table between them
lay a limar map. It was a space navigators
map, product of the finest cartographers in

the system. Every crater, every land feature,

was inscribed indelibly on waterproof textile.

“Here are photographs of the crater,”

Middleton said. “If you look closely you can
see the paths leading over the rim and down
to the crater floor. Where the paths end,

there we believe the uranium Ues.”

He got up and paced to the window.
“Look here, Kane,” he said.

Norman went to the window and looked
out over the city.

It was night, and a myriad of stars winked
from a cloudless sky. Yet the city itself was
not dark. Every street, every brick in every
building maintained its own illumination.

The bricks, plastic, ebonite, or metal, glowed
with a soft shimmering radiance. Every-
where there was color, and the soft light

that mingled and bathed the city in beauty.
From the hydroponic gardens below the

scent of a thousand roses flooded the air.

Over the city hung the pleasure craft of its

inhabitants, darting about without sound,
like flitting moths.

“Would you lose all that? Would you re-
turn to the power used by our ancestors.

The waste of oxidation, the black colloidal

dust that bathed their factories, and their

homes? Would you go backward? Then, Mr.
Kane, if you would not—^we must have
uranium.”

“I can try,” Norman Kane said quietly.

It was an old story to him—a straight rec-
ord of waste and human foolishness from the
first blasts of atomic power to this perfectly

functioning atomic city.

There had been plenty, and so man wasted
it, experimented with it, sold it to the other
planets. And now, too late, it was gone. Then
began the pattern of conservation. Still

there was not enough. Not much more was
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needed, for by now a very little went a long '

ways, but without it inevitable retrograde
must begin.

“Yours will be the seventh effort to bring
uranium away from Lima. We have sent six

parties, and all have failed. We believe we
know, at least in part, what you will have to

face in order to accomplish your mission.”

Kane knew that four parties had disap-

peared without trace, after reaching the base
of the Copernican crater. He knew too, that

remnants of the fifth and sixth parties had
been found. There were a few records, and
two men, if they could be called men. They
were cowering, mindless things, now under
study and treatment by Van Var.

Middleton was grim.

“Records of the last parties show crea-

tures of silicon, living rocks, all written

of in the journal,” he said. “There were
photographs taken as well, of these creatures.

Yet when the photographs were developed,

they were blank. There were other crea-

tures which also failed to register on any
wave length film. Van Var has no doubt of it.

These are not real, but projected images,

sent to the minds of our parties by intelligent

beings, and the terror they inspire is enough
to drive an ordinary man to insanity. That
is why you were chosen, as the one man
least likely to be afraid. That is why Van
Var has been conditioning you with projected

dangers. The man who goes to Luna must be
free of fear.”

E ARTHLIGHT lay on the Lunar plain and
made it a sea of brilliance. From this

plain the high hard rim of the Crater of Co-
pernicus rose in a maze of shadow and light.

Weird and impersonal it waited there, waited

without thought or feeling for the space-

suited figure that toiled up its slopes.

For the third time since he started up the

slope, Norman Kane paused to rest. He must
not exhaust himself, he knew that, for the

difiiculties lay ahead.

Thus far it had been easy. An uneventful

trip and landing. His space ship waited now,

waited below at the base where this path

started up the high hard ridge that formed
the crater. Perhaps he had been wrong to

walk. Perhaps he should have landed his

space ship in the very crater itself. Some
prompting of caution, warned him not to take

this obvious step, for surely the first parties

had done this. Better to keep his ship away
from the danger zone.
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He toiled upward. He could see the rim of

the crater, and the worn path that curved
over it, and descended on the other side.

Illusion or reality? Which lay beyond that

high, hard rim?
He reached the crest. The footpath wound

down, spiraling down the inner slope in a

huge spiral. Was this a trap?

Yet any other passage would take hours,

perhaps days more, to say nothing o^ the

danger of trying difficult climbing in the en-
cumbering space suit. He reached a decision,

and stepping down over the crest set his

steps along the path, down in the spiral route.

Was this a trap? He wondered. Was he
the rat—with a trap at the end of the run?
The path was steep. To each side lay in-

credible washouts and dizzying escarpments.

He must go carefully, more and more care-

fully, for a misstep would send him sliding

down to spit himself on jagged pinnacles in

the crater floor below.

And the fog came up around him. There
could be no fog, for there was neither at-

mosphere nor water, but there was fog, and
he could not see. He had to feel his way,
groping with his feet, trusting to the sense of

touch that he was on the path. He kept his

mind from thought of falling by effort of will,

concentrating his entire attention to the feel

of the rock beneath his feet. He was not yet

afraid; he must not be afraid, for there was
more to come.

The fog lifted. What miracle of fortune had
kept his feet on this narrow path he did not

know, but a scant foot to either side would
have been enough, a misstep in either direc-

tion would abruptly have ended the seventh
mission to Luna.

Above him on the path he saw one of the

rock beasts. It was nothing but a gray rock.

But it moved. It moved in little wandering
movements down the path toward him

—

moved as if it were feeding, like cattle on the

grass of Terra. It was huge, and it was rock,

for as it rolled it crushed the smaller rocks

beneath it.

Kane wondered if in crushing smaller rock

it might not be feeding on smaller creatures

of its own kind, like a giant fish in a school of

minnows. It must weigh tons.

It saw him. Slowly, inexorably it rolled

down the path toward him. He lifted his

projector from its hook at his belt and fired.

The rock rolled on. The ray that meant
death to organic life had no effect. Here was
no Ccirbon, only silicon, silicon with life.
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E HAD a choice. He could be crushed

or he could dodge at the last moment
and fall to the jagged rocks below; a death

perhaps preferable. Or he could run, and
hope that no misstep was made.

Silicon or illusion?

He faced the rolling stone. Ponderous and
inevitable, it was upon him, to flatten and
mangle him. The old panic rose in him. He
would run

—

^he would jump over the edge.

He would scream. He did none of these

things.

The ®tone passed over him, and through
him, and beyond him, and vanished, a mirage,

fading in the depths of the valley floor.

« » * * »

“Look here, Lucas,” the bronze man said.

“Another of those Terran bipeds.”

The second bronze man turned from the

table at which he was working and came to

the screen.

“Poor fool,” he said. “Will they never
learn?”

The men were much alike. They might
have been father and son.

The elder man stood a hand higher than
Lucas, and they both were taller than earth

men, and more solid. About them both was
the look of boundless vitality. They had no
hair, and wore only sandals and loincloths,

displaying a skin that was coppery bronze in

hue. A smooth unwrinkled ageless skin like

the shell of a beetle.

They might have been a htmdred years old,

or a thousand, for their bodies seemed time-

less, ageless, and from their eyes gleamed
intelligence, and the knowledge of centuries,

past and to come. They were beautiful.

They were the dream of man to come, a

dream in Cellini bronze.

On this screen they could view all that

happened on the bowl of the Copemican
crater. Here, deep in the bowels of Luna,
beneath the crater, could be seen the story of

Luna herself.

For there were other screens, screens that

showed a mile beneath the soil, and more
showing the city of the Mocs, the Itmar

dominating species. No detail of lunar life,

no happening in the vicinity escaped the

scientific observation of the timeless men of

bronze.

A slight halation appeared around the

space suited figure.

“See,” the older man said. “He is imder
attack now by the Mocs. It is the fog illusion,

I think. In a few moments he will succumb

to panic and make a misstep.”

In the screen the space suited figure toiled

steadily on—slovil''Stire^and with the cau-

tious step of the blind. There was no hint of

panic in his careful advance.

Lucas spoke into a small machine on the

bench. Inside a filament of wire slid a mil-

lionth of an inch, and in its structure the

thought was written, and recorded.

“The Terran biped is a particularly deter-

mined form of life.”

The halation ceased. The bronze man
leaned forward.

“Switch on the image receiver, Nikel, and
see what the Mocs try next.”

Nikel threw a switch and the image of a

huge rock took shape with the space-suited

figure. Down the hillside it rolled. To the

right and left of the space suited figure the

crater dropped to dizzying distances. There
was only the path, and the rock rolling to

crush all in its path.

“That will drive him over the cliffs,” Lucas
said. The space suited figure faced the rock.

The figure stood still and straight as the

illusion bore down on it. The illusion passed
through.

The voice of the younger bronze man had
the faint trace of excitement.

“Perhaps we were wrong, Lucas. This

specimen is different from the others. I think
perhaps a close examination is warranted.”

“Very well. Send the pick up for him be-
fore the Mocs attempt anything else.”

From the bowels of the lunar crater a

great golden ball rose and hovered for an
instant over the entrance of the chamber
below. Then it floated up the sheer sides of

the crater, toward the toiling figure high on
the slope.

» » # * »

After the rock had vanished Norman Kane
stopped for a moment. His legs were Uquid^

a liquid that would no longer support his

body. He sat on a rock a moment till he
could control their quivering. He felt the

sweat in his hands, in the palms, sweat that

he could not wipe away. He must go on. He
rose, and set a steady pace down the spiral

path.

From the valley floor of the crater he saw
the golden ball rise. Then it came toward
him. The cold chill of the unknown touched
his back. What new horror was this?

The golden ball came to rest aroimd him.

It gathered him, he was a part of it. He
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was a golden ball himself, rolling down the
mountain. He was rolling through the very
rock of Lima. He was stopping . . . No, that

was wrong, the ball was stopping ... He
was not the ball, for the ball was hfting from
his shoulders.

He stood in soft light on a carpeted floor.

Near him were seats, and two men were sit-

ting on these seats. The men were larger

than he, and copper colored, and they were
beautiful.

Their voices were soft, yet they were not
speaking for their lips were not moving. It

must be pure thought projected into his mind.
It was the younger from whom the thought
came.
“Do not fear, Terran, we will not harm

you. We are not of your galaxy. We come
from far away to watch the life develop in

this tiny system, as our brothers watch other

systems. Six times we have watched your
kind come to this crater, and each time a
simple trick of the mind of the Lunar Mocs
has destroyed them. You were attacked
twice. We would know how you resisted

these attacks. We wish to learn what purpose
brings your kind ever back to this spot.”

There was in him the will to resist, but it

was meaningless. He could not fail to answer.
His mind was nothing—^a minute specimen
under the microscope of their wUl.

Yet Norman Kane was not afraid of these

men. Somehow, an instinct told him what
was true. The System, the planets, the

Earth, were insignificant to these men. Here
was no inimical purpose, only the will for

knowledge.

“What is your Terran world like? Don’t
try to speak, let your mind dwell on it and
we will understand.”

Norman thought of Terra, of her people,

good and bad, of her green fields and hydro-
ponic gardens. Of her science and her in-

dustry.

And he thought of her need; he reviewed
the lust and greed and wastefulness that

caused this need, and of the divindUng stocks

of fuel for atomic power.
The bronze Lucas projected the thought in

return.

“Perhaps we can help you.”

An alien thought, heavy and harsh, broke
across this thread that tied Lucas’ mind to

Kane’s. It came from the other member of

this bronze duo.

“Why?” he inquired. “Why disturb the

life of this System? If we are to meddle,

8S

should we not help the natural evolutionary

dominants?”
“You believe then the Mocs are superior?”

“To these frightened bipeds? Of course
they are. These Terrans are still too animal.

Their actions are emotional, and not intelli-

gent.”

Pride lay deep in Norman Kane’s mind.
“How are these other beings superior?” he

asked.

“Come.” The gentle voiced Lucas led him
to a screen. “Here is a city, not as advanced
as your own for they have not yet your
knowledge of the atom. Look in the screen

and see a city of the Mocs.”
The city lay beneath the lunar surface. A

maze of caverns and connecting passages
laced through the solid rock. Swarms of

gnomelike figures hurried to and from the

buildings and machines. They Vi'ere small

creatures, the size of collie dogs, and they

walked hunched forward, on many jointed

legs.

“These creatures,” Lucas’ thought mur-
mured in his ear, “are mutations of the same
life force that you and I are a part of. Long
ago, when we too, were learning the elemen-
tary powers locked in the atom we came here

for research. Research on the use of atomic
power as an explosive. My ancestors blew
the Crater of Copernicus and left behind the

radio-active rocks that produced these muta-
tions.”

“In your world, size was not important.

The mastodon died, and the tinier more in-

telligent forms of life lived on. Intelligence

was the dominating factor, and the most in-

telligent form of life developed.”

“Here, in the rays that remained from our
experiments it was not so. There were small

creatures who could project images, and in-

still fear, and their powers were increased a
hundred fold by these radiations.

“Here, to live, a species had to be free of

fear, free of emotion, and so suiwive the at-

tacks of these creatures. The Mocs are with-
out emotion. They kill all that is not of use to

them. Nothing is wasted, and nothing not of

use is permitted to exist. Long ago they ex-
terminated the little animals that caused their

own development but before they did this,

they learned by the projection of images how
to destroy the minds of emotional creatures.”

This assertion of the bronze men filled

the explorer from Earth with surprise.

“You believe these Lunar creatures will.
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in time, dominate the system?” Kane asked.

“I do not know. Nikel thinks they wilL

But for myself, I am not so sure.”

“Will you help me then?”
“I must talk with Nikel.”

“At least, if you will not help, let me go.

I must try.”

Lucas turned to Nikel. For a moment
Norman Kane followed the flashing thought,

then lost it, as the thoughts flashed back and
forth between the two, faster than his mind
could follow.

“It is ’agreed.” Lucas turned to Norman.
“If you are worthy of success we will help

you. The burden of proof is yours. Follow
me.
Kane followed him down a sloping pas-

sage. They came into a large chamber.

Against one side of the chamber were stacked

ingot on ingot of greenish jadelike material.

Lucas turned to Norman.
“This is not the uranium you use, but a

store of the fuel we used in the atomic tests

long ago. It is far superior to uranium, and
can be synthesized from materials abundant
on Terra. If you can carry this back to

Terra, your scientists can analyze it easily.

But getting it there is up to you. You must
move past the Mocs by your own efforts, we
will not help you.”

Norman Kane shouldered the ingot. It was
quite heavy. Still, he could carry it, could

carry it up the slopes and down to his tiny

space flier below. If there were only some
way to keep his mind from the attack of the

Mocs.
“Come, Norman Kane!”
Lucas was beside him, and the golden ball

was near. It rolled over them and again that

sensation of being one with the ball came to

Kane.

They rose through the rocks of Luna, and
stopped on the surface, at the beginning of

the path that led up over the ridge of the

crater, over the ridge to his ship. Lucas
stood at his -side.

“One more thing.” He reached forth a

bronze hand. “We are testing you—^not the

state of your science. I must take your
weapon.”

The hand plucked the ray gun from Kane’s
belt, and the golden ball gathered the form of

Lucas, and sank slowly beneath the Lunar
rocks.

Again a space suited figure toiled up the

steep inner surface of the Copemican Crater.

Its figure bent forward, and on its back it

carried a weight, a greenish ingot.

When wUl they start? Kane thought. He
looked down. He was half way up the slope,

and the path was growing narrow with the

dizzying precipices to the sides.

Something seemed to be wrong with his

feet. Or it was the trail. It moved. If he
weaved like this he would miss the trail and
fall. The trail was gone. He stood on a pin-
nacle. He was falling.

“I must not fall,” he told himself. “This is

illusion. I must remember. This is not real
I came this way, and I know the path is

here.”

It was too dizzying, he could not stand. He
dropped to his knees and began to crawl.

Every crawling step was an agony of fear.

Feeling in nothingness. Feeling for a trail

where he could see nothing but a fall to

jagged rocks below. And then to send his

body out, out on nothing visible, over those
rocks, because he knew the trail was there.

Sweat covered his eyes, but it did not mat-
ter. He did not need his eyes.

The precipice became a plain—flat! Every-
where he looked it was flat. But he knew
there was but the narrow trail, and if he
stepped off onto this flat land it would not
be there, and he would hurtle to the rocks
below. So still he crawled and felt his way.
Ahead on the plane a rock beast fed. It

saw him, and rolled toward him.
They are not real, Norman thought. I must

remember they are not real. They are just

tricks, tricks the Moc’s play with my mind.

S TEADILY the rock rolled on, but this

time it did not vanish, it passed, and as
it rolled by, it rolled over his foot, his drag-
ging foot, and agonies of pain lanced up in

his leg.

“I will not look,” he told himself. “I must
not look at the leg.”

He could not help himself. He looked. His
left leg was pulp, like the end of a chewed
match. It was blood and splinters and pulp.

And he crawled on up the slope.

It was always affer that a blurred memory
in his mind. The agonies of pain, the horrible

things that attacked along the trail—things
that bit and clawed, and tore his flesh, and
were not real. Yet he crawled on, with the
green ingot in the curve of his left arm, near
his body.

And he came to the top of the ridge, and
the path led straight down to his flyer, down
the outside of the crater, down the safe side.
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He thought, Their minds cannot reach me
once I am over the ridge. The crater must
shield them somehow.
And he crawled over the top.

There on the top was the gnome like fig-

ure of a Moc who stood over his crawling
body and lifted a blade high to strike into his

crawling body. It threatened to slash the

space suit that was his life and let the

warmth of his body vanish and be lost on the

vast Lunar surface.

Such a catastrophe was the fear of every
space man. He forgot his leg, and he forgot

the green ingot. Panic seized him entirely,

and he rose to his feet.

And in panic he was a giant. He seized

the Moc in his two hands and threw it,

threw it far out to strike the rocks and go
tumbling down the abyss below.

He watched it tumble down the slope out-

side the crater till it stopped, a mangled mass.

It was real. It must be real. For as it fell,

the dizziness dropped from his brain, and the

pain left his foot and it was whole again.

His mind was his own.
He ran down the outer slopes toward his

space ship below.

Out of the depths of the crater rose a

golden ball, that rose high above the crater,

then settled beside his ship. From its shiny

depths stepped the bronze Lucas.

And Norman Kane, stumbling to the door

of his space flyer knew he had won two bat-

tles. He had atomic fueL And he had con-

quered fear.

Not that he would not be afraid. He would
always be afraid. But he knew now what he
had not known. He could always do what he
had to do. If Van Var’s phantom tiger had
lasted another second he would not have
screamed. He would never have screamed.

He would always have enough, just courage
enough to do what had to be done.

“Congratulations,” Lucas said to the stum-
bling figure. “We must go away now, back
to our own galaxy. We know what we came
to learn.” .

Inside the ball NUcel wrote in the recorder.

“The emotions of the Terran Biped Homo
can be controlled by its will. This changes
our findings. Perhaps there is even some
purpose in this emotionalism. There can be
no doubt. Homo will evolve and dominate
this galaxy.”

Lucas’ questions flowed into Norman
Kane’s tired mind.

“We thought you were done. If you had
ignored the Moc as a phantom and his blade

gone home, you would have frozen there on
the high slopes. You would have frozen, and
strangled for air. How did you know, Terran,
that this alone of all the phantoms was real?”

“I did not know.”
“Then why did you act as you did? Why?”
Out of the security of his new knowledge,

Kane gave his answer.

“Instinct, I suppose. Yes, instinct saved me.
I was afraid.”

Physicist Grant Mayson recreates iana, the wonder girl of long ago, out of scattered

atoms—but between them stands the memory of Anrax, long-dead master

of science, in THE MULTILLIONTH CHANCE, an amazing novel

by John Russell Fearn featured in the gala Fall issue of

THRILLING WONDER STORIES
NOW ON SALE—15c AT ALL NEWSSTANDS!



SBNON-THE STRANGE INVADER WORLD
On a trip to Dimension X and its environs. Captain Future garners a wealth

of secret knowledge about the System which once threatened our universe!

AMED, according to Solar System
usage of classical Terrestrial terms,

for Sinon who arranged the use of

the wooden horse in invading Troy, this

strange world affords very httle geographical
data to scholars of the Solar System. It was
available for study for a relatively short time,

and almost everything known about it comes
from the reports of the Futuremen, who met
there the first threat of a complete swallow-
ing up of their home system.

Sinon, as it existed briefly, was made up of

two worlds between dimensions—^Luna, the
Earth’s satellite, and a planet from Dimen-
sion X, of almost exactly the same size,

which enveloped and' modified Luna by
exercise of dimension-shifting machinery. In
other words, it was roughly 2,000 miles in

diameter, and its surface area was some
12,500,000 square miles, or considerably
larger than the North American Continent
wi'ffi adjacent islands including Gree'hland,

But in surface features it was radically dif-

ferent from the Moon.

Planet Has Green Air

Most important of all, it had an atmos-
phere, heavy but breatheable. This atmos-
phere gave a green tinge to the dark sky, and
was productive of warm mist and rains

during a large part of the time. Light was
dim, and there seemed to be no great dif-

ference in day and night; though—since
Sinon was within a between-dimensional
position—this may have been only a tempo-
rary modification.

The brief observations made by Captain
Future and his aides showed dense forests

and jungles of huge, fleshy growths that
might be similar to giant fungi or lichens,

though some suggestions have been made
that they might be really animal forms com-
parable to undersea sponges, anemones and
corals, or even a new form of life neither
vegetable nor animal.
These jungles covered the greater part of

Sinon’s land surface, which included also

some plains, valleys and mountains. There
seemed to be several lakes or oceans, warm
and dark and deep, of a total area not nearly
so great as the land. Radioactive fires with-
in Sinon burst to the top in several places,

creating volcanoes or seething fiery marshes.
Some waters contained powerful acids.

The dim-lighted lands of Sinon also sup-
ported a number of types of animal life,

swimming, flying and crawling. They lived
in the jungles, the waters, and among the
higher rocks and crags of the mountains.
Some forms were of great size and many

were dangerous. The jungle growths, too,

presented a definite threat to human life.

One such form, a quick-sprouting parasite,

was armed with writhing, grasping tendrils
with which to seize prey and suck out its life.

Even more curious was a vast saucer-shaped
growth that burrowed its curved bottom into
the ground, while its open upper surface was
full of liquid. In- this it trapped animals, like
the Terrestrial pitcher-plant, keeping them
from escaping by thorns around its rim, while
the liquid acted as devouring digestive juice.

Sinon’s People Are Grotesque

The highest form of life was humanoid
in type, though for the most part pallid and
grotesque, as might be expected in such
darkened conditions. Culturally and ethical-
ly, these natives of Dimension X are so far
removed from the peoples of the Solar
System as to make them nearly complete
mysteries.

Direct contact and exchange of ideas
occurred only with leaders and spies of the
race, who had been carefully trained to cope
with Solar System thought and conditions.
These individuals were not representative
of their great masses, but were scientists,

diplomats, soldiers and specialists, and so
were not fair standards to judge by.
The average man of Dimension X proved

to be bandy-legged, long-armed, blank-
faced and dwarfish, with deathly pale skin
and bright, wide eyes capable of seeing in



the dark. Strong light was painful and even
injurious to such specimens, and could be
employed as a weapon against them. These
people, from countless generations of stern
rule and exploitation, were easily disciplined
but not too aggressive.
The ruling class of Dimension X, which

was given the most healthful food, artificial

light and special medical treatment, de-
veloped into almost another creature, so that

but for his pale skin a Dimension X aristo-

crat would seem a handsome Earth man.
Here, again, is evidence that the parent race
of unthinkably ancient Deneb has migrated
not only vast distances across space but even

culture was, however, offset by the narrow
selfishness of its dynasty of rulers, culmi-
nating in the brilliant but unscrupulous
Overlord whom Captain Future overthrew.
Seeking to benefit themselves rather than
their fellows, these rulers were doomed to

struggle in darkness—a parable of selfishness.

Two other communities, no more than
armed camps, were situated upon the surface
of Sinon. These housed garrisons of picked
fighting men, stores of military supplies, and
a number of Dimension X aircraft, modified
for battle against the Solar System. These
men and this materiel were, of course, never
used, as the invasion was brought to nought
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from dimension to dimension, peopling the

stars and universes of which the Solar
System does not even dream.

Vast Workshop is Found

Evidence is that Sinon was a wild planet,

for the only settlements upon it were of a
new and specialized nature, to make the
world a proper weapon for invasion. The
principal one of these was deep beneath the
planet’s crust, a vast laboratory and engine-
room to make use of the internal fires.

A startling evidence of the high degree to

which Dimension X science has been de-
veloped is the fact that this world was actual-
ly shifted through space, with its internal
heat as fuel, much like a mighty space ship,

to fit over Luna and begin the invasion.

The technical excellence of Dimension X

before their power could be brought to bear.

It has been pointed out by Captain Future
that the general aspect of Sinon, its flora,

fauna, geography and other items, are not
to be taken as a true picture of the real

Dimension X world that drifted into the
between-dimension position and involved
Luna.

“It is probable that what we saw there was
no more like the original Dimension X world
than it was like the Moon we know and
occupy,” he reminded his followers. “The
trip across dimensions is dangerous and can
make changes down to the last item of any-
thing, living or dead, that attempts it.”

From his experiences on Sinon and in

Dimension X beyond, and from his en-
counters with strange friends and foes in

those latitudes of new universes, Captam
(Concluded on page 113)



Abigail picked up the hearthbroonv and thrust it at Locke’s legs

AESALOM
By HENRY KBTTNER

The prodigy son of a future father presents a difficult

problem when he wants his own way about studying logic!

A t dusk Joel Locke came home from
the university where he held the

chair of psychonamics. He came
quietly into the house, by a side door, and

Stood listening, a tall, tight-lipped man of

forty with a faintly sardonic mouth and cool

gray eyes. He could hear the precipitron

humming. That meant that Abigail Schuler,

the housekeeper was busy with her duties.

Locke smiled slightly and turned toward a
panel in the wall that opened at his approach.

The small elevator took him noiselessly

upstairs.

There, he moved with curious stealth. He
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went directly to a door at the end of the hall

and paused before it, his head bent, his eyes

unfocused. He heard nothing. Presently he
opened the door and stepped into the room.

Instantly the feeling of unsvu-eness jolted

back, freezing him where he stood. He made
no sign, though his mouth tightened. He
forced himself to remain quiet as he glanced
around.

It could have been the room of a normal
twenty-year-old, not a boy of eight. Tennis
racquets were heaped in a disorderly fashion

against a pile of book records. The thiaminiz-

er was turned on, and Locke automatically

clicked the switch over. Abruptly he turned.

The televisor screen was blank, yet he could

have sworn that eyes had been watching him
from it.

This wasn’t the first time it had happened.

After a while Locke turned again and
squatted to examine the book reels. He pick-

ed out one labeled “BRIAFF ON ENTROPIC
LOGIC” and turned the cylinder over in his

hands, scowling. Then he replaced it and
went out of the room, with a last, considering

look at the televisor.

Downstairs Abigail Schuler was fingering

the Mastermaid switchboard. Her prim mouth
was as tight as the severe bun of gray-shot

hair at the back of her neck.

“Good evening,” Locke said. “Where’s
Absalom?”
“Out playing, Brother Locke,” the house-

keeper said formally. “You’re home early.

I haven’t finished the living room yet.”

“Well, turn on the ions and let ’em play,”

Locke said. “It won’t take long. I’ve got

some papers to correct, anyway.”
He started out, but Abigail coughed signi-

ficantly.

“Well?”
“He’s looking peaked.”

“Then outdoor exercise is what he needs,”

Locke said shortly. “I’m going to send him to

a summer camp.”

“Brother Locke,” Abigail said, “I don’t see

why you don’t let him go to Baja California.

He’s set his heart on it. You let him study

all the hard subjects he wanted before. Now
you put your foot down. It’s none of my
affair, but I can tell he’s pining.”

“He’d pine worse if I said yes. I’ve my
reasons for not wanting him to study entropic

logic. Do you know what it involves?”

“I don’t—you know I don’t. I’m not an

educated woman, Brother Locke. But Absa-
lom is bright as a button,”

OCKE made an impatient gesture.

“You have a genius for understate-

ment,” he said. “Bright as a button!”

Then he shrugged and moved to the win-

dow, looking down at the play-court below
where his eight-year-old son played hand-
ball. Absalom did not look up. He seemed
engrossed in his game. But Locke, watching,

felt a cool, stealthy terror steal through his

mind, and behind his back his hands clenched

together.

A boy who looked ten, whose maturity

level was twenty, and yet who was stiU a

child of eight. Not easy to handle. There
were many parents just now with the same
problem—something was happening to the

graph curve that charts the percentage of

child geniuses born in recent times. Some-
thing had begun to stir lazily far back in the

brains of the coming generations and a new
species, of a sort, was coming slowly into

being. Locke knew that well. In his own
time he, too, had been a child genius.

Other parents might meet the problem in

other ways, he thought stubornly. Not him-
self. He knew what was best for Absalom.

Other parents might send their genius chil-

dren to one of the creches where they could

develop among their own kind. Not Locke.

“Absalom’s place is here,” he said aloud.

“With me, where I can—” He caught the

housekeeper’s eye and shrugged again, irri-

tably, going back to the conversation that had
broken off. “Of course he’s bright. But not

bright enough yet to go to Baja California

and study entropic logic. Entropic logic! It’s

too advanced for the boy. Even you ought
to realize that. It isn’t like a lollypop you
can hand the kid—^first making sure there’s

castor oH in the bathroom closet. Absalom’s

immature. It would actually be dangerous

to send him to the Baja California University

now to study with men three times his age.

It would involve mental strain he isn’t fit for

yet. I don’t want him turned into a psyco-

path.”

Abigail’s prim mouth pursed up sourly.

“You let him take calculus.”

“Oh, leave me alone.” Locke glanced down
again at the small boy on the play-court. “I

think,” he said slowly, “that it’s time for

another rapport with Absalom.”

The housekeeper looked at him sharply,'

opened her thin lips to speak, and then closed

them with an almost audible snap of disap-

proval. She didn’t understand entirely, of

course, how a rapport worked or what it
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accomplished. She only knew that in these

days there were ways in which it was pos-

sible to enforce hypnosis, to pry open a mind
wily-nilly and search it for contraband

thoughts. She shook her head, lips pressed

tight.

“Don’t try to interfere in things you don’t

understand,’’ Locke said. “I tell you, I know
what’s best for Absalom. He’s in the same
place I was thirty-odd years ago. Who could

know better? Call him in, will you? I’ll be

in my study.”

Abigail watched his retreating back, a

pucker between her brows. It was hard to

know what was best. The mores of the day
demanded rigid good conduct, but sometimes

a person had trouble deciding in her own
mind what was the right thing to do. In the

old days, now, after the atomic wars, when
license ran riot and anybody could do any-
thing he pleased, life must have been easier.

Nowadays, in the violent backswing to a
Puritan culture, you were expected to think

twice and search your soul before you did a

doubtful thing.

Well, Abigail had no choice this time. She
clicked over the wall-microphone and spoke
into it?

“Absalom?”
“Yes, Sister Schuler?”
“Come in. Your father wants you.”

In his study Locke stood quiet for a mo-
ment, considering. Then he reached for the

house-microphone.
“Sister Schuler, I’m using the televisor.

Ask Absalom to wait.”

He sat down before his private visor. His

hands moved deftly.

“Get me Dr. Ryan, the Wyoming Quizkid

Creche. Joel Locke calling.”

Idly as he waited he reached out to take

an old-fashioned cloth-bound book from a

shelf of antique curiosa. He read:

But Absalom sent spies throughout all the tribes

of Israel, saying, As soon as ye hear the sound
of the trumpet, then ye shall say, Absalom reign-
eth in Hebron. . . .

“Brother Locke?” the televisor asked.

The face of a white-haired, pleasant-fea-

tured man showed on the screen. Locke re-

placed the book and raised his hand in greet-

ing.

“Dr. Ryan. I’m sorry to keep bothering

you.”

“That’s all right,” Ryan said. “I’ve plenty

of time. I’m supposed to be supervisor at the

Creche, but the kids are running it to suit

themselves. He chuckled. “How’s Absa-
lom?”

“There’s a limit,.’iiLocke said sourly. “I’ve

given the kid his head, outlined a broad
curriculum, and now he wants to study en-
tropic logic. There are only two universities

that handle the subject, and the nearest’s in

Baja California.”

“He -could commute by copter, couldn’t

he?” Ryan asked, but Locke grunted disap-

proval.

“Take to long. Besides, one of the require-

ments is in-boai'ding, under a strict regime.

The discipline, mental and physical, is sup-
posed to be necessary in order to master
entropic logic. Which is spinach. I got the

rudiments at home, though I had to use the

tri-disney to visualize it.”

YAN laughed.

“The Idds here are taking it up.

Uh—are you sure you imderstood it?”

“Enough, yeah. Enough to realize it’s

nothing for a kid to study until his horizons

have expanded.”
“We’re having no trouble with it,” the doc-

tor said. “Don’t forget that Absalom’s a
genius, not an ordinary youngster.”

“I know. I know my responsibility, too. A
normal home environment has to be main-
tained to give Absalom some sense of secur-

ity—which is one reason I don’t want the

boy to live in Baja California just now. I

want to be able to protect him.”
“We’ve disagreed on that point before. All

the quizkids are pretty self-sufficient, Locke.”

“Absalom’s a genius, and a child. There-
for he’s lacking in a sense of proportion.

There are more dangers for him to avoid. I

think it’s a'grave mistake to give the quizkids

their heads and let them do what they like.

I refused to send Absalom to a Creche for an
excellent reason. Putting all the boy geniuses

in a batch and letting them fight it out. Com-
pletely artificial environment.”

“I’m not arguing,” Ryan said. “It’s your
business. Apparently you’ll never admit that

there’s a sine curve of geniuses these days.

A steady increase. In another generation—

”

“I was a child genius myself, but I got over
it,” Locke said irritably. “I had enough
trouble with my father. He was a tyrant, and
if I hadn’t been lucky, he’d have managed to

warp me psychologically way out of line. I

adjusted, but I had trouble. I don’t want
Absalom to have that trouble. That’s why
I’m using psychonamics.”
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“Narcosynthesis? Enforced hypnotism?”
“It’s not enforced,” Locke snapped. “It’s a

valuable mental catharsis.. Under hypnosis,

he tells me everything that’s on his mind,
and I can help him.”

“I didn’t know you were doing that,” Ryan
said slowly. “I’m not at all sure it’s a good
idea.”

“I don’t tell you how to run your Creche.”

“No. But the kids do. A lot of them are

smarter than I am.”
“Immature intelligence is dangerous. A kid

wiU skate on thin ice without making a test

first. Don’t think I’m holding Absalom back.

I’m just running tests for him first. I make
sure the ice will hold him. Entropic logic I

can understand, but he can’t, yet. So he’ll

have to wait on that”
“Well?”
Locke hesitated. “Uh—do you know if

your boys have been communicating with
Absalom?”

“I don’t know,” Ryan said. “I don’t inter-

fere with their lives.”

“All right, I don’t want them interfering

with mine, or with Absalom’s. I wish you’d

find cut if they’re getting in touch with him.”
There was a long pause. Then Ryan said

slowly:

“I’ll try. But if I were you, Brother Locke,

I’d let Absalom go to Baja California if he
wants to.”

“I know what I’m doing,” Locke said, and
broke the beam. His gaze went toward the

Bible again.

Entropic logic!

Once the boy reached maturity, his somatic
and physiological symptoms would settle to-

ward the norm, but meanwhile the pendulum
still swung wildly. Absalom needed strict

control, for his own good.

And, for some reason, the boy had been
trying to evade the hypnotic rapports lately.

There was something going on.

Thoughts moved chaotically through
Locke’s mind. He forgot that Absalom was
waiting for him, and remembered only when
Abigail’s voice, on the wall-transmitter, an-
noxmced the evening meal.

At dinner Abigail Schuler sat like

Atropos between father and son, ready

to clip the conversation whenever it did not

suit her. Locke felt the beginnings of a long-

standing irritation at Abigail’s attitude that

she had to protect Absalom against his father.

Perhaps conscious of that, Locke himself

finally brought up the subject of Baja Cali-

fornia.

“You’ve apparently been studying the en-

tropic logic thesis.” Absalom did not seem
startled. “Are you convinced yet that it’s

too advanced for you?”
“No, Dad,” Absalom said. “I’m not con-

vinced of that.”

“The rudiments of calculus might seem
easy to a youngster. But when he got far

enough into it. . . I went over that entropic

logic, son, through the entire book, and it was
difficult enough for me. And I’ve a mature
mind.”

“I know you have. And I know I haven’t,

yet. But I still don’t think it would be beyond
me.”

“Here’s the thing,” Locke said. “You
might develop psychotic symptoms if you
studied that thing, and you might not be able

to recognize them in time. If we could have
a rapport every night, or every other night,

while you v/ere studying—

”

“But it’s in Baja California!”

“That’s the trouble. If you want to wait

for my Sabbatical, I can go there with you.

Or one of the nearer universities may start

the course. I don’t want to be tmreasonable.

Logic should show you my motive.”

“It does,” Absalom said. “That part’s aU
right. The only difficulty’s an intangible,

isn’t it? I mean, you think my mind couldn’t

assimilate entropic logic safely, and I’m con-

vinced that it could.”

“Exactly,” Locke said. “You’ve the ad-
vantage of knowing yourself better than I

could know you. You’re handicapped by
immaturity, lack of a sense of proportion.

And I’ve had the advantage of more experi-

ence.”

“Your own, though. Dad. How much
would such values apply to me?”
“You must let me be the judge of that,

son.”

“Maybe,” Absalom said. “I wish I’d gond
to a quizkid creche, though.”

“Aren’t you happy here?” Abigail asked,

hurt, and the boy gave her a quick, warm
look of affection.

“Sure I am, Abbie. You know that.”

“You’d be a lot less happy with dementia
praecox,” Locke said sardonically. “Entropic

logic, for instance, presupposes a grasp of

temporal variations being assumed for prob-
lems involving relativity.”
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“Oh, that gives me a headache,” Abigail

said. “And if you’re so worried about Ab-
salom’s overtraining his mind, you shouldn't

talk to him like that.” She pressed buttons

and slid the cloisonne metal dishes into the

compartment “Coffee, Brother Locke . - .

milk, Absalom . . and I’ll take tea.”

Locke winked at his son, who merely look-

ed solemn. Abigail rose with her teacup

and headed toward the fireplace. Seizing the

little hearth broom, she whisked away a few
ashes, relaxed amid cushions, and warmed
her skinny ankles by the wood fire. Locke
patted back a yawn.

“Until we settle this argument, son, mat-
ters must stand. Don’t tackle that book on

entropic logic again. Or anything else on the

subject. Right?”
There was no answer.

“Right?” Locke insisted.

“I’m not sure,” Absalom said after a pause.

“As a matter of fact, the book’s already given

me a few ideas.”

Looking across the table, Locke was struck

by the incongruity of that incredibly devel-

oped mind in the childish body.

“You’re still young,” he said. “A few days
won’t matter. Don’t forget that legally I

exercise control over you, though I’ll never

do that without your agreement that I’m act-

ing justly.”

“Justice for you may not be justice for

me,” Absalom said, drawing designs on the

tablecloth with his fingernail.

Locke stood up and laid his hand on the

boy’s shoulder.

“We’ll discuss it again, until we’ve thrashed

it out right. Now I’ve some papers to cor-

rect.”

He went out.

“He’s acting for the best, Absalom,” Abi-
gail said.

“Of course he is, Abbie,” the boy agreed.

But he remained thoughtful.

The next day Locke went through his

classes in an absent-minded fashion and, at

noon, he televised Dr. Ryan at the Wyoming
Quizkid Creche. Ryan semed entirely too

casual and noncommital. He said he had
sisked the quizkids if they had been commu-
nicating with Absalom, and they had said no.

“But they’ll lie at the drop of a hat, of

course, if they think it advisable,” Ryan
added, with inexplicable amusement.

“What’s so funny?” Locke inquired.

“I don’t know,” Ryan said. “The way the

kids tolerate me. I’m useful to them at times,

but—originally I was supposed to be super-

visor here. Now the boys supervise me.”
“Are you serious?”

YAN sobered.

“I’ve a tremendous respect for the

quizkids. And I think you’re making a very
grave mistake in the way you’re handling

your son. I was in your house once, a year
ago. It’s your house. Only one room belongs
to Absalom. He can’t leave any of his pos-
sessions aroimd anywhere else. You’re dom-
inating him tremendously.”

“I’m trying to help him.”

“Are you sure you know the right way?”
“Certainly,” Locke snapped. “Even if I’m

wrong, does that mean I’m committing fl—
fiUo—

”

“That’s an interesting point,” Ryan said

casually. “You could have thought of the

right words for matricide, parricide,

fratricide easily enough. But it’s seldom one
kills his son. The word doesn’t come to the

tongue quite as instantly.”

Locke glared at the screen. “What the

devil do you mean?”

“Just be careful,” Ryan said. “I believe in

the mutant theory, after running this Creche
for fifteen years.”

“I was a child genius myself,” Locke re-

peated.

“Uh-huh,” Ryan said, his eyes intent. “I

wonder if you know that the mutation’s

supposed to be cumulative? Three genera-
tions ago, two percent of the population were
child geniuses. Two generations ago, five

pe rcent. One generation—a sine curve,

Brother Locke. And the I. Q. mounts pro-
portionately. Wasn’t your father a genius

too?”

“He was,” Locke admitted. “But a mal-
adjusted one.”

“I thought so. Mutations take time. The
theory is that the transition is taking place

right now, from homo sapiens to homo sup-
erior.”

“I know. It’s logical enough. Each gener-
ation of mutations—^this dominant mutation
at least—taking another step forward till

homo superior is reached. What that will

be—”
“I don’t think we’U ever know,” Ryan said

quietly. “I don’t think we’d understand.

How long will it take, I wonder? The next
generation? I don’t think so. Five more
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generations, or ten or twenty? And each
one taking another step, realizing another

buried potentiality of homo, until the sum-
mit is reached. Superman, Joel.”

“Absalom isn’t a superman,” Locke said

practically. “Or a superchild, for that mat-
ter.”

“Are you sure?”
“Good Lord! Don’t you suppose I know my

own son?”
“I won’t answer that,” Ryan said. “I’m

certain that I don’t know all there is to know
about the quizkids in my Creche. Beltram,

the Denver Creche supervisor, tells me the

same thing. These quizkids are the next

step in the mutation. You and I are members
of a dying species. Brother Ijocke.”

Locke’s face changed. Without a word he
clicked off the televisor.

The bell was ringing for his next class. But
Locke staved motionless, his cheeks and
forehead slightly damp.

Presently, his mouth twisted in a curiously

unpleasant smile, he nodded and turned from
the televisor. . . .

He got home at five. He came in quietly,

by the side entrance, and took the elevator

upstairs. Absalom’s door was closed, but
voices were coming through it faintly. Locke
listened for a time. Then he rapped sharply

on the panel.

“Absalom. Come downstairs. I want to

talk to you.”

In the living room he told Abigail to stay

out for a while. With his back to the fire-

place, he waited until Absalom came.

The enemies of my lord the king, and all that
rise against thee to do thee hurt, be as that
young man is. . . .

The boy entered without obvious embar-
rassment. He came forward and he faced his

father, the boy-face calm and untroubled.

He had poise, Locke saw, no doubt of that.

“I overheard some of your conversation,

Absalom,” Locke said.

“It’s just as well,” Absalom said coolly.

“I’d have told you tonight anyway. I’ve got

to go on with that entropic logic course.”

Locke ignored that “Who were you vis-

ing?”

“A boy I know. Malcolm Roberts, in the

Denver quizkid Creche.”

“Discussing entropic logic with him, eh?
After what I’d told you?”

“YouTl remem.ber that I didn’t agree.”

Locke put his hands behind him and inter-

laced his fingers.

“Then you’ll also remember that I men-
tioned I had legal control over you.”

“Legal,” Absalom said, “yes. Moral, no.”
“This has nothing to do with morals.”

“It has, though. And with ethics. Many of

the youngsters—^younger than I—^at the quiz-
kid creches are studying entropic logic. It

hasn’t harmed them. I must go to a creche,
'

or to Baja California. I must.”

OCKE bent his head thoughtfully.

Wait a minute,” he said. “Sorry, son.

I got emotionally tangled for a moment. Let’s

go back on the plane of pure logic.”

“All right,” Absalom said, with a quiet,

imperceptible withdrawal.
“I’m convinced that that particular study

might be dangerous for you. I don’t want you
to be hurt. I want you to have every possi-

ble opportunity, especially the ones I never
had.”

“No,” Absalom said, a curious note of

maturity in his high voice. “It wasn’t lack of

opportunity. It v/as incapability.”

“What?” Locke said.

“You could never allow yourself to be con-
vinced I could safely study entropic logic.

I’ve learned that. I’ve talked to other quiz-

kids.”

“Of private matters?”
“They’re of my race,” Absalom said,

“You’re not. And please don’t talk about
filial love. You broke that law yourself long
ago.”

“Keep talking,” Locke said quietly, his

mouth tight. “But make sure it’s logical.”

“It is. I didn’t think I’d ever have to do this

for a long time, but I’ve got to now. You’re
holding me back from what I’ve got to do.”

“The step mutation. Cumulative. I see.”

The fire was too hot. Locke took a step

forward from the hearth. Absalom made a
slight movement of withdrawal. Locke look-

ed at him intently.

“It is a mutation,” the boy said. “Not the
complete one, but Grandfather was one of the

first steps. You, too—^farther along than he
did. And I’m farther than you. My children

will be closer toward the ultimate mutation.

The only psychonamic experts worth any-
thing are the child geniuses of your genera-

tion.“

“Thanks.”

“You’re afraid of me,” Absalom said.

“You’re afraid of me and jealous of me.”
Locke started to laugh. “What about logic

now?”
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The boy swallowed. “It is logic. Once you

were convinced that the mutation was cumu-
lative, you couldn’t bear to think I’d displace

you. It’^i a basic psychological warp in you.

You had the same thing with Grandfather, in

a different way. That’s why you turned to

psychonamics, where you were a small god,

dragging out the secret minds of your stu-

dents, molding their brains as Adam was
molded. You’re afraid that I’ll outstrip you.

And I will.”

“That’s why I let you study anything you
wanted, I suppose?” Locke asked. “With
this exception?”

“Yes, it is. A lot of child geniuses work so

hard they burn themselves out and lose their

mental capacities entirely. You wouldn’t

have talked so much about the danger if

—

under these circumstances—it hadn’t been
the one thing paramoimt in your mind. Sure
you gave me my head. And, subconsciously,

you were hoping I would bxrrn myself out, so

I wouldn’t be a possible rival any more.”

“I see.”

“You let me study math, plane geometry,

calculus, non-EucUdean, but you kept pace

with me. If you didn’t know the subject

already, you were careful to bone up on it,

to assure yourself that it was something you
could grasp. You made sure I couldn’t out-

strip you, that I wouldn’t get any knowledge
you couldn’t get. And that’s why you would-
n’t let me take entropic logic.”

There was no expression on Locke’s face.

“Why?” he asked coldly.

“You couldn’t understand it yourself,”

Absalom said. “You tried it, and it was be-

yond you. You’re not flexible. Your logic

isn’t flexible. It’s founded on the fact that a

second-hand registers sixty seconds. You’ve

lost the sense of wonder. You’ve translated

to much from abstract to concrete. I can

imderstand entropic logic. I can imderstand

it!”

“You’ve picked this up in the last week,”

Locke said.

“No. You mean the rapports. A long time

ago I learned to keep part of my mind blank-

ed off under your probing.”

“That’s impossible!” Locke said, startled.

“It is for you. I’m a further step in the

mutation. I have a lot of talents you don’t

know anything about. And I know this—^I’m

not far enough advanced for my age. The
boys in the creches are ahead of me. Their

parents followed natural laws—^it’s the role

of homo sapiens to protect homo superior, as

it’s the role of any parent to protect its young.
Only the immature^parents are out of step-
like you.”

OCKE was still quite impassive.

“I’m immature? And I hate you? Fm
jealous of you? You’ve quite settled on
that?”

“Is it true or not?”
Locke didn’t answer. “You’re still inferior

to me mentally,” he said, “and you will be
for some years to come. Let’s say, it you
want it that way, that your superiority lies

in your—flexibility—and your homo superior

talents. Whatever they are. Against that,

balance the fact that I’m a physically mature
adult and you weigh less than half of what
I do. I’m legally your guardian. And I’m
stronger than you are.”

Absalom swallowed again, but said noth-
ing. Locke rose a little higher, looking down
at the boy. His hand went to his middle, but
found only a lightweight zipper.

He walked to the door. He turned.

“I’m going to prove to you that you’re my
inferior,” he said coldly and quietly. “You’re
going to admit it to me.”
Absalom said nothing.

Locke went upstairs. He touched the

switch on his bureau, reached into the draw-
er, and withdrew an elastic lucite belt. He
drew its cool, smooth length through his

fingers once. Then he turned to the dropper
again.

His lips were white and bloodless by now.
At the door of the living room he stopped,

holding the belt. Absalom had not moved,
but Abigail Schuler was standing beside the

boy.

“Get out. Sister Schuler,” Locke said.

“You’re not going to whip him,” Abigail

said, her head held high, her lips purse-string

tight.

“Get out.”

“I won’t. I heard every word. And it’s

true, all of it.”

“Get out, I tell you!” Locke screamed.

He ran forward, the belt uncoiled in his

hand. Absalom’s nerve broke at last. He
gasped with panic and dashed away, blindly

seeking escape where there was none.

Locke plunged after him.

Abigail snatched up the little hearth broom
and thrust it at Locke’s legs. The man yelled

something inarticulate as he lost his balance.
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He came down heavily, trying to brace him-
seK against the fall with stiff arms.

His head struck the edge of a chair seat.

He lay motionless.

Over his stiU body, Abigail and Absalom
looked at each other. Suddenly the woman
dropped to her knees and began sobbing.

“I’ve killed him,’’ she forced out painfully.

“I’ve killed him— but I couldn’t let him whip
you, Absalom! I couldn’t!”

The boy caught his lower lip between hi.s

teeth. He came forward slowly to examine
his father.

“He’s not dead.”

Abigail’s breath came out in a long, shud-
dering sigh.

“Go on upstairs, Abbie,” Absalom said,

frowning a little. “I’ll give him first aid. I

know how.”
“I can’t let you—

”

“Please, Abbie,” he coaxed. “You’ll faint

or something. Lie down for a bit. It’s all

right, really.”

At last she took the dropper upstairs.

Absalom, witlr a thoughtful glance at his

father, went to the televisor.

He called the Denver Creche. Briefly he
outlined the situation.

“What had I better do, Malcolm?”
“Wait a minute.” There was a pause.

Another young face showed on the screen.

“Do this,” an assured, high-pitched voice

said, and there followed certain intricate in-

structions. “Got that straight, Absalom?”
“I have it. It won’t hurt him?”
“He’ll live. He’s psychotically warped al-

ready. This will just give it a different twist,

one that’s safe for you. It’s projection. He’U
externalize all his wishes, feelings, and so

forth. On you. He’U get his pleasure only

out of what you do, but he won’t be able to

control you. You know the psychonamic key
of his brain. Work with the frontal lobe

chiefly. Be careful of Broca’s area. We don’t

want aphasia. He must be made harmless to

you, that’s all. Any killing would be awk-
ward to handle. Besides, I suppose you
wouldn’t want that.”
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“No,” Absalom said. “H-he’s my father.”

“All right,” the yotmg voice said. “Leave
the screen on. I’ll watch and help.”

Absalom turned toward the unconscious
figure on the floor.

» * * * j

B
^OR a long time the world had been shad-
” owy now. Locke was used to it. He

could still fulfill his ordinary functions, so he
was not insane, in any sense of the word.
Nor could he tell the truth to anyone. They

had created a psychic bloc. Day after day he
went to the university and taught psycho-
namics and came home and ate and waited
in hopes that Absalom would call him on the

televisor.

And when Absalom called, he might con-
descend to tell something of what he was
doing in Baja California. What he had ac-

complished. What he had achieved. For
those things mattered now. They were the

only things that mattered. The projection

was complete.

Absalom was seldom forgetful. He was a

good son. He called daily, though sometimes,
when work was pressing, he had to make the

call short. But Joel Locke could always work
at his immense scrapbooks, filled with clip-

pings and photographs about Absalom. He
was writing Absalom’s biography, too.

He walked otherwise through a shadow
world, existing in flesh and blood, in realized

happiness, only when Absalom’s face appear-
ed on the televisor screen. But he had not
forgotten anything. He hated Absalom, and
hated the horrible, unbreakable bond that

would forever chain him to his own flesh

—

the flesh that was not quite his own, but one
step farther up the ladder of the new muta-
tion.

Sitting there in the twilight of unreality,

his scrapbooks spread before him, the tele-

visor set never used except when Absalom
called, but standing ready before his chair,

Joel Locke nursed his hatred and a quiet,

secret satisfaction that had come to him.

Some day Absalom would have a son.

Some day. Some day.

•

What will be the course of history after the planets are all explored? For a superlative

treatment of this theme, look forward to next issue’s HALL OF FAME

classic—VENUS MINES, INCORPORATED, by Arthur Leo Zagat

and Nathan Schachner. It’s a story packed with surprises!
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Tungsten” opening for one of these little

gems of magnificent prose, Herr Oliver, it

will find the wastebasket just in back of and
slightly to the right of the Sarge’s desk muy
pronto. However, the body of your letter con-

tained honest critical thought which makes it

worthy of printing here.

You were right about the two Stevens

jobs. We particularly liked the pic for THE
DIMENSION OF CHANCE, which was the

first work by this artist we had the privilege

of viewing and which caused us to start our

still continuing chain-plug in his behalf.

VOICE FROM THE DISTANT PAST

by Ken Krueger

Sarge: I have finally broken down and decided to

v/rite to you again. The main reason is the move-
ment io abolish Sarge Saturn and make with some
sane letter answering. May I rally (all one of me)
to your side and say that the only thing that I enjoy
about Startling are the sharp comebacks of Ye
Olde Sarge. Down with the guys who yell “Down.*
And speaking of STARTLING—

I

have grasped firmly

in my grimy digits at the present moment tile Spring
issue of it. Confidentially, it’s a wee bit on the rank
side. Leave us gaze at this latest ish.

The cover—I've seen a better chest development on
Frank Sinatra than on that female. Pliz

—

give with
bigger and better wlmmin—like I like. I still admire
that one that shared the cover with the octopus, way
back when

—

Lead story—that thing by Polton Cross, should have
stayed in England. The phrasing in it was vile.

'The short stories I didn’t read yet, I seldom do.
Short story writers hate people like me.
Naturally the Law—er, Stevens, illustrations, were

better than the others.
Now, what’s biting Ron Maddox in the Reader’s

Section—he don’t like ads, best thing to do would be
to skip them then. Personally, I have as much fun
reading the ads as the rest of the magazine. And he
wants trimmed edges. For about seven bucks he could
buy a paper eutter and trim them hinaself. Personally,

1 prefer them untrimmed, it makes the pages easier

to turn.
Will someone tell Mr. Comber that he shouldn’t write

letters like that one—^no one ever writes nice letters

to stf authors. As a matter of fact most of the fans I

know spend most of their time figuring out time
schedules on the mail so that they can set their time
bombs to go off on the second they are delivered.
The Review Of Fan Publications continues to be

the best feature in any of the present day stf mags.
Even if you don’t' like QX, you at least tell about it.

That’s Just an example, don’t know why I ever picked
that one out. By “lowly" I suppose you meant
“Feelthy.” Most people did think of It as that way,
I thot it rather amusing ,—123 Edna Place, Buffalo S,

New York.

Okay, Mr. Krueger, let’s get do-wn to cases.

First, thanks for defending the lost cause
of Xeno, Snaggletooth et cetera—^but, alas,

’tis a trifle late. And we’re sorry you cared
so little for the Spring Issue. Perhaps those

published since have met with more ap-
proval. Surely you liked Kuttner’s DARK
WORLD.
As for the trimmed-edges hullaballoo, what

on earth the type of edges have to do with
the merit of a magazine puzzles us.

Sorry if you foimd us a trifle rugged on
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QX. Although it was undoubtedly produced
under difficulties, that is not our province.
We simply read ’em and weep and tell alL

Incidentally, by “lowly” we meant “lowly”
—not as you somewhat naively presuppose,
“feelthy.” You’ll do a lot better before you
hang up your hektograph, and we’ll be wait-
ing avidly to pounce.

A KINDER VIEWPOINT

by Vernon W. Cooper

Dear Sarge; As much as I admire Bergey’s work,
I wish he’d read a story before painting the cover
so he would do the story justice. On page 30 and 31
of the Spring SS, Cross tells us that the three adven-
turers strapped packs of food and small arms on their
backs, and Brooks joins the two under the poles of
the machine. On the cover, NO PACKS, and Brooks
crouching over what looks like a 1970 slot machine.
' That is all the bad words I have to say now. so
you can let your cerebrum assume its usual lax con-
dition and set back tor a bouquet or two.
"Other Eyes Watching” . . , What a story . . .

what a title . . what a plot I Believe me, Sarge, it’s

been a long time since you’ve had anything to even
approach this story from any standpoint. Let. us have
some more, lots more by Cross. . . .

You even have another good story this time. It Is
’"The Dead Planet” and I’ll tell you why. I’ve read
many a story where the HERO discovers a lost planet
and race, but he’s always a member of Homo Sappy, or
his successor. THIS time. WE’RE the lost race. Earth,
the dead planet and the discoverers beings of another
race. That is a new. commendable twist . . .

IVhose popular demand caused the reprinting of
"Dimension of Chance”? Surely not mine nor any
reader’s, I hope. All it did was take up space that
could be used for a good story.
As for the other story, "The Unbroken Chain,” that

was all okay by me. It was new, and while the rein-
carnation boys (and girls) have been trying to say the
same thing for yars and yars, it took Feam to do It

up brown and serve it on toast. Now the Art (???)
Marchioni (?) for "Other Eyes” was OK, the artist for
"Dimension” was too exuberant and cluttered the illl

too much, while the artists for “Dead Planet” and
Unbroken Chain” were very good. Restrained and yet
superior, a rarity in Stf.
Now, strapping on my Ato-Blast Little Slayer, I

turn with repugnance to the "Ethergrams” and dis-
pose of a few undesirables.

First on my list is Danas. It is a cinch he didn’t have
my Veloray when he drew your portrait or he wouldn’t
have garbled the drawing. I am enclosing a drawing
made with the aid of the Veloray.
Bayjan is the next victim. After all, I take It he

never heard of centrifugal force, and its effect on the
bodies inside a hollow sphere.
Ross “Sergei” Burgess committed mayhem, and I do

mean mayhem. Those extra appendages he attributes
to the Sarge. were undoubtedly left over from the
brunette, or were static affecting his space-scanner
from his slowly decomposing brain.
Dismissing Baruch with a sneeeeeeeer, I pass on to

Anger. He wants JK back. Why, so the two of then!
can exchange their own brand of drivel? Baruch, how-
ever is worse, comparing Hamilton to L. Frank Baum.
There is no comparison, as Hamilton is GGOOODD!

Sarge, you slipped. What does Comber’s letter from
Washington do to make you say “Off Wisconsin” at
the head. Senile decay, maybe.
TE'V on the whole was a little weak, but I guess that

the fans are still hibernating after a long, hard winter.—'1247 Denver Blvd., San Antonio, Texas.

Taking your answerable remarks in order,
Mr. Cooper, the Sarge has decided that the
characters on the Spring cover carried their

(Turn to page 100)
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in these great'industries. As experience, tools and a
personal loUowiBg are acquired:yoD may find it prac-
tical, later, to start your own kEFRIGERATXO£9
and AIR CONDITIONING SHOP.

Rush Geupon
Below Todayl

Practical interesting Training
You’lllike oorwayoftrainfng—through capable home-studyinstructloo
followed by practice on actual equipment under watchful eyes of sea-
soned Refrigeration and Air Conditioning men in our shops. Yoa’ll get
top-rate instructi<faa“th© easy way . So got f
9FRK of obligstion. Write TODAY—SUREt

;ot tile facte now—

OeptrSliH

R Befrifeeration. I 3

I
ADDRESS-.^.

I
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IF Mf^TFRF SLEEPS
You should use OSR tablets. If you lack eificiency, energy
and ambition, and don’t have the necessary drive to make
the most of your life, if you suifer from aches and pains,

coated tongue or bad skin, it may be due to faulty elimina-
tion. HELP NATURE with OSR TABLETS — nature's
herbs in tablet form. CAUTION: take only as shown by
simple directions on the box. The SAFE PRESCRIPTION
T^PE ingredients in OSR Tablets are harmless and bene-
ficial. Yes, you’ll smile as you enjoy life like a healthy man
or woman. SEND NO MONEY—^pay postman $1.36 for a
big box of 180 OSR Tablets. Or send $1 now and save 35c.

HEALTH XS POWER—WRITE TODAY.
STANDARD REMEDY CO., Dept. TH, Baltimore 2, Md.

CompleteHOME-STUDY
COURSES and self - Instrae.
tion textbook*. Blishtlrnsed.
Rented, sold, ex^baneod. All
subjects. 100% satisfaetfoo.
Cash paid for ased coorsei.

LEARN MEAT CUTTING
At Home>-ln Spare Time

Get into the vital meat industry. Concise, practi-

cal Home Training based on 25 years proven in-
struction method used at National*s famous resi-

dent school. Prepares you for bigger pay as Meat
Cutter, simervisor, market manager or more money

. in your own store. Go as rapidly as your tpara
time permits. Diploma. Start NOW to turn your

spare hours into money. Send for FREE bulletin today. No obligation,
national School of Meat Cutting, Inc., Dept. TC-20, Toledo 4, Ohio

vitamin pills and K-rations under the backs
of their jerseys, like Jim Thorpe and the footr

ball in that famous Harvard game. Or, just

possibly, they laid them down somewhere
before posing for the picture. And if those
things at the top aren’t magnetic poles, you
tell us what they are. Or were you looking
for barber poles?
Your story comments were gratifying to

say the least, although we liked personally

both THE DIMENSION OF CHANCE and
the illustration. But each man. ... As for

your letter comments, they can stand. We
have been wondering about that OFF WIS-
CONSIN business ourselves and to no avail.

It’s a wonder such things don’t happen more
often, however.

BITTER FRUIT

by Garrin Berry

Dear Sarge: Pardon, me if I seem a wee bit timorous.
Sargephobia contracted in the Army plus grave doubts
as to whether I’m addressing the Ed or his precocious
offspring make me timid each time I write to TWS
or SS.
Following is brief review of Spring ’46 ish of SS,

the first I’ve read in 3 years.
(1) Cover—typical Bergey. Good human figures, but

only vaguely suited for a stf mag.
(fi) OTHER EYES WATCHING—worst novel I’ve

ever seen in SS; hope this hasn’t been going on all

the time I was in service. Stereotyped characterization,
hackneyed plotting, insiifid dialogue—^you’re bringing
out my cliches reserved only for most banal yams.
The British Ed Hamilton has done amazingly large
amount of quality in his reams of production, but this
is definitely his nadir.

(3) DIMENSION OF CHANCE—good author in one
of poorer yarns. Still fair. Hall of Fame has been SS’s
chief attraction since ’41 when lead novels started
being “gambles” rather than “sure things.”

(4) DEAD PLANET—very nice. Hamilton redeems
himself for the escutcheon-blotting novelet in current
TWS.

(5) UNBROKEN CHAIN—^fair. Expansion would have
Improved it immeasurably.

(6) THE ETHER VIBRATES—The 2 most disgusting
things in stf at the present are Sgt. Saturn & the Le-
muria claptrap, either of which is enough to make
any intelligent person welcome the comparative refuge
of insanity.

(7) REVIEW OF FANZINES—very good. Keep it up.
Impertinent, but important suggestions: make Ha-

milton & our English chum put a little more time on
their work, get a novel from Leinster if you hafta hold
a gun on ’Im, resurrect Binder, & most pressing of all

make yourself the fair-haired boy who carries off
the post war work of Jack Williamson.

—

1107 Fugate
St, Houston, Texas.

For your information, Mr. Berry, we have
already done much to alter the Sarge in both
magazines, as should be evident by now,
enlarged the FANZINE REVIEW and are

stocked to the gunwales with novels by
Leinster, Kuttner, George O. Smith and other
excellencies of stf. If Jack Williamson chooses

BaBlsb the craving for tobacco ae
thousaadu have with Tobaooo
Bedeeiqer. Wzltefor booklet
teUlng ox injQriotis effect of tobftoeo
and of atreatmentwhichhasrellev*
ed many men. Caution:
Use only as directed.

30 Year* In Bueineas

THE NEWELL COMPANY
153 Claytan.Sta.,St.UuitS,Ma.lOO

F4IEE
BOOK

to write for us, he too is sure of a warm wel-
come, Will that do?

DIMENSION-CRAZY
by Jimmie Koon

Dear Sarge; 1 have just finished reading your spring
issue of STARTLING STORIES and this is the way I



rate them: First ''Other Eyes Watching;*’ second,
“The Dead Planet;” third, “The Unbroken Chain;”
fourth, "Dimension of Chance;”

Say, Sarge, why not give us some more stories like
"Other Eyes Are Watching”? Why not have another
one of them where they get back into the Fourth
Dimension. I think all "Uie readers would like that.

I know I would.
And another thing, Sarge, what about some more

Capt. Future Novels? You are not making enough of,

or I can’t get them one. And, Sarge, when you are
printing another novel why not get rid of some bad
rubbage like Chad Oliver and Joe Kennedy? They are
nothing but overstuifed Space Pups. If they don't
like Capt. Future, let me have permission to stuff
about two or three dozen Capt. Future stories down
them. That would be a pleasure for me. Well, Sarge.
I will be closing for now and don’t forget us Texas
bloodhounds down here are going to be looking for
a Capt. Future novel pretty soon or else .—Box 502,
Spur, Texas.

For Captain Future, see this issue. Okay?
And, confidentially, what in hades is rub-
bage? Sounds like a cross between rubbish
and roughage.

ANOTHER FUTURE-LOVER

by Joe Hayhurst

Sergeant: Allow me to ‘ congratulate you on THE
DEAD PLANET, also Mr. Hamilton. Sarge, that story
was really swell. It made me thing and wonder, and
when a story does that, it’s really somethin’. With
the kind of stories we get nowadays, a story like

THE DEAD PLANET sure is welcome. I won't say any
more about this because you probably know what I

mean. In the meanwhile, more stories from Edmond.
The Hall of Fame story, THE DIMENSION OF

CHANCE, fell sorta fiat. I didn't much care for it;

maybe because the plot was so far-fetched. It seems to
me that the author was taking a lot for granted about
this civilization. "Wiry don’t you reprint some really
good stf classics as serials? That way we guys that
got in late won’t miss out- THE UNBROKEN CHAIN
was pretty fair too; although there could have been
more to it tlian this guy’s theory.
OTHER EYES WATCHING was very good, but this

wasn't the kind of story I’d like to read over again.
You know, Sarge. sometimes I wish we could find
more stories like the first Captain Futures. Certain
people may hate me for this; but you’ve gotta admit
that some of those Capt. Futures weren’t bad at ail.

The girl on the cover was nice, very nice.

—

Belton,
Texas.

You, Mr. Hayhurst, like Komrade Koon,
should be pleased with the current issue if

you want Future back. Glad you enjoyed
THE DEAD PLANET.

LESSON TO LETTER HACKS

by Tom Jewelt

Deal- Sarge: I’ve really got to hand it to you! Of
course I mean "Other Eyes Watching.” That was really
a first-class novel ! That was the best novel I’ve ever
read in SS! Honest! Us readers don’t praise stories
that don’t deser\’’e it. You know that (If nothing else!)

!

However (get this, son), you sort of spoiled it by
having that worthless drybrush-pushei% Marchioni,
illustrate (?) it. You know as well as anybody else

that a bad drawing will tear down the best story ever
written (Don’t you?). And a good drawing will hold
up a second-rate story. And a good story and a good
illustration are an unbeatable combination. Oh woe!
If only you had let Stevens draw the pictures! If you
had, tills issue would have been a collector’s dream.
Oh well, whats’ done is done! And the drugstore

!

owner wouldn’t buy it backi
[Turn papel
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Had Never Written a Lins—SeZis Article Before
Completing Course

**Be£ore completing the N.I.A. conrsei*

I sold a feature to Screenland Maga**
zine for $50« Hiat resulted in an ln&*

mediate assignment to do another for
the same magazine. After gaining
confidence with successive feature

stories, 1 am now working into

fiction field. Previous to enrolling In
the N.I.A., I had never written a lino

for publication, nor seriously wcpected
to do so.” Gene E. Levant, It.6 Wert
Ave. 28, Los Angeles, Calif*

What makes
WRITING ability GROW?
For a number of years, the Newspaper Institute of Ame^

ica has been giving free Writing Aptitude Tests to men and
women with literary ambitions.

^ ^

Sometimes it seems half the people in America who
fired with the desire to write havo taken advantage Of thiB

offer to measure their ability.

What the tests show
Up to date, no one who could be called a *1born writer^

has filled out our Writing Aptitude Test. We have not yet

discovered a single individual miraculously endowed by
nature with all the qualities that go to make up a sue*

cessful author.
One aspirant has interesting ideas—and a fiull, umnte^

esting style. Another has great creative imagination but is

woefully weak on structure and technique. A third has ft

natural writing knack—yet lacks judgment and knowledge
of human behavior. In each case, succep can come only

after the missing links have been forged in.

Here, then, is the principal reason why so many promis-
ing writers fail to go ahead. Their talent Is one-sided-
incomplete. It needs rounding out.

Learn to write by writing

Newspaper institute training is based on jounialism—continu-
ous writing—the sort of training that turns out more snccessful

I writers than any other experience. Many of the authors of today's
I "best sellers" are nev/aiiaper-trained men and women,

j
One advantage of our New York Copy Desk Method is that it starts

; you writing and keeps you writing in your own home, on your own

j
time, Week by week, you receive actual assignments Just as if you

1 were right at work on a great metropolitan daily.

I

All your writing Is individually corrected and criticized by veteffaa

writers vdth years of experience "breaking in” new authors. IHiey
' will point out tliose faults of style, struo-
' ture or viewpoint that keep you from pro-

gressing. At the same time, they will give

you constructive suggestions for building up
and developing your natural aptitudes.

In fact, so stimulating is this associa-
tion that student-members often begin to
8^1 their work before they finish the course.
We do not mean to insinuate that they sky-

I rocket into the "big money” or become
prominent overnight. Most beginnings are
made with earnings of $25, $60, $100, or
more, for material that takes little time to
write — stories, articles on business, hob-
bles, sports, travels, local and* dub activi-

ties, etc.—things that can easily be turned
out in leisure hours, and often the
impulse of the moment.

For those who want to
knou>—Free Writing

Aptitude Test
If you I’eally want to know the truth about yoihr writing

ambitions, send for our Interesting Writing Aptitude Test. Thia
j

searching test of your native abilities is free — entirely without
obligation. Fill In and send the .coupon. Newspaper Institute of
America, One Park Ave., New York 16. N. Y. (Founded 1926)

. All Newspaper Institute of America

^\n1/ 1^^ Send me, without cost or obligation, your
in ^ Writing Aptitude Test and further information
I about writing for profit.

Mr, 1
Mrs. y
Miss J

Address
( ) Check here If you are eligible unUer the <3.1. Bill of Rights.

<AI1 Correspondence confidential. No salesman will call on you.) 04.T-490

Copyright I946> Newspaper Institute of Amerira.

VETERANS
' •

This course

approved

for

Veteran^

Training



CAN YOU FiXJt?

fiCMD NO MONEY. Juat maU th& coupon
t<ie » coroplete set of Six Big Auto Boolci.

^th Eaxtion. Whether TOu are a m««
ehanio or helper, expert or apprenUce.
auto owner or driver, take immediate
^vantage of this FREE CIEAMINATIOH
OFFER.

MAKE GOOD MONEY NOW
HOLD A permanent JOB

America wants its automobiles kept in good
repair. Men with "Imow how** aw m oo-

mand, at big pay. These booto trail i^P
you get and hold an important Job. or give

j T . ,1 you a chance to go into business for your-

step *How self now or later. Any man who haM
naue oimcuit repairs and to improve, himself can learn automa1
adjustments.^ how to 'repairing this QUioh rt-- .

method.%se
•at improvements m car easily understood anaWSr tO any auto prob*
design and operation. These wonder books prepared by 610700

of America’s great automoSao engtoe^.
covered. Many hundreds of valuable Illustrations.

• Bid volumes Send the coupon TODAY. . .

B80p_page8j^2000 iiitu* f.A- year’s consulOng prlvtlogee wlthl
our ongIneerA now given with I

these books without extra charge.,
trations, wiring dia<
grains, etc., including
Diesel engines. BeauU<

Sene

: r»
g I O'

• Vi

X wiu
AMERICAN TECHNICAL SpClEpT, Dept. Ao849
Drexet Ave. at 58th St., Chicago 37. jll^

I would like to oi

?24?80 hM bMn*?aidr^ consulting service as offered

above.

Ifeme «

Address

City
Please VtmW^etUr* stating age. occupation. e»Ploy®?’®
address, and name and address of at least one bu^ness man as
reference. Men in service, also please give home address.

BE A DETECTIVE
WORK HOHR or TRAVEL. Experience nnneceesary.

DETECTIVE Particulars FREE. Write to

GEO. R. H. WAGNER, 125 W. 86th St., N. Y.

imply squeeze on dental
t In your-mouth. Hardens and be^mes
art Of plate. Money-back guarantee,

•nee Generous patSiage of Dental Wate
'Rse Cleanser with each order. Send
:1.00 or mailed parcel post collect,

Mt-Rite Co., 1573 Milwaukee Ave.
Dept. B*82 , Chicago* lit.

makes False Teeth TiGitT

Makes loose dental plates fit

enugly and comfortably.

LASTS for MONTHSI

If Ruptured

Try This Out
Modern Protection Provides Great Comfort and

Holding Security

Without Tortuous Truss Wearing
An "oje-opcnlng” revelation in .ensible miA comfonaMe re»

Aneible rupture protection may be year, for tbe ..king, witnont

coat or obligation. Simply send name end address to ’William 3.

Rice, Inc., Dept. 1-B, Adams, N. Y., and full details of the new

and different Rice Method will be sent you Free. Without hard

flesh-gouging pads or tormenting pressure, .hare’s a Support that

has brought joy and comfort to thousands—^by releasing them

from Trasies with spring, and straps that bind, and cot. Designed

to securely hold a mptnre np and in where it belongs and yet

give freedom of body end gonnlno eomfort. For fnll information

—write todeyl

“The Unbroken Chain” was next best. And “The
Dead Planet” and “Dimension of Chance” next in that
order.
You weren’t kidding when you said Stevens was

good! He really is! The illustration on P. 90 was good
too.
Bergey’s cover was good, though I don’t think he

can draw machinery worth a dam. The bahe was
really beautiful. And that drawing of you—^hah hah—^was really a work of genius! Tell me, do you have
scaly skin? Or is that dandruff?

Letters: I fully agree with your comments on Bur-
gess’ bust. It used to be that if you didn’t start your
letter off with a racy paragraph or two to catch the
Editor’s eye, you were bound to end up in the waste
basket. But times have changed. (Haven’t they!)
Nowadays a letter-hack says things simply, which

is, after all, the best way. Take any good story. You
don’t find long, stilted sentences with long-winded
descriptions (which was one reason I put “The Di-
mension of Chance” last). So listen and learn, letter-
hacks.
Write simply (If you can write at all), and give ye

Sarge and all Editors a break. They hate corny letters
as much as you dislike corny jokes. And believe me,
I’ve written plenty of both (Happy Editors, the line
forms on the right!)—670 George St, Clyde, Ohio.

Let’s leave Burgess’ bust out of this. But
you have certainly flashed a style-pointer
worth remembering by such long-winded
epistle-artisans as Oliver and Kennedy, Mr.
Jewett. As for your comments on illustra-

tions-vs.-stories, they are not indicative of
a remarkably altitudinous I.Q.

No illustrator has ever done anything but
let down a truly imaginative reader. The rea-
son-said reader, in the grip of a good story,

creates his own impressions which must
necessarily be far beyond the peak efforts of

any illustrator, be his name AlbTecht Diirer
or Rockwell Kent. The artist is hampered by
his tools, while the imaginative reader is

hampered only by his ability to imagine. At
any rate, we do the best we can.

BLIND MAN'S BAT

by Dick Reeves

Dear Sarge: Why does Bergey persist in having
bugeyed, open-mouthed, terror-struck females on
practically all his covers. Now I ask you, Saturn, old
bean, wouldn’t the cover be a lot more interesting
if It had on it a couple of horrible, drooling monsters
chewing the hero? And by the way, if SS is going
on bi-monthly now, why the “Spring Issue” business
on the cover instead of the month?
“Other Eyes Watching’* was a fairly good novel but

it didn’t seem to have enough action in it.

“The Dimension of Chance”; Ohhhh! I don’t see
how that even got into the Hall of Fame section.
“The Dead Planet,” like all of Hamilton’s stories,

was excellent and had a rather unexpected ending.
In my opinion “The Unbroken Chain” must have

been put together with glue. It didn’t make mu<^
sense to me.
While reading the letters, and your replies, in “The

Entertaining Pastimes of Every Variety

IN
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Popular Crossword Puzzles

NOW ON SALE—I5c AT ALL STANDS!



Ettier Vibrates” I noticed one thing in particular!
whenever anyone asked when or if Captain Future was
coming back, you seemed to be as blind as a bat
in a light bulb. How come?

—

2S18 Grand, South, Min-
neapolis, Minnesota.

Sorry if the Sarge seems to you to be play-
ing blind-man’s bluff about stories to come—^but lackaday, CF is back, which should
quell all of you for an issue or two!

DOES HE MEAN IT?

by Ron Anger

Dear Sarge: Just in case my previous letters to
STARTLING have led the Sarge to think that I don’t
like STARTLING, let this be a statement of my opin-
ions. Hmmmmm . . . sounds kinda involved, don’t it,

Sarge? Well, let’s just say that I’m gonna put down
what I think of this mag just in case anybody wants
to argue about it.

To start with, I like STARTLING, I like it a lot. I

think that if the fans realized that it is designed to
do a specific job—print a novel every ish—they would
realize that the Sarge has done a fine job on the
magazine. It’s not a cinch, I'll bet. So let’s admit that,

despite our gripes, the Sarge is to be congratulated
on a fine mag. The story material is usually good,
sometimes great and seldom poor—what more can
you ask?
The above is all sincere compliment, Sarge. What

follows is criticism tiiat is^ust as sincere.
I have yet to see a Bergey cover that I would con-

sider great. 1 am beginning to think that he is not
capable of it. That he is capable of good covers is

shown by the still-talked-about Summer StartUng
and Fall TWS. If it is your policy to step on Bergey’s
talent (no matter- how much or how little it may be)
by forcing him to do these ridiculous *‘girlie” blurbs
almost every issue, then you are being imfair, not only
to Bergey. but to science fiction in general.
Do you realize that you, as editor, have a responsi-

bility to science fiction? To be editor of an stf mag,
you should be loyal to stf. You are not being loyal
to it when you drag it through the mud in front of
the eyes of all those people who so glibly call it

tripe, etc.
This i^’s cover is better than the last one, but that

is not saying much! In one respect it should be a
model for Bergey to follow—the girl is sensibly
dressed. She is pretty and attractively dressed, but
:^e is normally dressed. Thank goodness Cross didn’t
have to be humiliated by seeing his heroine, whom
he said he liked, going into the fourth dimension clad
in one of those tin bathing suits Bergey is so fond of.

Here all similanty to a good cover ends. The hero
looks stupid. Bergey read in the yam (or does he
read ’em, sometimes I wonder?) that the fourth-
dimension gadget used bar magnets, he merrily painted
a nice red kid’s horseshoe one! That supplied the laugh
missing in TEV. Next, Brooks was supposed to be
inside the field of the machine, not outside. And—^Ye
Gods—that “Lightning”!
Best yam was Hamilton’s “The Dead Planet.” It is

a great story. I think it will become a classic. It

brings us. in all its intensity, Hamilton’s positive
genius for delivering a staggering blow in the last two
sentences of a story. Writers of any type of fiction

could take some les.^ons from Ed.—502 Highland Ave~
nue, Ottawa, Ontario.

Well, in defense of Bergey, he did show
i^Turn page]
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SCIENTIHC CRIME DETECTION

mra ** ** ** Learn I

t will teach yoti this fssdnatlnflr

^ science duringr yoor spare time at
Vp9nf( heme. It pays to be an expert In

Finger Printing, Firearms identi-
fication, Police Photography and
SecretServiceMethods.lhave
trained hundreds Qfmen and wom-
en nowsuccessfully serving in
identification bureaus throughout
uiictiua. xvu, wu, umy yuium

prepare yourselfto become a well
pzda valued ofBeer of thelaw,4^ten
sharing in the generous rewards

'Mp MB BB B Offered folr Wanted crizBinals.

r RKE 8 S3 PER CENT
“BLUE BOOK
OP CRIME*'

This book is full of escitlng
information on scientifio

d!ime detection. It willshow
bow You can get started in
a grand career. Now* at
amazingly low cost. Clip
oouponNow.. . Mail it today.

INSTITUTE OF
1920 Sunnyside Ave., DepK 7968

Df all Identification Bureaus In the
U. S. employ students and gradu-
ates of I. A. S. A majority of these
men are heads of Bureaus. Many of
them knew nothing about crime
detection before training with me.
Now they have steady jobs, good
salaries and a fine future. Write
today for full particulars and free
book. Give age.

APPLIED SCIENCE
Chicago 40, III.

INSTITUTE OF APPLIED SCIENCE
1920 Sunnyside Ave.* Dept. 7968, Chicago 40
Gentlemen: Without any obligation on soy part, send me the
'‘Blue Book of Crime,” and complete list of Identification
Bureaus employing your students or graduates, together with
your low prices and Easy Terms Offer. (Literature will be sent
ONLY to persons stating their age.)

Name.

i Address •

I
. Age.

riiVENTORS
lesra so'P—’rtthouf obligation—now to protect
and aell your tnreatlon. Secure Free "Fatent
Guide,'' costalnlag complete infermattan alout
patent procedure and aelling Inrentlcne. Write

CURfHCE «. O'BRIEN & HRRVEY JACOBSON
Registered Patent Atteirneye

68.L Adams Building • Washington 4, D. C,

MECHANSCS • HOME STyOY
Step up your own skill with the facts and figures of your
trade. Audels Mechanics Guides contain Practical Inside
Trade Information in a handy form. Fully Illustrated and
£asy to Understand. Highly Endorsed. Check the book

rfothii^ to pay postman. Befrigeration$4 •BadiofA
D Pumps& Hydraulics34 • pMMbinistS4 • Dies^|3
OX^umhersEd •Shipfitterfl •WeldersEl •Auto$4
n Mathematics 82 • Q Electricity 84 •O Carpenters 86
Marine 84 90 Blueprint 82 •SheetMetal81. ''

^satisfied you pay only 81 a month until price is paid.

AUDEL, Publishers, 49 W. 23 St„ New York 10,N.V.

AMAZING WATCH VALUE!
9h9ck PrvofrOiist Praolll
Elegant Chreine Casal
A finfc guali^ watekadj
a bargain ^rice! Keepsr
accurate time; clcar,||

eas)^to-read oumcialsl
U on face; Tnodernly dc-l
^signed, highly pol-f
fished chrome case.|
^Complete with watch I
' swap
S^ay'Money Back GUARANTEE 1

Send no money—wear at our risk. Wegua<J
rauteo sacisfamon or .your money btck.l
Simply send us your name and address.Fayl
Postman CO.D. plus a few cents poscageJ
Immediate delivery, but hurry— the quan-l
tity is limited.



Learn this

Profitable

Profession
IN 90 DAYS
AT HOME

MONEY-MAKING CAREER OPEN
to MEN and WOMEN, 18 to SO
Hundreds of men and women between 18 and 60 make $10 to
$20 in a single day giving Scientido Swedish Message and
Hydro-Therapy treatments. There is big demand ftom doc-
tors, hospitals, sanatorluius and clubs. Graduates earn large
full time Incomes from these or in private practice in their own
Offices. Others make good money from home treatment given
In spare time. Learn this interesting, money-making profession

in your own home, through our homo study
course. Same instructors as in our nationally
known resident school. You can win independ-
ence and prepare for future security by qualify-
ing for our Diploma. Coarse can bo completed
in 3 to 4 months. Many earn while they learn.
Begin your training at onoe.

Anatomy Charts & Booklet FREE
Enroll now and we will include, at no extra cost,
many needed s\tpplies. Fit yourself to help meet
growing demand for Scienti^ Swedish Massage.
Send the coupon at once for complete details.
Anatomy Charts and 32>pa0e IHustrated Booklet

^ ^ ^ FREE, postpaid.

THE COLLEGE OP SWEDISH MASSAGE
""

Dept. 663‘P. 100 East Ohio St., Chicago 11, illinois

Please send me FREE and postpaid. Anatonv Charts, 81-page
Booklet and complete details on Home Training,

Nama....^..... ...

he can do rocket ships, which should surprise
no one since he is an artist who knows his
business and no fooling! And, say, what’s
the matter with his girls? Or shall we bow
out on the bar magnet? We think we will.

TWENTY-FIVE PER CENTER
by Bob Haziett

To the Sergeant This May Concern: I’ve read ye
olde SS since I was just a kid and I figeered it was
high time I told you the facts of life. Lots of cynical
readers never say anything good about tiie mag, so
I’ll start off right.
Out of four stories, you had one that completely

fascinated me. I couldn’t lay the mag down until I
had finished it. This story is my nomination for Hall
of Fame. Oh, you want to know which one I mean?
Weil, it was "The Dead Planet.’’ That story was in
my opinion the best you’ve ever put out. The others
I rate as follows:

2. Dimension of Chance
3. Other Eyes Watching
4. The Unbroken Chain
It seems to me that -25% good stories is a pretty

good average. If you cEUi just keep the good work up.
As usual The Ether Vibrates was exceptionally good.

I am a student of Chemistry and Physics and I’ve
tried very hard to see the possibility of passing one
6-foot cube through another. The commercial value of
this would be endless, but with the science we possess
now I can’t quite comprehend it. I can understand
the magnetizing of the metal but, magnetized or not
it o.ccupies the same amount of space. Maybe Mr. Cross
thinks that magnetized steel takes up 15% ' of the
original space. Perhaps he is right, but I don’t think
so .—326 Hollywood, Dallas, Texas.
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Mr. Cross’s theory (which, since it is of the
future, is not supposed to be currently prac-
ticable) is that if it were possible to polarize
the atoms in any substance they would allow
room for passage of similarly polarized atoms
of any other substance. That is for young
physicists like yourself to figure out when
you discover enough.
Well, that ends the letter column. The Sarge

is a trifle worried by the lack of controversial

material it presents. Haven’t any of you any
axes to grind on anything but Earle Bergey?
Let’s hear a few next month,

j

Also, this is the first time in many moons
I that the distaff side has not been vibrating

i through the ether. Have you girls quit read-

i

ing? We sincerely hope not, and that you will

:
drop us a line to keep the stag element in

proper proportion.

Thanks, you who wrote, and keep them
coming!

—SERGEANT SATURN
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REVIEW OE THE
SCIENCE EiCTiON
EAN PCEOCATIONS

By

SERGEANT SATURN
ECENTLY, while scanning a quartet of

B B modestly printed little fanzines, your
Sarge found himself beginning to

bristle. All four of the booklets were en-
titled THE SCIENCE FICTION FAN and
while one Olon F. Wiggins was listed as Ed-
itor and a Mervyn Evans as Associate Editor,

the familiar names of Donald A. Wollheim
and Forest J. Ackerman, as Contributing

Editors, caused this reader to feel that he
was treading familiar ground.

Carefully outhned in red pencil, however,
was the following item in a Wollheim feature
entitled FANFARADE:

From the looks of things the new THRILLING
WONDER is going to drag stf. down into the gutter
of hack fiction. Its pages are practically barred to any
but specially Invited hack-writers, and those the
hackest. One writer suspects that Otis A. Kline’s yam
in the last may not have been written by Kline. . .

.

Thinking of the constant sweat we are

undergoing to keep our companion mag on
an upward-inclined plane, we began to boil.

But being possessed of a certain streak of

masochism, we continued to scan the pages.

There was the inevitable Ackerman piece

in Esperanto, as well as an interview with
author Jack Williamson which gave his age

as 28.
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LAW.
This stopped us cold, as did terse com-

ment on such stories as “The Shadow out of

Time,” “The Drone Man” and “The Land
Where Time Stood Still.” For a few per-
turbed seconds, the Sarge thought he had
been caught in a time warp.

Then and then only did he look at the

date. Volume One, Number One of THE
SCIENCE FICTION FAN was stated plainly

on the cover—and it was July, 1936!

Someone had sent us a quartet of historic

fanzines. With aroused interest, we looked
at the next issue, which came a month later,

hidden behind a mechanized pseudo wood-
[Turn page}
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the margin. Now, piease.

cut by an artist named Lynch, printed (the

pseudo wood-cut) in green ink.

The Wiggins editorial stated bluntly that
Mr. Ackerman was no longer connected in

any way with the publication, Artist Lynch
(Kenneth H.) having replaced him on the
masthead. None the less (or because of this

schism) a bright future was prophesied for
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FAN.
For the rest, WolUieim mourned the pass-

ing of Robert E. Howard, Clark Ashton
Smith penned a short autobiography and
Robert D. Swisher contributed a piece on
“Super Science Fiction,” extolling the inter-
galactic Iliads of E. E. Smith and John
W. Campbell (ssshhhh!).

TWS came off on top by some miracle in a
prozine review, thanks largely we think to

the late A. Merritt’s “Rhythm of the
Spheres,” still an excellent story. Assistant
Editor Evans had the second installment of

a serial, “The Cycle,” and Harold Hersey
rhapsodized about his new Science fantasy
magazine, “Flash Gordon”—ouch! For the
rest, Ray Van Houten explained why stf

was gaining readers and Julius Schwartz
and one other contributed to a letter de-
partment.

All in all, we’d say, FAN, which was pub-
lished in Denver, showed plenty of promise.
But, alas, the third of the copies we received,
for September, 1937, showed sad deteriora-
tion, with bad color pictures and an all over
hideous hekto appearance. Contents had
slipped below the level of comment here,

save for a poem on Atlantis, which occupied
the double-spread center page and which was
entirely illegible.

The fourth and final issue we got appeared
in June, 1938, and was a considerable im-
provement in content if not ' in appearance
over that reviewed above. Amusingly, it

contained a nostalgic piece on the good old
days of stf fandom by Sam Moskowitz, an
article by Jack Speer and a feature by Jim-
my Taurasi.

Running through these primary fanzines at
this late date provided an amusing experi-
ence. Chief revelation is how little fandom
has changed since, as far as spirit and in-

terests go. Unfortunately the Sarge, think-
ing their sender would be named inside,

threw away the envelope days before he read
them. So, to an imknown donor, thanks!

Only other stray item of note this time
out is an open letter to fandom anent F.
Towner Laney of the Los Angeles Laneys.
We are presently a trifle baffled as to its pur-
port, to say nothing of its tenor. Charles
Burbee, its author, terms it “A Report to

Stfandom.” Guess it’s okay.

To get down to business with what is cur-
rent and reasonably if not excessively choice,



the contributions up for review swelled con-
siderably this issue. The A-List is up to nine
legitimate entries (only CYGNI doubtful,

and that on one of the worst covers in fanzine
history), while the B-List has risen to a
slightly appalling sixteen entries. Some of

you chaps are trying to put the Sarge to

work.

Notable absentees include VOM, whose
fate if any we should appreciate discovering,

THE ACOLYTE, ditto, and CHANTICLEER.
In the case of the latter, we have some
inkling, since rooster-ridden Walt Liebscher
seems to have been imparting his own
especial epigrammatic aroma to virtually all

of the LASFS publications of late. And

—

praise be—SHANGRI L’AFFAIRES is back
in style with two recent issues.

And so to work!

BLACK FLAMES, 1305 West Ingraham, Los
Angeles 14, California. Editor Jim-E Daugherty.
Published irregularly. Priced ditto.
The distaff side of the LASFS bursts into print

with a well-executed 'zine whose title, ye ed says,
was the niclmame of an old stf superwoman, Mar-
garet of Urbs (sounds to us like a gastronomic ex-
piosion). D. Currier rhymes her version of EXCEL-
SIOR, Virginia LeLake prefers modem pulps to H.
G. Wells, Abby Lu Ashley and an anonymous poet
(Tigrina?) contribute more verse (why do the gals

go for it?). Various gossipy items move back to
make room for Tigrina’s short somelhing-or-other
about her sensations on sitting beside an invisible
female at a Los Angeles grind house. On the whole,
we liked, despite the hyper-sorority-house cuteness.
Let’s see more of this neophyte.

CYGNI, 68 Madbury Road, Durham, New
Hampshire. Editor, Benson Perry, Anniversary
Issue. Price, 10c per copy.

Despite the dire cover (and we fondly believed
New Hampshire was chock-full of the artist overflow
from Vermont) and an equally dire pseudo-comic
yam by Roy Paetzke, this is a good issue. Private
First Class Jack Riggs has an excellent biographical
study of the late Colonel James Churchward, an
original Mu-ite, Oswald Train waxes nostalgic over
the Philadelphia fan group and Rick Sneary comes
forward with a riotous account of a visit to the
South Bixel Street dungeon, home of the LASFS.
Other material fifth rate, but who cares?

FAN (issues 6 & 7), 1305 West Ingraham, Los
Angeles 14, California. Editor, Walt Daugherty.
PuWished monthly. Price, 10c per copy.

Issue six of this workmanlike production by the
spear side of the Daugherty menage contains a
blast at simplified spelling (Ackermanese, he calls

it) by T. Bruce Yerke, a couple of those ubiquitous
Virgil Partch caricatures, fan polliana by E. E. Evans
and a profile of a Honolulu fan (refugee from, that
is) by the fascinatingly named Carlton J. Fass-
beinder (Say it’s a pseudonym, Carl!). Also present
are a fake fanostalgic lampoon by Bob Tucker, an
ad rate explanation and a chatter column called THE
RIDER. A meritorious issue.

Issue seven, undoubtedly invaluable contribution to
amateur magazine publishers, is a symposium of
informative technical information on how to arrange,
set type et cetera. Sarge was rubbed the wrong way
by a misspelling of the word gauge on the contents
page—this is one of his pet peeves. However, such
carping is very small potatoes against a very worth-
while job.
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Langley Searles. Price, 20c per copy, 6 copies

$1 .00 .

The erudite if quasi-literate fallen sponge cake of
fanzines is in full cry this month. Chief feature,
of course, is Sam Moskowitz’ exhaustive history of
stf (second installment and no end in sight) , which
ought to be bound when completed. For the rest,

save for an interesting article on English paperback
publishing in wartime and a tribute to Planet Tales
by Eichard Frank, it is entirely text book stuff and a
trifle annoyingly so. As witness ^e worst sentence of
the year, perpetrated by Thyril L. Ladd on page 212
—one clause of which reads, “Omitting Poe—who
this writer considers of such steture that comparison
with him of any other of the latter-day probers
into the unknown would near the ridiculous—Hag-
gard needs. . . and so on ad infinitum. Some of
these boys should have studied English, methinks,
instead of whatever they did study, if they did.

PSYCHO, 1703 West Cherry Street, Milwaukee
5, Wisconsin. Editor, Philip A. Schumann. Pub-
lished monthly. Price, lOe per copy, 3 copies 25c.

Third issue of a 'zine new to the Sarge this neatly
hektoed (!) 30b draws, as a centrally situated publi-
cation should, from both seacoasts in the persons of
Jack Speer of Seattle and Harry Warner of Hagers-
town, Maryland. However, it is heavily bogged-down
throughout in atom bomb worries, which seem pretty
fruitless, come what may.

ROCKETS, 469 Duane Street, Glen Ellyn, Il-

linois. Editor, R, L. Famswortii. Published
quarterly. Price, $4.00 per year, 3 years $10.00.
Gaudier and more professional than ever, the Sarge

is backing down on his opposition to this one. It’s

a really professional job, and membership in the
United States Rocket Society goes along with the
high subscription price. Beautifully printed and il-

lustrated with drawings, diagrams and photographs,
this issue includes no such howlers as the item about
running rockets on orange peel juice which tickled
the Sarge’s risibilities last time out. An extremely
interesting addition, which seems to be here to stay.

THE SCIENTIFICTIONTST, 13618 Cedar
Grove, Detroit 5, Michigan. Editor, Henry Eisner,
Jr. Published irregularly. Price, 10c per copy,
3 for 25c.
A good fourth issue, and if the tone is as serious

as that of Dr. Searles’ tome, the writing is sprightlier
and, mercifully, less preceptorial. A short take by
Colonel Dinsmore Alter of tiie Griffith Observatory in
praise of stf pulps is reprinted, and a long, complex
and thoughtful article on city life of the future by
John D’Arcy were the features that appealed most
to us.

SHANGRI-L’AFFAIRES (issues 28 & 29),
637^/^ South Bixel Street, Los Angeles 14, Cali-
fornia. Editors No. 28, Leeth & Evans, Editor
No 29, Charles Burbee. Published irregularly.

In No. 28, Ackerman reports the Atomicon, Arthur
Louis Joquel II sounds off on Vulcan, dear Vulcan,
and Tigrina comes up with the chatter column in
nice shape (so the Sarge hears) . On the whole,
however, not as sprightly as of yore and more like
the rest of fanzinia than usual.
Burbee is back in his tackful seat in No. 29, praise

Allah, but this magazine, which slipped badly during
his absence, is not yet back in the -groove, diough it

appears to be on the way. With considerable tearing
of hair, the restored editor bemoans the plight of this
once happiest of fanzines in an editorial, casting
asparagus right and left upon the waters of Los An-
geles Bay. However, he has retained Tigrina’s chat-
ter column (still good) and included a comic topical
playlet by one A. S. Quirrel, which by-line has a
suspiciously Liebscher ring—it’s all to the good who-
ever it may be. Keep this one going, come what may.

VAMPIRE, 84 Baker A^^enue, Dover, New
Jersey, Editor, Joe Kennedy. Published irregu-
larly. Price 10c per copy, three for 25c.
Kennedy, who writes better with more wit than

anyone else in the fanfield the Sarge has so-far



encountered, has come up with ahotfief fine Issue.

Moskowitz and Derleth haul oflE and sock away at
each other in fine fettle, Kennedy reports to Newarcon
and the letters are well above average. More fre-
quent issues would be appreciated if the editor-
publisher can manage without getting dlshpan brains.

Well, that’s the A-List, and it is well above
average. The B-List is a bit on the mon-
goloid side—^ranging from very good to NSG.
Having used up so much more than our usual
space already, we are forced to give them
brief treatment. Alors

—

AMUSING STORIES, 68 Madbury Road, Durham,
New Hampshire. Editor, Benson Peflry, One-shot.
Price, 10c per copy. Mostly bad drawings, stf ads
and plugs for CYGNI and the unmentionable MAXIN-
92.

CARDZINE, 548 North Dellrose, Wichita 6, Kansas.
Editor, Tells Streiff. Published irregularly. Price
2c per copy. There have been better, far better, in
this field.

FANEWS, 1443 Fourth Avenue South, Fargo, North
Dakota. Editor, Walter Dunkelberger. Published ir-
regularly. Price, 2c per sheet, 55 for $1.00. What a
cardzine ought to be—but this has graduated into
something that will probably be on the A-List any
minute now.

FANZINE READER’S REVIEW, 2962 Santa Ana
Street, South Gate, California. Editor, Rick Sneary.
Second and final issue. Sneary, Cockrbft, Sneary,
Sneary, Liebscher, Tackett, Ashley, Rehm, McGlrr and
Cockroft along with a horrible hekto job, but one,
withal, which should have kept on, we think.

FORLO KON. Fort Lewis, Washington. Editor, Pvt.
Kenneth H. Bonnell. Published irregularly. No cost.
Private Bonnell’s private little sheet (save for a letter
from the unquenchable Kennedy) and pleasantly
handled too.

GLOM, Box 6475 Metro Station, Los Angeles' 55,
California. Editor, Forrest J. Ackerman. Published
irregularly. Price 5e per copy. (A personal note to the
Sarge included—Reply: Quote (I am most highly grati-

[Tum page]

Offers Big Money— Independence
If you axe mecbanicall; inclined-^can bold and use tods it wiU
pay you to leam electrical appliance repairing. Operate from your
garage, basement, etc. Work as many hours as you wish'-tho
appUuice repairman is bis own boss. On many types of repairs it

is usu^ for a repairman to f^arge on tbe basis of $0.00 to $6,00
an hour!

No Previous Experience Needed
Frofus^ illustrated our new course shows you in simple, easy io
understand language plus drawings and photographs, bow to main
each repair on refrigerators, yacuum cleaners, washing ma<^iines.
motors, fans, irons, etc., etc. Explains and grres you a working
knowledge of electricity, welding, nickel plating, etc. Shows you
how to build tbe power tools you need and how to solicit and
business coining to you. Not a theory course but an honest to
goodness practical course written by and used by repairmen the
country ova. Price of course is eo low that the savings on your
own household ai^ancee will pay for it. Act nowl Send today for

FBEE literature. Christy Supply COt, 2S35 N. Centra Avo., Dept.

D*2004f Chicago 34, ininois*

MERCHANDISE CATALOGUE
Send name and ad^e^ on penny post card and
we^ rush new bargain catalogue by return mail.
Immediate del^ery on Electric Tloa^eis, Heating
Pads, Fountain Pens, Cameras, Electric Hot
Plates, Wool Sweat«s, Siaeks. Chenille Eobes.

Jewelry and dozens of other scarce items. No obligation! 1,000,000
patisfi^ customers. Bush post card today to ILLINOIS MERCHAN-
DISE MART, Dept. NN, 510 N. Dearborn St., Ohicagc lO, liUnois.

FREE

6311^ Prefer Filter
The replaceable filter m Frank MEDICO Pipes

Cuts down nicotine, whirlcools smoke.
Reduces tongue>bite, collects flakes
and slugs, absorbs juices.

Cleaner,coolersmoke entersyourmoutb.
Replace filter when discolor^.

M E D I

*American jjegtott

Magazine Survey No. 2
’’The ManWho Was GIJoe*

Only these genuine

filters give yeu
genuine Medico-Filtered

Smohing. Pecked only in

this red-and-black hex.

a M. FRANK & CO., Inc., New York 22, N. Y.
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Lasts fron 3 to 6 Months! ,

^ Newdiscoveiymakes loose dental
plates fit Bnograndcomfortableformonthe—almost like

. haviogr poor owa teeth For uppers and lowers.
,

Easy^AppiyOtHome,,,Simply squeeze some
“GUM GRIPI^R*' eyenly on your denture, put plate

f Inyourmouthwhereitsetsand hardensinfewminutes. <

Noheat—nofuss^nomass. WillnathaimsDy denture.

SEND NO MONEY...
Order a tube today, for only $1.00 (deposit wHb your
ownpostman). Eachapplicetionof“GUM GBIFPEB’*

^ guaranteed to last from d to B months and delight you ^

completely or your money will be cheerfully reminded.

^GUM GRIPPER, INC.
127 N. Dearborn St., Dept, 90R, Chicago 2, tll.|

]

PICTURE
KiFd Nol^Nievi‘ii^l phptj pwer

26c extra.Fhotoretnrned^thri^M^ybMk^
PICrBREWNG CO. ^Pncinwwi, ohij

TEST THIS FREE FOR

DISTURBED SLEEP
Don*t dlBtUTb your sleep by getting up many times nightly due to

Irritation of Bladder or Urinary Tract. IrOam now about PALMO
TABLETS •» and try them at our own risk. All you do is simply teat

ao tablets FREE out of the full-size package we send you. If

palliative relief doesn’t surprise and delight you, return the extra

tablets and you pay nothing for the trial. No C.O.D. or postage.

SEND NO MONEY. Mail name and address today and we will send
your PALMO TABLETS at once — postpaidi

M. O. POWERS CQ.» Oept. St*Bg5, BOX 138, Battle Creek, Wich.

OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use ViscoseHome Method. Healsmany old
leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it
fails to show results in 10 days. Describe yOQr
trouble and get s FR£U BOOK.
T. G. VISCOSE COMPANr
140 N. Dearborn Street, Chicogo2, UUnofs

ATTENTION ^ctory Workers I Send 60c (cash) for recipe

to make Miracle Hand Lotion. Lotion to last 6 mos. for 25c.

Sale discontinued acct. war. Have recipe filled, use as directed

;

60c returned if not satisfactory for chapped hands, lips and
face. Miracle Co,, 4810 £• Michigan, Indianapolis 1, Ind.

WITHOUT PRIORITIES
ForHome Appliance, Auto and
GeneralFarmEquipmentRepairs

_ Imetals—does work you*d expect from .

e larger, costlier machine: portablo. easily 1
carried: operates from any properly wired \

110 volt line also avafiablefor 220 volt opemtion.
at eli^t additional cost: has 8 metallic and
curbon arc welding beat stages.
CASYTO OPERATE—ifinexperiencedyoQcan .

to do profossionai work by followmg the simplinea
welding and opeiatiog instmctions furnishca— cornea
eotnolete ready to operate wltli helmet, rods, cable, iDStruepoao. eco.

DYNAMICWELDESI CO. Illinois

fled that you are not insulted by the B rating, sir,"
Unquote.) Ack-ack kicking up his heels over getting
out of the Army in two installments. Part in !^glish,
part in Esperanto. The Sarge had a little trouble
telling which was which. (If you aren’t insulted
now, now is it done? S.S.).

THE MARTIAN NEWS-LETTER, 548 North Dellrose,
Wichita 6, Kansas. Editor, Telis Streiff. Published
irregularly. Price, 5c per copy. Short takes on just
about everything in stf fandom and darned hard to
read thanks to hektoing or whatever it is,

THE NORCON, P.O. Box No. 135, South Mills,
North Carolina. Editor, Fred Ross Burgess. Published
irregularly. No price listed. A sffigle-sheet news
letter for North Carolina fans. Tr^e offers.

SCARAB. P.O. Box No. 135, South Mills, North
Carolina. Editor, Fred Ross Burgess. Published ir-

re^larly. Price, 3c per issue. NORCON’S big

—

well, pretty big anyway—brother, containing much
of the same mateilal, but more of it. A one man
job by an apparent newcomer to the ’zine field.

Keep at it. Mr. Burgess, the pickings have been
mighty slim from your territory.

THE S-F TRIBUNE, 1870 East 33rd Street, Brooklyn
10, New York. Editor Ron Christenson. Price 8
issues 5c. So this is what happened to ERGERZERP!
THE STELLARITE, 1115 San Anselmo Avenue, San

AnVelmo, California. Editor, John CocSroft. Published
irregularly. No price listed. Mostly a reprint of I,

ROBOT by Eando Binder.

STFFM, (Vols. 1 & 2), 208^^ South Michigan Street,
South Bend, Indiana. Editor Harley Sachs. Published
irregularly. Price, 4c per copy. A postage-stanm-
sized little job (Vol. 1 is bound in reverse order with
the last page first, etc.) which contains some rather
bizarre fiction.

VULCAN, Ripley, Tennessee. Editor, Lionel Inman.
Published irregularly. Price, 10c per copy. In purple
print (!) so faint it can hardly be read lurk items
by Inman, Knighton, Karden, de la Ree, Kennedy
and a good collection of letters. Belongs in A-List, but
can’t be read as is.

WAFM, 3325 Georgia Avenue. Washington 10, D.C.
Editor, M. Maxwell. Published irregularly. No price
listed. Mostly Maxwell—another of these postage-
stamp jobs—and not overfunny at best.

WITHOUT GLEE, 2837 San Jose Avenue, Alameda,
California. Editor. Roger Rehm. Published irregular-
ly. Price, 3 copies 10c. Kennedy runs amok in this
unexpected little magazine, which contains a long
and pointless (?) ditty anent your reviewer. More
“heh-heh’s” than real laughs.

WOPPLE-KIT Box No. 6, Helena, Montana. Editor.
Walter A Coslet. Published irregularly. For free.
Swap and auction news, some gossip, letters an-
swered. Okay of its kind.

Which winds us up on a much better than
average two-months-run of fanzines. Keep
it up, and let’s get more into the A-List. A
couple of the B’s looked almost ready for
submitting your efforts to this one-man
board of review.

SEE THE WORLD IN

PICTURES IN

AMERICA’S MOST ENTERTAINING
PICTURE MAGAZINE

NOW ON SALE—10c EVERYWHERE
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m Today, choose the job you want—and prepare for it. Or if you are alreadjn
engaged in the work you like best, start training now for quicker promotion.
Acquire the knowledge that will help you to get ahead faster, make more money
and have greater security.

American School, founded in 1897
help you to reach your goal
just as it has helped others
during the past forty-nine
years. Check the coupon at
right, add your name and ad-
dress and mail it at once. The
school will send you details on
its training plan and outline
of study prepared toy special-
ists. There is no charge, no
obligation, so send the coupon
immediately.

AMERICAN SCHOOL

as an educational institution not for wofif, can

CHECK, CLIP AND MAIL COUPON NOW

AMERICAN SCHOOL, Dept. G858, Drexel at 58th, Chicogo 37, HI.

Without obiloatlon. Please send FBEB and postp^, bulletin and
of the Subject checked#

S 5VASTIW ENQ*ft Q AcfBOunting and C.P.A,

Elaetiioat Engr.

Q Electricity—Pract.

Eleotronics, Industrial

Bookkeeping

D Private Secretary

O Diesel Engineering

Sheet Metal Pattern
Drafting

name... - .OCCUPATION...

AISDBESS — AQB...

Rebigeration
Architecture
and Building

Contracting
Practical Plumbing

n Automotive Engr.
Aviation Drafting

D Aviation
Business Mngment.
Railway Training

Drafting and Declgn
for Men and Wonseft

Radio
High School
Air Conditioning

D Mechanical Eng.
Shop Managemeftf
Tool Making
Better Foremanslilp

O Machine Shop
Operation*

Dept. G858, Drexel of 58th Street, Chicago 37u i cm... ..STATE...

To Introduce you to superb rjuality ofourtvortcmansbip,tti9ttias gained
us millions of regular customers,we will make you a free gift oftwo 5x7
enlargements which regularly sell for 50c each. Just send us any snapshot,
photo or negative. Be sure to include color of hair, eyes and clothings
and get our bargain offer for having these enlargements beautifully

hand colored in oil and placed in your choice of handsome frames.
Please enclose 10c each for handling and mailing. Originals returned
with FREE prints worth $1. Aci AT ONCE. Limit 2 to a customer.

HOUYWOOD film STUDIOS • Oefl 1S2 nil Sania Mmilca BM.Hallnraai 3», Galif.

TRAVEL FOR "UNCLE SAM!
$1.7S6 to $3>025_FIRST YEM

RAILWAY /Tranklin institute,

POSTAL / Dept. T9A, Rochester 4, N. Y.

CLERKS / Sirs: Rush to me, without charge, copy of
Veterans ©ey 32-page book, “How to get a U. S. Government

Many Preference/ Job,” list of positions, and full particulars toll-

ether Govern- / ing how to prepare for them.
Blent Jobs. City /

and Rural Carriers /
-PostofflceClerkB—PB- /

trol Inspectors—Accountant /
—StenoBTaphers—Typists—etc. / , jj ir..#p

PrepareNow for nrast Examinations. / Addrean Vefd



Free for Asthma
If you suffer with attacks of Asthnuk so terrible you
choke and ^sp for breath* if restful sleep is impossible
because of the struggle to breathe* if you feel the disease

is slowly wearing your life away* don't fail to send at

once to the Frontier Asthma Co. for a free trial of a
remarkable method. No matter where you live or whether
you have any faith in any remedy under the Sun* send
for this free trial. If you have suffered a lifetime and
tried everything you could learn of without relief ; even
if you are utterly discouraged* do not abandon hope but
send today for this free trial. It will cost you nothing.
Address

:

FRONTIER ASTHMA CO.
81 6-T Frontier Bldg.

462 Niagoro Strott Buffolo 1, W. T.

TO MAKE PINKP^ATMI

I
EH PERFECm PERMAKEiTIY i

I
# KOW, at home, you can quickly and safely reline your dentures I

I
Vdth PjbASTI-LIMER—the or^nal. professionally developed reliner I

J that refits your plates perfectlj' and permanently. Unlike ordinary
j

S, reliners that last for only a few months, PLASTI-LINER* is guar- f

anteed to last for the life Of your platel PLASTI-LlNER Is hW)T a I

powder nor a paste ; but a strip of genuine, fully guaranteed dental I

plastic. PROVEN CONCLUSIVELY pY DENTISTS! PLASTI- I

Llj^ER (Methyl Methacrylate) consists of the same ingredients as
|

that used by many dentists. Properly applied, you too will get pro- I

fe^ional results QUICKLY— ECONOMICALLY ! SAFE—EASY
TO APPLY . . . Pure, non-toxic, harmless, non-iiritating, odorless, I

tasteless* smooth, molds to mouth. WILL NOT HARM PLATES—
!
no heat necessary. Praised by thoiisands of satisfied users. Mr. H.

|McF. says—^“I find that there is just nothing to compare with it . .

.

PLASTI-LINER is 100% all right.” ^

SEND NO MONET - ORDER BY MAIL TODAY
,

$1 for upper or lower—$2 for both. Sold on money-back guarantee.
Save C.O.D. charges .by enclosing money. PLASTI-LINER CO.,
DtyX. 44A 908 WALBRIDGE BUILDING, BUFFALO 2. N. Y.J

LEG SUFFERERS
Why continue to suffer without attempt-
ing to do something? Write today for New
Booklet^‘*THELIEPEMETHODS FOR
HOME USE.” It teUs about Varicose
Ulcers and Open "Leg Sores. Llepe Methods
used ichUe t/ou wait. More than 40 years of
success. Praised and en> i
dorsed by multitudes.

UEPEMETHODS.3284N.GrMnBavAva.
Dept. S'l'M, MilwauKep, Wisconsin

frije
etooktiT

ARREST THAT
RUPTURE!

Don’t lei It get awayfrom you! Careless-
ness, indifference, neglect usual^ cause
trouble. Learn about our Air Cushion
Support.^ Ready for you NOW! Light,
cool, sanitary. Durable, cheap. Clip and
mail for Free Booklet and Proof of Re-
sults. No-Risk Trial Ofer.

BROOKS CO., 6ox382-F, MarshaH, Mich.

Your Daily Horoscope in Every Issue of

EVERYDAY ASTROIOCSY

NOW ON SALE AT ALL NEWSSTANDS!

Manly Wade Wellman, who assumes the

mantle of Captain Future in this issue

of STARTLING STORIES, is a writer so well

known not only to scientifictionists but to less

specialized reading publics that he has not
troubled to say much about himself. He has,

in fact, been the subject of previous bio-

graphical sketches in this column.
Suffice it to say that the author of THE

SOLAR INVASION was born in West Africa,

son of a scientist, and has truly been around
within the limits of this small sphere. A
football player at the University of Utah, he
has in his vast and variegated storehouse of

personal knowledge a fine background of

American Indian life as it is today.

Fi'om this background, he has evolved a

modern Indian detective which recently won
a national prize in a well-knov.m detective

story magazine. And since the Wade in his

name implies Ihat he is a direct descendant
of great Confederate Cavalry General Wade
Hampton; he is presently engaged upon a

voluminous biography of this spade-bearded
old battler.

His most recent appearance in START-
LING STORIES came a couple of years ago
with the fondly remembered and stirring

STRANGERS ON THE HEIGHTS. He is, in

truth, a person of vast versatility and good
humor, whose fame among fantacists and
scientifictionists alike is richly deserved.

Feeling rightly that his previous biographi-

cal sketches provide sufficient personal in-

troduction to SS readers, he has here con-
cerned himself more with the implications

of dimensional travel as hinted at in THE
SOLAR INVASION.
Says Mr. Wellman;

To Captain Future and his friends, flight be-
tween stars is a commonplace—before we our-
selves know it, it may be commonplace with us.

Most of the scientific doubters have stopped
laughing and are busy over blueprints.

To reach another world of our own universe
means a journey of light-years perhaps—and it

is comprehensible. To reach another world of

another dimension may take only a step (in the

right direction, a diiection toward which no
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indicator can now point up) and it still beggars
our imaginations, here in the twentieth centiiry,

a whole civilization less developed than Captain
Future.
Some time it will happen, that journey be-

tween dimensions. The soundest physicists al-

low that the extra dimensions exist, beyond our
narrow awareness of space and time. When the
journey is first made, it may be an accident. The
pioneers may never come back. Scientists and
adventurers will and must go on from there, by
trial and error to success, as with the first

cockleshell voyages from Europe to America, the
first overseas plane flights, the first attempts
reach the Moon, Venus and Mars, which at-
tempts are surely almost upon us.

And then all the wonders that science fiction

gapes at today will be commonplaces—Mars will

be an irritating flat desert with little water or
vegetation or other comforts, Venus an op-
pressive jungle, Jupiter a place where extra
gravity plays hob with your blood pressure,
Pluto a wintry dim spot where you wouldn’t
exile your most irritating in-law. We’ve already
looked at these places at long range, and any
day now we may be flying over for a closer look,
and familiarity will breed contempt. But other
dimensions

—

It will take a Captain Future, with an adap-
table Otho, a durable Grag, and an all-wise
Brain, to cope with the unthinkables and un-
speakables to be met with. If they get back,
maybe they won’t be able to explain what they
encountered, any more than you can describe
differences of red, yellow and blue to a man
blind from birth. We’ll all have to go, and per-
haps use more senses than five to do justice to
the experience. After the first new dimension, it

will take some time and thought to comprehend
and invade the others.
And at that time, if peradventure this story

still exists in a museum of curiosa, a time cap-
sule or a dusty library vault, it will be good for
a hearty cosmic laugh, for not foreseeing even
the least of the true wonders of Dimension X.

—Manly Wade Wellman.

THE WORLDS OF TOMORROW
(Concluded from page 89)

Future returned with many strange and
epoch-making new scientific secrets. The
full extent of these has not been even hinted
at, but all records are kept in closed vaults
of the Science Division of the Solar System
Government in New York. How best these
may developed for good of all the worlds,
without letting them fall into the hands of
unprincipled men, remains yet to be seen.
A future journey to Dimension X may

bring back more comprehensive information
about Sinon and the other worlds of that
System which made a threat—^now happily
past—of complete conquest of all the uni-
verse we know.

Read STARTLING STORIES Every Issue!

f:m?Tnrn;T-

For Merely Examining

Coyne’s NEW Pay Raising

7APPLIED heciriciiyi
togive you the *'know bow’ *on all branches of electricityfrom appli*

cal books is I'm wiiling to sive youaFREEcopyoftnybook**150Sbop Prints
end How to Read 13ienr

' |ust for looking over tnis set* Written by the Coynb
Xechnjeal Staff and backed by 47 years' experfonco, this set has heiped many '

ambitiona olectricalworkexs to bigger pavi botterlobs&addod opportunity.

OFFER LIMITED* ACT NOW! promptl^I'll Bend yoatbe 7volume
set Applied Practical Electricity for 7 days FREE examination . . . tosether
with the 150 Shop PrlntBook. Ijookthe set over7 days. Ifyoo like it send either

;

tl9.75 cash or Bend ffi.OO after 7>dayB and $8.00 per jmonth until $21 is paid. If

S
ou don't want the set. return It andJTOUOWB NOTHING. In either event, i

Dwever. you keep the ISO ShopPrintBook absolutely free.
i QPNn MA CouponbelowisjostareqaesttoBeethebookBfreaendtolew set my gift book for doing it. AOT-vSendc oponTodayl'

MONCY!..’^<^*1"'CalB00lCl>iV., COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL,
•^soos.pauijnj^street, Dept. 76-T5, Chicago 12, III.

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHQOLi 76-T5
800SOUTH PAULINASTREET, CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS

S^end me that 7 volame set -APPLI)^ PRAC^CAL EI^CT^CITY and your
FREE idft of a of * '1^ Shop Frints and How to'Beadxhem”. I'll either
return the set fn 7 days and owe nothing or send you either $8 in 7 days and
$8 a month until 821 is paid or $19.76 cash. Regardless of whether or not
I keep the 7 Volume Set the >50 Shop Prints is mine FREE as a Gift.

I namb. ..AGE.

MSDBBSS^

\ TOWN-, -20NE .STATE.-

|m STOTT AT HOME for PERSONAL SUCCBTBa
ana LARGER EARNINGS. 87 years expert to-
struction—over 108.000 students enrolled. LL.B-
Degree awarded. All texts furniahed. Easy pay^
mentg. Send for FREE BOOK.
AMERICAN EXTENSION SCHOOL OF LAW
Dept. 7P*T, 646 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1 1, Ilf.
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This Horseshoe
Ring,Handmade,
Hand engraved,
inlaidwithsimu-
lated pearl, is a
KNOCKOUT!
Shoe and shank
of everlasting
Monel Metal is

GUARANTEED 20 YEARS
Supply is limited . . . rush your order! SEND NO
MONEY. Pay Postman only $3.85, plus excise tax

and postage. Return for refund in five days if not
delighted. State size. Address:

t , a, u

NATIONAL lEWELRY CO.. WheeliiiB, W. Va.



you’re that man, here’s something that will

interest you.

Not a magic formula—^not a get-rich-quick
scheme—^butsomethingmoresubstantial,morepractical.

Of course, you need something more than just the
desire to be an accountant. You’ve got to pay the price

—be willing to study earnestly, thoroughly.

Still, wouldn’t it be worth your while to sacrifice some
ofyour leisure in favor of interesting home study—over
a comparatively brief period in your life? Always pro-

vided that the rewards were good—a salary of ?3,000
to $10,000?

An accountant’s duties are interesting, varied and of
teal worth to his employers. He has standing!

Do you feel that such things aren’t for you? Well,

don’j.be too sure. Very possibly they can be!

Why not, like so many before you, investigate

LaSalle’s modern Problem Method of training for an
accountancy position?

Just suppose you were permitted to work in a large

accounting house under the personal si^ervision of an
expert accountant. Suppose, with his aid, you studied

accounting principles and solved problems day by day-

—easy ones at first—then the more difficult ones. Ifyou
could do this—and if you could turn to him for advice

as the problems became complex—soon you’d master

them all.

^
You cover accountancy from the basic Principles

right'up through Accountancy Systems and Income Tax
Procedure. Then you add C. P. A. Training and pre-

pare for the C. P. A. examinations.

As you go along, you absorb the principles of Audit-
ing, Cost Accounting, Business Law, Statistical Con-
trol, Organization, Management and Finance.

Your progress is as speedy as you care to make it—
depending on your own eagerness to learn and the time
you spend in study.

Will recognition come ? The only answer, as you know,
is that success does come to the man who is really

trained. It’s possible your employers will notice your
improvement in a very few weeks or months. Indeed,
many LaSalle graduates have paid for their training—
with increased earnings—before thej' have completed it!

For accountants, who are trained m organization and
management, are the executives of the future.

Write For This Free Boole

For your own good, don’t put off investigation of all

the facts. Write for our free 48-page book, “Accoun-
tancy, The Profession 'Fhat Pays.’’ It’ll prove that
accountancy offers brilliant futures to those who aren’t

afraid of serious home study. Send us the coupon now.

Over 2300 Certified G. I. APPROVED
That’s the training you follow in principle under the

LaSalle Problem Method.
Public Accountants omong

LaSalle alumni

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
A CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTION

417 South Dearnbom Street, Depf. 11329-H, Cbicaso 5, Illinois.

I want to bean accountant. Sendme,without cost or obligation, the 48-page book,“Accountancy

,

The I^ofession That Pays,” and full information about your accountancy training program.

Name.

Addrttis
j

. Citi...

Position Are



H0WA97*LkWEAKllN6
Become
the ‘WORLD'S MOST PERFEGLY DEVELOPED

(^CHARLES,YOU POOR BOY ! YOU STAY
SO THIN-ANO ALWAYS TIRED !

I KNOW.MOM.^
^TME FELLOWS ARE

lCALLINGME"THE
.weakling]!

SO CHARLES ATLAS SPENT
MONTH AFTER MONTH
SEARCHING FOR A WAY
TO DEVELOP HIS BODY.

AND FINALLY HE
DISCOVERED HIS
AMAZING METHOD-

DYNAMIC tension!’

I Can Make YOU a New Man, in 15 Minutes a Day!
If you^re the way I USED to be—

if you are skinny and feel only half-

alive— if you’re ashamed to strip
for sports or a swim—^then give me
just 15 minutes a day ! I’LL PROVE
you can have a build you’ll be
PROUD of! ‘^Dynamic Tension’*
will do it for you, too ! That’s how
I changed my own build into such
perfect proportions that I won the
title, “World’s Most Perfectly De-
veloped Man.” And now I can give
you solid, beautiful, USEFUL
muscle wherever YOU want it!

"Dynamic Tension" Does iff

In only 15 minutes a day,
**Dynamic Tension” can bulge up
your chest, broaden your back, fill

out your arms and legs. Before you
know it, this easy NATURAL
method will make you a New Man

!

In fact, I GUARANTEE you’ll start
seeing results in the first 7 days I

MADISON SQUARE
^

GARDEN/NEW YORK f2

I give you no gadgets or contraptions to

fool with. You simply utilize the UNDE-
VELOPED muscle - power in your own
God-given body — almost unconsciously
every minute of the day— walking, bend-
ing over, etc. — to BUILD MUSCLE and
VITALITY. And it’s so easy— my secret,

**Dynamic Tension” does the trick !

FREE BOOK
Thousands of fellows have used

my ‘‘Dynamic Tension” to change
themselves into real HE - MEN

!

Read what they say—see how they
looked before and after— in my book — free.

Tells all about “Dynamic \
Tension” shows actual \

photos of men I’ve turned \

from puny weaklings in-

to Atlas Champions.
Mail the coupon now

!

CHARLES ATLAS,
Dept. 47L, 115 East 23rd
St., New York 10, N. Y.

CHARLES ATLAS. Dept. 47L,
115 East 23rd St.. New York 10, N. Y.

I want the proof that your system of

Dynamic Tension” will help make a new man
of me—give me a healthy, husky body and big

muscular developments. Send me your free

book, “Everlasting Health and Strength.”

Name.
(Please Print or write plainly)

Address

City State
Check here if under 16 for Booklet A.

I

I

I

I

I

J



WHAT TO DO IF

LOST IN THE WOODS NIGHT
Common sense and your dasUight eon bring you through,

says Adirondask guide Sifwin Young, of Star lake, N. Y,

1
First—take it easy! You’re never really lost until

you lose your head! Don’t travel at night. In-

stead, use your flashlight to gather boughs and
leaves for a bed, near a stream if possible. Build a

signal fire; it will warm you and protect you.Then—

2
Flash the S.O.S. signal with your flashlight —
three short, three long, three short — to guide

searchers. Long-lasting “Eveready” batteries will

send hundreds of such brilliant, penetrating light

signals. Save your strength for daylight. Then —

EXTRA POWER,
EXTRA LIFE

—AT NO
EXTRA COST

3
Stay where you are until help comes. But, if

you must travel, put out fire, head downstream
along any running water; it will generally lead you
to safety. When out of the woods, resolve: To
always carry matches in a waterproof case, a com-
pass, and an “Eveready” flashlight on every outing!

4
When you need a flashlight for emergency use
—in the woods, at home, in your car, you need

it! That’s why it’s wise not to compromise with
anything less than “Eveready” batteries. Their
longer life of brighter light has justly made them
the largest-selling flashlight batteries in the world.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

30 East 42nd Street, NewYork 17,N.Y.
Unit of Union Carbide tatd Carbon Corporation

ucc

The registered trade-

mark Eveready’^
distinguishes products
of National Carbon
Company, Inc.


